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AFTER TEN YEARS
President Cosgrave Speaks to the Army
Ten years ago the Irish Army first mounted
guard at the City Hall, then the Headquarters of
the Provisional Government.
Before many months it was found necessary
to invoke the aid of arms to defend the new-born
State.

Irish Soldiers nobly rallied to the defence

of that independence which

Irish soldiers had

valiantly won for the Irish people.
Since then the Army has been steadfast as
a rock in its loyalty to the people's government.
It has successfully withstood the shocks inevitabie
in a period of transition from revolution to stability.
To-day it is a model force.

Its discipline, its

demtion to duty, its code of honour, its efficiency
are an inspiration to the nation which it serves
without stint and without fear.
Thanks are out of place.
begun well.

The Army has

May it ever continue to serve as nobly.
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OGLAIGH NA hEIREANN BEFORE
THE 1916 INSURRECTION.
By MAJOR-GENERAL PIARAS BtASLAi.

HE BEGINNING of 1915 saw the Volunteers who adhered to the
ol'iginal constitution of Oglaigh na h:£ireann reduced to a small,
but vigorous and enthusiastic body, devoting their time, their money
anu their energy to the work of arming and dJ'illing and making
themselves an effective fighting force, while a small body of leaders
(unknown to the other leaders) made secret preparations for a bid for Irish
independence.
It was recognised that any fighting which Volunteers would have to
do in the country would be in the nature of guerilla warfare, and instruction
on these lines was given to the companies. The Dublin companies also
received lessons in street fighting.
Besides Oglaigh na h£ireann two other military bodies were being
trained-to act in co-operation with them. These were the" Citizen Army, "
composed of militant members of the Irish Transport Workers' Union,
controlled by James Connolly, and the .. Hibernian Rifles," a small body
of members of the "A.O.H. Irish-American Alliance, " a body distinct
from and at variance with the Redmondite .. A.U.H." Both these bodies
took an active part in the fighting of Easter Week, 191ft
The persons in the country who were in sympathy wiih the Volunteers
were a small minority. Most of the people had been swept off their feet by
the propaganda and misrepresentation of the Irish Parliamentary Party,
and Mr. Birrell, the English Chief Secretary for Ireland, one of the astutest
of politicians, did not think it necessary or expedient to interfere with the
activities of the armed Volunteers. He knew that the attempt to disarm
them would probably lead to bloodshed, which might cause a reaction in
Ireland and repercussions in the United States, at that time neutral in the
War.
However, a time came when Mr. Birrell was forced by the pressure of
others to take steps against the Irish Volunteers. H e confined himsell to
petty persecution. To hinder their propaganda without the odium of
Suppressing newspapers, he resorted to the device of attacking, not the
writers, editors or publishers of periodicals, but the printers, who were liable
to have their machinery dismantled by military orders if they printed papers
advocating the aims of the Volunteers. 'fhe" Irish Volunteer," the official
organ of Oglaigh na h:£ireann, was .. put out of action " in this way; but
the Volunteer Executive conceived the brilliant idea of having it printed in
Belfast by a firm of Unionists. There was no further interference with
the printers, and the official organ, under the editor hip of Profe sor
MacNeill, continued to appear until the Rising of 1916. It contained man~·
vig?rous contributions by Professor MacNeill, !lnd some very interesting
articles on famous battles by Colonel J. J. O'Counell.
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The first piece of persecu tion against Volunt eers . was the
issue. of
military orders to certain Volunt eers in Cork to leave the city.
It is
probable that this was done against Mr. Birrell 's wishes by
the military ,
who, of course, had absolut e power in such matters . The harsh
treatme nt
of these men, who lost their employ ment, evoked a good deal
of public
resentm ent and sympat hy.
One of these Volunt eers, Sean Hegart y, ·withdrew to the
remote
mounta in district of Gougan e Barra, Co. Cork, but even there
the military
regarde d him as dangero us, and he was ordered to " move on."
He then
repaire d to Ennisc orthy, and stayed at the house of Lauren ce
de Lacey,
a membe r of the staff of the " Ennisc orthy Echo," one of the
very few
provincial papers which suppor ted the cause of the Volunt eers.
While he was in this place, the house was raided and some sticks
of
dynami te were found under his bed.
He was arrested , but De Lacey
escaped and went •. on the run."
Hegart y was tried in Green Street
Courth ouse, Dublin , on the charge of having explosives in his
possession.
In the face of the cleares t evidenc e a Dublin jury, compos ed
of citizens
believed to have no sympat hy with his political opinions, declare
d him ., not
guilty. " On a second charge a second jury disagreed, and Hegart
y was
release d, but forbidd en to return to Cork.
This result was the first sign of a change in popula.r feeling.
It was
evident that the persecu tion of Volunt eers was only strengt
hening their
hands.
Later in the year Alec MacCa be, then a Volunt eer officer in Sligo,
was
arreste d while in possession of explosives, and again a trial by jury
in Green
Street resulted in his acquitt al. The case was remark able in being
the last
trial by jury on a political charge ever held under the British
regime in
Ireland .
There were several aI'rests for" seditiou s speech es," and the prisone
rs
were tried and sentenc ed by stipend iary magistr ates. Sean Mac
Diarmu da
and Sean Milroy received short terms of impriso nment. Frank
Sheehy Skeffington, who, though a pacifist , suppor ted the same cause
as the
Volunteeers, was sentenc ed for a similar offence, but secured his
release in
a few days by a .. hunger strike. "
A conside rable numbe r of Volunt eer organis ers were appoint
ed in
differen t parts of the country to form new compan ies and give
military
training . One of the e, Alf Monah an, was impriso ned for refusin
g to leave
Cavan when ordered to do so by the competent military authori ties.
Anothe r
organi er, Terenc e Mao Swiney (afterw ards the martyr ed Mayor
of Cork)
was brough t before a full bench of .. unpaid " magistr ates in
Cork-a nd
acquitt ed, despite the protest s of the " R.M." This was anothe
r sign of a
cbange in public feeling.
Despite the sympat hy evoked by these persecu tions, the m ajority
of the
people were still prejudi ced against the Volunt eers, misund erstood
their
motives, sneered at them ss .. pro-Ge rmans, " and refused to listen
to their
argume nts. Among the poorest section of the populat ion of the
towns this
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hostility was most violent and most ignorant. On Whit Monday, 1915, the
Dublin Volunteers held a parade in Limerick. They were attacked by a
howling mob, and had to make their way through the streets amid fusillades
of stones and broken bottles. As late as March, 1916, a similar attack was
made on Voluntee,rs by a mob in 'l'ullamore.
On the other hand, on the same day when Dublin Volunteers were
attacked in Limerick, a large and highly successful paraqe of Kerry
Volunteers was held in Killarney, without a hostile voice being raised. The
fact that two such prominent G.A.A.-men as Dick Fizgerald and Austin
Stack (both ex-captains of the Kerry football team) had associated themselves with the Irish Volunteers, had a considerable effect on public opinion
in Kerry.
The next move of the British authorities was more drastic . In August,
1915, Ernest Blythe, Liam Mellowes, Denis MacCullough, and a certain
Mr. Pim (who, for a brief period, was associated with the movement) were
ordered by the military to leave the country. They refused to go and were
sentenced to four months' imprisonment. Even persons hostile to the
Volunteers denounced this drastic action. A big public meeting of protest
was held in the Phoenix Park at which some prominent supporters of Mr.
Redm,o nd spoke strongly against the attempt to " order Irishmen to leave
their own country."
Anoth~r important event occurred in the same month which helped both
national ideals and Volunteer propaganda. O' Donovan Rossa, the last of
the great Fenian leaders, died in New York, and it was arranged between
the Clan-na-Gael of America and the I.R.B. to bring his body to Dublin and
bury it in Glasnevin after a public military funeral.
All Ireland sought to pay tribute to the ' dead patriot. The bitterest
opponents of .the Volunteers felt themselves compelled to take part in the
Volunteer funeral. Contingents from public bodies and organisations all
over Ireland came up to Dublin to attend the funeral procession. For two
days before the funeral the body lay in state, guarded by constant relays of
armed Volunteers, while immense crowds of the public thronged the City
Hall to gaze on the remains of the dead hero. The funeral procession ,
headed by the Volunt~ers in full strength, carrying their rifles, was of
imposing dimensions. At the graveside Patrick Pearse (who, by this time,
Was in the secret of the contemplated insurrection) delivered his famou s
oration in Irish and in English, in which he eloquently foreshadowed the
events of 1916 and the succeeding years, concluding with the words:
" Ireland unfree shall never be at peace."
It wag a peculiar thing, with a state of war in existence, and the British
Governm('nt regarding the Volunteers as a hostile organisation, to see bodies
of Volunteers parading in the streets of Dublin nightly, carrying rifles,
without interference. In the country the custom of parading with arm
~nabled the R.I.C. to compile a very accurate list of the number of rifles
m each company-as shown by the evidence given to the Royal Commission
appointed to investiiate the causes of the Insurrection of 1916. In Dublin
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leading Volunteers were usually shadowed by members of the political branch
of the" G .. Division (detectives).
One night in the winter of 1916 it occurred to Daly and myself, instead
of bringing the First Battalion out into the country, to put them through
a .. sham fight " in the streets of Dublin.
The operations, which were
conducted in the neighbourhood of Parkgate, apparently created great
excitement on the part of the authorities, who believed we were " rehearsing
a rising." The matter was mentioned in the evidence before the Royal
Commission. As a matter of fact our manoeuvres had no particular
significance. They were merely an experiment, and not a very successful
one.
As the difficulty of importing arms and ammunition increased, other
means of securing guns were resorted to. Quite a brisk business was done
in buying rifles from soldiers, many of whom were quite ready to take the
risk of smuggling out and selling arms for a few pounds. Arms were sometimes .. commandeered" also, by stealth. For instance, one Volunteer
finding two soldiers had laid their rifles aside while taking refreshments at
Amiens Street Station, boldly shouldered the rifles and walked out of the
station without being challenged.
The sight of men in civilian clothes
carrying rifles was not, at this time, sufficiently unusual to attract attention.
All this time negotiations were being carried on by the I.R.B. with
Germany through the Clan-na-Gael in America. Dr. Patrick MacCartan
and Sean T. O'Kelly were sent to the States in connection with this work.
Sir Roger Casement was now in Germany , endeavouring, with indifferent
success, to form an " Irish Brigade " from the Irish prisoners of war in the
German camps. He was later joined by Robert Monteith, who had been
an officer of the First DubJin Battalion.
The question of how the Germans could assist an Irish Insurrection
was a knotty problem. The landing of a large force of Germans in Ireland
was obviously impossible; and it was the opinion of the heads of the I.R.B.
that, even if possible, it was not desirable. It was, however, considered
possible by the Germans to do some .. gun-running" on the eve of the
Rising, and supply us with a large quantity of badly-needed arms and
ammunition-including machine-guns, of which we had none.
The principal means of communication in these negotiations was Tommy
O'Connor, a steward on an Atlantic liner travelling between New York and
Liverpool, an adroit and courageous young man, who later took part in the
1916 Rising. O'Connor was in touch with John Devoy, who negotiated
with Germany through the German Ambassador to the United States.
In January, 1916, Sean Mac Diarmuda sent me to Liverpool with a
verbal me sage for Tommy O'Connor, and also a long message in cipher.
The verbal message was interesting. He told me that the Germans had
proposed to land a ship full of arms on the Kerry coast, but that subsequently they had decided to bring the vessel to harbour in the city of
Limerick. The Supreme Council, however, had now decided on a more
daring plan. The disguised German ship was to sail straight to Dublin and
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land at the North Wall. All the Volunteers of Dublin oou).d be mobilised'
in readiness for the landing, to go down, seize the arms and make off with
them. He asked that a supply of machine-guns should be sent, and some
officers to give instructions in their use.
I duly delivered the message to O'Connor, but apparently the Germans
did not think a landing in Dublin practicable, and Fenit, Co. Kerry, was
ultimately decided on as the scene of the proposed gun-running.
By this time the situation with regard to the Irish Volunteers had
grown exceedingly tense. Even the rank and file had begun to feel that
a clash with the British Government was inevitable. Despite the fact
that the danger of membership of the Volunteers was ever growing
greater, they were slowly but steadily increasing in numbers, and, furthermore, were meeting with increased public support in their courageous stand
against menaces and persecution.
At a parade of the four Dublin Battalions on St. Patrick's Day 1916,
over 3,000 Volunteers took part, of whom a goodly proportion were armedthough with the most various type of firearms. There was some talk, at
one time, of providing pikes for those men who were unable to procure
firearms, but the proposal was not favourably received.
There were a few-very few--defections. Some members of the Civil
Service and National Teachers, who had taken a prominent part in the
Volunteer Movement, received a circular threatening dismissal if they did
not sever their connection with the Volunteers. In a few cases the circular
had the desired effect.
Generally speaking, the Volunteers, in Dublin at least, though they
knew nothing definitely, " sensed " the coming fight. There was a feeling
abroad that the summer would see us " in the field," and this feeling was
useful in preparing the men for the surprise about to be sprung on them.
One heard them talk in terms of a coming campaign. Particularly those
who were members of the I.R.B. had an inkling of what was coming; and
of these a certain number were already engaged in work relating to the
Rising. On t,he other hand, the General Secretary of the Volunteel'l, Mr.
Bulmer Hobson, did his utmost to discourage any thought of •• taking the
field," and urged the wisdom of remaining strictly on the defensive. This
was also the view of Arthur Griffith, who, of course, knew nothing of the
projected rising, having long severed his connection with the loR.B.
It is now quite certain, in the light of the evidence given by Mr. Birrell
and Lord Wimborne to the Royal Commission into the 1916 Insurrection,
that the Rising only just forestalled a general attack on the Volunteers and
that, had we not taken the offensive, we should soon have had either to
fight as individuals on the defensive, under infinitely more disadvantageou
circumstances, or tamely submit to wholesale arrests, disarmament and
disbandment.
It was anticipated (rightly, as later evidence showed), that efforts would
be made to seize and disarm individual Volunteers, in order to avoid tackling
them when in full force, and instructions were given to every armed
j
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Volunteer to resist any attempt to disarm him; but it was obvious that
this was asking a great deal from the individual Volunteer. The men were
kept on the qui vive, bodies of Volunteers being frequently summoned in
haste to this or that building or position to resist anticipated raids. In one
case policemen who raided Liberty Hall were ordered out by Connolly tit
the rifle's mout,h, and obeyed. Some similar incidents happened elsewhere.
The introduction of compulsory military service (or .. Conscription," as
it was incorrectly called) into England at the beginning of 1916 resulted in
the .influx to Dublin of a considerable number of Volunteers from London,
Liverpool and Glasgow. These men formed a camp at Kimmage, where
they lived under regular military conditions and defied any attempt to arrest
them. Practically every man of them took part in the 1916 Insurrection.
The date of the Insurrection and the gun-running having been decideu
on, the General Headquarters Staff of the Volunteers ordered parades arid
manoeuvres for Volunteers all over Ireland for Sunday, April 23rd, 1916.
Some of those who issued the order-Professor 'MacNeill and Mr. Hobson
in particular-were quite unaware of the purpose to which their comrades
intended to convert the .. manoeuvres." It was, probably, the most
brilliantly original way of starting an insurrection as the result of a secret
conspiracy that was ever conceived in the history of the world. Full details
of the proposed •• manoeuvres " were published, and in the orders special
stress was laid on the absolute necessity for complete armament and
equipment, prizes being offered for the Volunteer best equipped for active
service. At the same time strict orders were issued to all members of the
I.R.B. residing in Dublin not to leave it during the Easter holidays.
The English Government suspected nothing. Many peaceful parades of
Volunteers had been held before. Thanks to R.I.C. espionage they knew
our strength in the country pretty accurately; they knew also our
armament; and it did not occur to them that so small and ill-armed a force
would undertake so daring a coup. They believed we would act purely on
the offensive; and they were contemplating a general round-up of individual
Volunteers.
The aecret was well-kept in Ireland; but from America news reached
the British authorities which was received with sceptici m. Fully a week
before Easter Sunday the English Commander-in-Chief, General Frienel,
received word from New York that a disguised German ship was due to arrive
off the Irish coast on April 22nd and that a Rising was then to take place.
The news of a projected Rising was not taken very seriously (no doubt they
had received imilnr mes ages before-false alarms) but orders were given
to keep n. look out for the expected vessel.
The main incident of th week preceding the Rising are fairly well
known, and I need only summarise them here. On the Wednesday
Professor MacNeill, then Chief of Staff, found out that a Rising was contemplated and drafted an order countermanding the Ea ter manoeuvres.
Learning of this, Sean MacDiarmuda and Tomas MacDonagh had an
interview with him and succeeded in persuading him to withdraw the order
~d allow things to take their course. They believed they had persuaded
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Mr. MacNeill that the Insurrection had a reasonable chance of sucoess.
Later Mr. Hobson, who, as General Secretary of the Volunteers, was 11lso
endeavouring to prevent the Insurrection, was p~aced under arrest by the
LRB. (of which he was a member) and detained until the Insurrection had
started on Easter Monday'On Good Friday a regular chapter of accidents occurred in Kerry. Three
~olunteers from Dublin, engaged in work preparatory to the Rising, were
drowned at Ballykissane, near Killorglin, owing to their motor taking a
wrong turning and running into the sea. 'l.'he driver of the car, a Limerick
Volunteer, alone escaped.
The German ship" Aud " (disguised as a Norwegian) carrying 20,000
rifles, ammunition and a number of machine-guns, was captured by a British
vessel while approaching the Kerry coast. The captain hoisted the German
flag and blew up his vessel.
On the same day Sir Roger Casement, with two companions, Monteith
and Bailey, was landed on the Kerry coast from a German submarine,
within eight miles of Tralee. When his companions had proceeded to
Tralee for assistance Sir Roger was caRtured by local RI.C. His identity
was not established for some time. Austin Stack, with a surprising lack of
jUdgment, went to Tralee Barracks to inquire about Casement and was
promptly arrested.
All these occurrences, one would think, were sufficient to convince the
English authorities that the message from New York was correct in every
particular, and that an Insurrection was projected. But apparently they
were not much impressed, for no serious precautions were taken, and the
Easter manoeuvres were not " proclaimed."
The news of the various mishaps in Kerry reached us in Dublin, partly
on Friday night and partly on Saturday.
The arrival of Casement was
wholly unexpected by anybody. Believing the Rising hopeless he had come
to use his influence to prevent it, or, failing that, to take his part in it.
His companion, Bailey, was captured on Saturday evening. Next day,
Sunday, Bailey decided to save his skin by turning informer, and told the
British authorities that a Rising was timed for that day. But meanwhile,
as Lord Wimborne explained to the Royal Commission, the calling off of
the Easter manoeuvres had been publicly announced, and the military
authorities, with quaint fatuity, regarded the danger as past and took no
further precautions.
Professor MacNeill, on the Saturday night, as the result of reports
received from the country and consultation with others, decided that tile
Insurrection would be a fatal blunder, and, without informing those
responsible for the Insurrection, inserted in the Sunday Independent a
notice in which, as Chief of Staff, he forbade any parades or movements
of Volunteers on Easter Sunday.
This was a severe blow to the conspirators, but it had one useful effect.
It took the British authorities completely off their guard when the leaders,
haVing cancelled their Sunday programme, decided to go on with it on the
Monday.
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SOME OF THE DANGEROUS GASES
.
OF EVERYDAY LIFE.
,

By

CAPTAIN M.

L.

NOLAN.

N OUR MILITARY TRAINING in defence against gas, we divide
the war gases into groups according to their effects on the human
body.
One of these groups consists of those gases which interfere
with the respiratory properties of the blood.
Now, strange as it
may seem, the gases in this group are not true gases, as they have not
been used deliberately in war, to injure personnel or material.
But
they are so frequently encountered in everyday life that we should understand how they are produced, their properties and their effects on the
human body.
It is of even greater importance to know how to protect
against them and the first-aid measures to be taken in cases of casualties
resulting from them.

I

CARBON MONOX;IDE.

Carbon Monoxide, which is the principal gas in this group, is a
colo'urless, odourless, tasteless, and highly poisonous gas.
It is slightly
lighter than air, and this is one of the reasons why it has not been used
as a war gas. A gas which is lighter than air tends to rise quickly when
released and would, therefore, be quickly dispersed.
A further reason
is that carbon monoxide requires very great pressure to reduce it to a
liquid state, and to keep it in that state.
Our gas shells, grenades, etc.,
for carbon monoxide would, therefore, have to be so strong and thick
to withstand this pressure that there would be practically no room for
gas inside.
One famous writer has blundered rather badly, by his failure Lo
understand some of the properties of carbon monoxide.
In one of his
murder etories he describes how the victim is enticed into a small room
with an opening in the ceiling and is there destroyed by having carbon
monoxide poured down on him through the opening.
Now, this cannot
have been carbon monoxide in a gaseous state, because in that state
carbon monoxide rises when released.
Nor can it have been the gas
in a liquid state as it is described as having been contained in jugs and
other vessel of a similar nature.
Ignorance of the behaviour of carbon monoxide h as hud much more
serious r ults for others, who have lost thei!' lives as a result of such
ignorance. For it is an undoubted fact that the vast majority of deaths
from carbon monoxide could have been avoided if the victims were
familiar with the action of this gas and exercised proper precautions.
Carbon monoxide is produced anywhere that combustion or burning
takes place without proper ventilation. It is produced in our fires, but
is norJIlally carried up the chimney.
If, however, we were to cloee
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up all windows, doors, and ventilators, and block the chimney while there
was a fire burning in the room, a dangerous concentration of carbOn
monoxide would soon be produced.
There is always grave danger from
carbon monoxide poisoning when a brazier or other form of fire is brought
into a dug-out or room which is not provided with a proper fire-place,
and numerous deaths have occurred from this cause, especially in France,
where the charcoal brazier is so popular.
Carbon monoxide is produced by the firing of rifles and machine-guns
in enclosed spaces.
Practically all explosives, on detonation, produce
quantities of carbon monoxide.
Some produce as much as forty to
sixty per cent., depending on the effectiveness of the detonation.
Ventilation of machine-gun posts, tanks, armoured cars, etc., is, therefore,
of the greatest importance.
Carbon monoxide is produced in large
quantiti~s when a mine is exploded.
The gas is forced into pockets
and fissures in the earth, and may find its way into neighbouring workings
or into trenches or dug-outs and cause casualties.
The bursting .of a
large shell, especially if the detonation is Door, may force dangerous
quantities of the gas into nearby trenches and shelters. The danger of
carbon monoxide poisoning from explosives is greater in naval than ih
land warfare because of th~ confined. spaces on board ship.
A very large number of the accidents from carbon monoxide poisoning
Every
occur from the gas produced from the engines of motor cars.
internal oombustion engine when running gives off carbon monoxide in
the exhaust.
If the" mixture" is weak, i.e., if there is a big amount
of air taking part in combustion, the percentage pf carl;>on monoxide.
produced is small.
If the "mixture" is rich, i.e., if the amount of
air is cut down,- much bigger quantities of the- gas are produced.
Normally the gas passes to the outside air and is rapidly dispersed. But
if the exhaust gases can enter the body of an enclosed car, or if the engine
is run in a closed garage a dangerous atmosphere is very rapidly
produced.
Now, although carbon monoxide is tasteless and odourless, some of
the other gases coming from the exhaust are not, so that if a smell of
burning oil is noticed in an enclosed car, immediate steps .should be
taken to ensure proper ventilation of the car.
Furthermore, it should
be a definite rule never to run the engine of a car in a closed garage.
It IDay be argued that to run an engine for a short time is not dangerous,
as if there is any danger, the individual working at the engine can easily
open the door and escape into the outer air.
But when we come to
(lonsider the action of carbon monoxide on the human body we shall see
how foolish this attitude is.
Coal gas, as used for lighting, cooking and heating, contains 8 percentage of carbon monoxide which is the poisonous portion of it.
But
coal gas also contains strongly smelling gases which serve as a warning
of its presence. Indeed in some cities in America the lighting gas has
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small traces of powerf ul tear-ga s added, so that a leaking gas pipe
produces
an unbeara ble atmosp here of tear-ga s, long before a danger ous concen
tration
of carbon monoxide is reached_
We have already said that carbon monoxide interfer es with
the
respira tory propert ies of the blood.
The functio n of the blood in this
connection is to carry the oxygen of the air which it picks up in
the lungs
to the other parts of the body. The actual oxygen carrier in the blood
is a substan ce called haemoglobin.
Haemo globin has an affinity for
oxygen, but it has a much greater affinity for carbon monoxi
de, and
further more, the compo und formed by haemog lobin and carbon
monoxide
is a very firm one. If there is any carbon monoxide in the air
breathe d
in, it unites with the haemoglobin, which is thereby preven
ted from
performing its normal oxygen-carrying duties. The body is thus
starved
of oxygen, and asphyx ia, slow or rapid according to the amoun
t of carbon
monoxide in the air, takes place.
The actual sympto ms of carbon monoxide poisoning are dizzine
ss,
headac he and nausea .
The viotim, on noticing these sympto ms, may
try to move to fresh air, but discovers in himself an extraor dinary
weakness
particu larly of the legs.
He is unable to move; he feels drowsy, and
gradually becomes unconscious. Death does not follow rapidly
after
unconsciousness, becaus e the breathi ng becomes slower so that
less of the
gas is absorbed. This is an import ant point to remem ber, and
we should
endeav our to revive the victim if there is the slighte st chance of
life being
present . .
The sympto ms given above are those of what may be called
the
average case. If only very small quantit ies of the gas are absorbe
d and
the patient escapes to the fresh air, he usually present s an
appeara nce
suggest ing drunke nness.
His face is flushed and stupid and he staggers.
He compla ins of a bad headac he, noises in his ears, reeling in
his head,
and he may vomit.
In cases where large quantit ies of the gas are
absorbed the sympto ms follow each other very rapidly, and uncons
ciousness
occurs very soon after th~ first sympto ms are noticed.
Now, ince carbon monoxide is tasteles s and odourless, and does
not
produce any unplea sant effect when first breathe d, we see how
foolish
it is to imagin e that the victim can e cape when he notices the
first signs
of danger. B · that time he is nearly certain to have reached
the st age
where he is unable to use his legs.
The first aid treatm ent for carbon monoxide poisoning is
simple,
provided that one import ant point i8 remem bered. The treatm
ent must
begin immedi ately , no matter how poor the chance of success
appear
to be, and it rou t be continued until the arrival of a doctor. Remov e
the
patient from the dangero us atmot-phere, and if breathi ng is
shallow or
appears to have ceased apply artificial respirat ion by Schafe r's
method .
This is the method u unlly employed to restore the appaten tly
drowned.
The patient is plnced face downwarrl on the ground , the ann
above the
Itead, face to ODe ide. Expirat ion is produc ed by firm pressur
e with the
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hands on the lower part of the back. Air is forced into the lungs by rapidly
releasing the pressure. This pressure and relaxation of pressure should
occupy about five seconds; the pressure should last about three seconds,
the remainder of the operation two seconds.
.
The anti-gas respirator issued to our troops is no protection against
carbon monoxide as the container is only intended t.o protect against war
gases. . The best protection against carbon monoxide is a self-contained
breathing apparatus, such as is used in mine rescue work. The principle
on which an apparatus of this type works is that there ' is no communication
with the outside air once the apparatus is adjusted on the wearer. The
air which is breathed out is retained in the apparatus, has the carbon
dioxide, which it contains, removed by chemical absorbent and has a
suitable quantity of oxygen added from a small cylinder which is part of
the equipment. The air is now similar to ordinary air and can again be
used by the wearer of the apparatus.
All apparatus of this type gives
.
complete protection for the lungs against any type of gas.
In mining operations canaries and white mice are used to indicate the
presence of carbon monoxide. These are very quickly affected by carbon
monoxide 'and show symptom~ of the poisoning before ma~ feels the slightest
ill effects. When a canary is used for ·this purpose it is' placed in Ii 'cage
near the miner. He observes it from time to time, and as soon as he sees
it develop any symptoms of the poil:"oning, leaves the dangerous area. ' .
A war memorial in Scotland has on its base a number of bronze plaques
each of which depicts the part played in the .win by some particular Corps
or Formation. One of these praques simply shows a number of mice and a
cage of canaries. It is i~tended to pay tribute to the work of the miJjtary
miners and to draw attention to the assistance they received from canaries
and white mice.
ARSENIURETTED HYDROGEN.

Arseniuretted Hydrogen is another of the gases which interfere with
the breathing properties of the blood. It is not so frequently met with as
carbon monoxide. During the war several cases of poisoning by this gas
occurred in submarines. When storage batteries are being charged a certain
amount of hydrogen is produced. If either the lead plates of the battery
or the sulphuric acid used contain a greater percentage of arsenic than is
normal, arseniuretted hydrogen is produced.
The symptoms of arseniuretted hydrogen poisoning resemble those of
carbon monoxide poisoning, and the first aid measures are similar. In fact
the non-medical individual may regard these two gases M being mnch th
same in so far as safety precautions, &c., are concerned.
DEFICIENCY OF OXYGEN IN THE Am.

An atmosphere which is deficient in oxygen i extremely dangel'O~s.
Such an atmosphere may be produced in a number. of \\:nys. Tron rustmg
uses up oxyaen, so that the air in the hold of :1 shIp whiCh has been made
airtight at the begippjng of a voyage may be found, at its termination, to
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be deficient of oxygen, owing to the rusting of the iron-work of
th!3 hold.
Some types of paint absorb considera.ble quantit ies of oxygen after
they are
applied. But this trouble is most frequen tly produced on board
ship by
the decomposition of cargo.
The danger can be obviated by adequa te
ventila tion of the hold.
Underg round passages of all descriptions, e.g., old mine working
s,
sewers, &c., are liable to contain air which is deficient of oxygen
. This
deficiency is brough t about by the rusting of minera l matter in
the ground
or by the decomposition of animal or vegetable matter. Such places
should,
therefore, not be entered until the air has been tested and found
to be safe.
The air can be tested by lowering a lighted candle into the shaft
or manhole. If the candle remain s alight the air is safe.
If the candle is
extinguished the place should be well ventila ted before anyone
is allowed
to enter. Of course, a bare lighted candle should not be used
if there is
danger of inflamm able or explosive gas being preseut . If such
a danger
exists a miner's safety lamp can be used and answers the purpose
equally
well.
If there is a comple te lack of oxygen in the atmosp here the effect
on
anyone enterin g it is immed iate.
The individual collapsEls withou t any
warning sympto ms and immed iate asphyx ia results. For this
reason anyone
who has occasion to enter 8uch an atmosp here for test purpose s should
have
a life-line attache d so that he can be immed iately pulled into pure
air should
he collapse,
The best protect ion against such an atmosp here is the self-con
tained
breathi ng apparat us. If such an appara tus is not available,
a form of
protection can be improvised by attachi ng a suitable length of
hose pipe
to the face-piece of a service respira tor. The hose pipe should
be so long
that the unattac hed end reaches well into the outer air. There
is always
the danger when using this improvised protect ion that the hose
pipe may
become kinked, and so cut off the supply of air. The resistan ce to
breathi ng
offered by the hose pipe may be so great as to interfer e with the
work of
the user.
CONCLU SION.

Accidents os fl result of poisoning by some of the gases here dealt
with
are only too common.
On Burgh Quay, Dublin , there is (\ monum ent
erected b the citizens to show their appreciation of the courage of
a membe r
of the Dublin Police Force, Constable Patrick Sheeha n, who lost
his life
while endeavouring to rescue the victim of a sewer gas accident.
This was
probably a ca e of comple te absence of oxygen.
Fireme n in citie. may be called upon at any time to enter gas-fille
d
atmo pheres. They may encoun ter carbon monoxide in burning
buildings,
or absence of oxygen in ship' holds or sewers.
Tn pre-wa r days the
respirators avaiJable for use in this work were very clumsy.
Thanks to
re earch int<> protect ion against war gases, perfect p~tectio~ is
now available. A chemical filling for a respira tor container, which gives
protection

"
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against carbon monoxide, has been discovered by the American Chemical
Warfare Service.
This substance, which is called Hopcalite, does not
actually absorb carbon monoxide, but turns it into the relatively harmless
gas, carbon dioxide.
Fillings of various kinds have been devised" each of which deals with
some one gas likely to be met with in a parti,cular industry. Finally, a
universal filling has been produced which gives protection against all toxic
gases which may be encountered in fire fighting or in industry. A service
type respirator having a container with a filling of this kind gives a fireman
protection, while it is so light and comfortable that it does not interfere
with his activities to so great an extent as does the self-contained breathing
apparatus. The self-contained breathing apparatus must, however, be
J'etained by our fire brigades, as a respirator of the container type, which
has communication with the outside air, is useless in an atmosphere containing insufficient oxygen to support life.
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ARMS AN D TH E i\GR ICU LTU RIS T.
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HE ARMY of the Saorsta t like the armies of other countri es.
must be
mit able and prepare d to advanc e the politica l and constitu
tional
aims of the commi mity it serves. If the position were otherwi
se the
Army, however recruite d, howeve r organis ed, howeve r control led,
would not
deserve the name of a nationa l Force. But it is not enough that
it should be
a machin e adapted to serve the politica l objects , interna l and externa
l, of the
commu nity. The Army must harmon ise in its structu re and method
s with the
social and economic life of the country , and be in tune with the
custom s and
traditio ns of the people.
Primar ily the object of those in charge of the Army must be
to create
a Force which, in the event of war, will be able to meet and beat
a foreign
military force of equal or even greater strengt h. Accord ingly it
is necessary
that the militar y authori ties of this country should be aware
of the latest
develop ments abroad , and should within the limits made possible
by the
financial resources of the Saorsta t ensure that our militar y machin
e is in every
way kept up-to-d ate. Though the purely interna l tasks of an
army must
be regarde d from the militar y point of view as of seconda ry
importa nce,
and though militar y organis ation and militar y method s must always
be to some
extent interna tional in charact er, because conflicts are
interna tional,
neverth eless, it would be a mistake to suppos e that we must follow
step by
step any particu lar develop ment or develop ments in other countri
es. There
is no standar d with which an army must necessarily comply if
it is to be
efficient. As a matter of fact a country can only develop its
maxim um
military strengt h by adaptin g the organis ation, equipm ent, and
training of
its defence forces to its own conditi ons.
Practic e and theory vary
conside rably in differen t countri es, and it could hardly be said even
after the
test of a war, that any specific modem system would, in all circums
tances,
be more efficient than another .
The army of the Saorsta t will not be require d to serve abroad .
It must
be, therefore, trained to fight with the maxim um of efficiency in
this country .
In prepari ng it for its duties there are two classes of facts
to which
conside ration must be given. On the one side, attentio n must be
paid to the
charact er and equipm ent of any troops our army may have to
fight.
On
the other hand due weight must be given to everyth ing arising
from the
charact er of the terrain over which a war would have to be fought
here, to
the scope which that terrain general ly or locally would give for special
tactical
method s, to the climate and the weathe r conditi ons under which
troops
would have to work, to the social habits and economic organisa
tiOl. ot the
people. An Irish army, whatever be its size, must fit into our
particu lar
scheme of econom ic orgauisation and in time of war the
militar y and
industr ial forces of the State must work togethe r as bone and
muscle work
when an arm delivers a blow.
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There are various ways by which an army can be raised, and three or four
main types of military force exist in modem states. It would be theoretically
possible for us to have anyone of them. We might, for instance, have an Army
consisting solely of a standing force, or a standing force and a reserve of men
trained in it. Such an army, however, would in this country be either too
costly to be maintained or too small to meet the requirements of the case.
Again a conscript force might be called into being; but conscription would
certainly be distasteful to the people, and we scarcely require to train in
peace-time a force large enough to justify all the disturbance and difficulties,
as well as hardships and injustices surrounding conscription. There remain
two bases on e:ther of which, or on a combinatjon of which, the army of the
Saorstat may be built up. Along with a very small standing army, we can
have a territorial force consisting of men who do most of their training in the
evenings after they have finished work at their ordinary occupations, or a
militia consisting of men who will be called up to camp or barracks for a
certain part of every year, and will get their training then.
, At present, the policy is to have both territorials and militia. Owing
to the political history of Ireland it will, for a long time ahead, be impractical
in most parts of the' country to organise territorials. Firearms cannot be
left in the custody of individuals in their homes, or in ill-guarded depots.
Consequently territorial units can be organised only in towns in which units
of the standing army are stationed. The rural population, and the population
of our small towns, can be tapped for military training only by recruitment
for the standing force and the militia. When the B. Reserve or militia units
were organised some time ago, there was a great deal of hostility to the new
development. That hostility has for the most part disappeared, and it is now
generally recognised that for the B. Reserve Battalions very good material
is being obtained, that the men are keen to learn all that a soldier should
know, and that many of them are capable of being turned into fir t class
non-commissioned officers.
A good deal of opposition is still directed against the practice of
training B. Reserve units in Winter. This opposition would not seem to be
well considered. I t is based mainly on the fact that the British militia units
which existed here in the old days, trained in Summer, and that Summer
training is more pleasant than similar work in Winter. The notion that
Winter training is impossible may be dismissed as ridiculous. If war
broke out, soldiers would have to fight in Winter as well as Summer.
If
men can fight in Winter, they can be trained in Winter. It may be that the
ordinary routine of a training camp will have to be substantially adjusted
to enable the best results to be obtained on short days, and during wet
weather. Well-lighted gymnasiums and drill halls may be required, to permit
Work, that in Summer would be done in the open air, to be carried on indoors.
SpeCial clothing, and other equipment, may be necessary in. or?er that
men may not contract pneumonia or rheumatism. In this connection It may be
antiCipated that Winter training, if it gives some trouble, will, at least, cause
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our Army to be better equipped and prepared for a Winter campaign under
Irish climatic c.onditions than any troops who may be put against them.
If we are not to have Winter training, then our militia units, consisting
largely of agricultural workers, must be called to camp at a time when they
will be most required, and most fully occupied, at their ordinary work, and
left at home in partial idleness, or total unemployment, when there is little
activity on the farm. To commit ourselves to Summer training for the
" B" Reserve, before a great deal more thought and energy had been put
into making Winter training thoroughly effective, would be to take a
foreigner'S view of the Army. If an Irish view is taken of the problems
involved, it will be found that economic and social convenience can be fully
reconciled with military necessity. Military training will not merely cause
no interruption or hindrance to agricultural operations, but will offer a pleasant
break in the yearly routine of a substantial section of agricultural workers.
If a little more money has to be spent on extra equipment, on drying rooms
and drill halls, the cost to the community will be less on the whole than if
we had a ' military system which ignored the conditions of ' civil life here.
A RAN:J{ CIVILIAN.
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TALES OF A FLYING COLUMN.
By A. W.

KWARD.

3.-WHILE THE COLUMN MARCHES.
NE COLD NIGHT in the Spring of 1921, a cordon of scouts protected
the Flying Column while it slept in Knocknaskeha House. No rain
fell; but the ground was sodden underfoot, and clouds drove across
the stars. The house stood on the southern slopes of a range of low,
bleak hills.
A bitter norther whistled through gaunt hedges, and soughed
away through the timber of Derra. Crouchlld under the shelter of wall and
fence, the scouts seldom moved, because of the necessity of listening. Hardly
a man but shivered with cold. Each was armed with a revolver of some sort,
or with a shot-gun; and each was alone. The cordon encircled the house on
a radius of, roughly, 600 yards; and the men were posted at intervals of 100
yards. In the immediate vicinity of the house, other Volunteers were on
duty; and, at critical points about a mile outside the cordon, a few concealed
men kept road approaches under observation.
The duty of the scouts was not to defend the Column, so much as to give
it timely warning of danger. This was accomplished by quiet methods, varied
as the tricks in a countryman's head, often quaint, always dependable. Only
. in grave emergency would scouts resort to the firing of shots. The £iring
of a shot was regarded by the Scout as a confes<ri.on that he had allowed
himself to be surprised.
In a small room off the kitchen of Knocknaskeha House five men sat
at a deal table, in the centre of which a candle guttered. Draughts whined under
the door, and the shutters rattled. Dressed in civilian clothes, the men wore
khaki shirts, collars, and ties. The candle-light gleamed on the dark-brown
leather of their bandoliers, and the buckles of their Sam Brown belts sparkled
incessantly. Now one, then another, breathed on his fingers, and rubbed his
hands together, in an effort to warm them.
"Three good men beside that pier." Meechaul Neylon placed the point
of his pencil on the rough sketch before him. "The lorry will be running
straight on to them, just before it begins to swing round the bend. When
'tis twenty yards from them, they'll fire. They must not let themsleves be seen
before the moment they fire, or the driver will swerve and accelerate. They
must make absolutely certain of getting him in the first volley. I think I'll
take those three men, myself."
•• D'you think three '11 be enough?" asked Dan McGrath, the
Commandant of the 2nd Battalion, and second in command of the column .
.. No more can be hidden from sight, there; so that fixes it I " answered
the Column Commander.
.. And how many 0' the lads did ye say I was to have, over here?"
~Ueried Arthur Hogan, placing a cigarette-stained forefing~ on ,~he paper.
I'll want a good few, in case the peelers lep over the ditch I
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Hogan was the Acting ,Brigade Commandant. He had a fair moustache
of the tooth-brush kind, and two mild blue eyes looked out from under his
He took life seriously; and was noted for a violent temper
heavy brows.
and a store of dry humour. His fanatical devotion to duty led many
Volunteer officers and men to curse the zeal that consumed the heart of their
Brigade Commander; yet they liked him. He was about twenty-five,
strongly built, and of medium height. Resourceful under fire, he had been
selected to command the enfilading party. This would be placed about
90 yards beyond the main position, but at right angles to it, and behind a sod
fence that ran down through the fields at the opposite side of the road.
Ach! five'ill be enough for you," said Frank Leary, the Commandant
Not many 0' the melts 'ill g'over that ditch, I'm
of the 4th Battalion.
tellin' you! "
Leary, a small farmer's son, had the figure of an athlete and the face of
an ascetic. He was what was called a cool customer," and, although his
education had finished very early at the local National School, he was one of
the best officers iT} the Column.
Ycs, five will do! " interjected McGrath, in time to forestall Arthur
Hogan's protest. The others nodded agreement.
How many men would you want in the main position, along the wall ? "
said Con Rohan to the Column Commander, while Hogan muttered something
to himself.
We'll put ten men, side by side, behind that wall," answered Meechaul
They'll stay lying down until they hear the first volley from my
Neylon.
three men. Dan, here, will place himself at the end near us, and Frank will
take the other end. The moment ye hear our first shots, every man is to'
jump up and lash into the lorry as fast as he can work the bolt. If the plan
goes right, the lorry should be only a few feet from ye when ye jump up.
Whatever happens, it wont be far from yeo No grenades must be thrown."
At the mention of grenades the Column Commander tapped the table,
and added,
.. At such close quarters they'd be as dangerous to ourselves as to the
peelers I"
We'll have to watch the covering party," said the cautious McGrath.
" The getaway isn't very good, in case more lorries come on top of us."
" Seven men are all we can spare for that," said the Column Commander .
.. We mu t send Toohig and four men half a mile up the road in the direction
of the lorry. When the scouts ignal it approach, Toohig will get out of
sight and let it on to us.
nce it is round that bend, and can't see him, he
will get his men to block the road with anything that's handy; so that, if the
lorry is followed by another one, too far back for the scouts to see it in time
to signal us, he can peg into it and hold it up long enough for us to finish
with the first one."
.. Good enough I I'm satisfied," said McGrath.
If

If

If
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.. For fear the police might get any inkling of the ambush, we'll have
about thirty scouts scattered around us, a mile out; and all roads will be
watched for a good distance. They can't be blocked, because that would
give the game away. Tom Nunan went over, the night before last, to fix all
this. And talking of the getaway," . continued the Column Commander,
.. there is another ambush position on the road, almost as good a') this one,
and with a much better line of retreat; but I have decided on this because
of the poor getaway. My reason is that an ambush at such close quarters
is a bit trying on the nerve; and we have a few raw men in the Column
to night, who will be taking part in their first ambush. The less inviting
the getaway, the less likely they will be to take to their heels when the music
starts. There's no use closing our eyes to that danger. Don't forget that
the three gentlemen who stampeded at Carhoogh nearly cost us all our
lives!" His voice was pitched in a quiet, passionless key, and his lips curled
in contempt. And, yet, many good men are seized with p~nic when the
strange bedlam of their first fight breaks upon them .
.. Be hell! you're right," said Frank Leary, "and if wan of 'em stirs
I'll put daylight through him; so I will!"
.. And put another grain of it through him, for me ! " said the Brigade
Commandant. .. They're willing enough, but 'tis their first real test! "
.. You'll take charge of the covering party, Con," said the Column
Commander to Con Rohan. "And you can plank yourself anywhere you like
in those trees, about 150 yards above us, half-way between our position and
Toohig's. And," added Meechaul Neylon, with a smile, .. bring plenty of
victuals. "
The thrust went home: Con reddened and laughed. His appetite was
notorious. With any kind of notice he was generally able to add a surreptitious
parcel of food to the "iron rations" carried by each Column man when
proceeding to an ambush. Invariably, the Column took up ambush position
before daylight, and often had to wait until the afternoon for the arrival of the
enemy.
.. Napoleon believed in feeding his men well," said Con. "But 0' course
there Was only wan Napoleon!" He winked to himself behind a cloud of
tobacco smoke.
" And a good job there's only wan Con Rohan," said Arthur Hogan,
.. or the people 'ud be e't out 0' house and home, darnme! "
The ambush was planned for the next day, at Glenvoir, and, while the
Column Commander and his unofficial staff went over the proposed arrangements, the remaining thirty men of the Column slept quietly, . or snored
raucously, upstairs and downstairs. Situated in a grove, half a mile from the
road, Knocknaskeha House was unoccupied, normally.
The owner, an
extensive farmer had placed beds and bedclotbing in the rooms for the use
of Column men,' whenever they happened to find themselves in the dis~ct.
Neighbours had supplied additional blankets and mattresses, and, to-rught,
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a number of men slept on mattresses arrange d around the kitchen
floor.
Anything was preferable to a draugh ty hay-ba rn, with its itching
hayseed
and hordes of biting insects.
The windows of the house were always shutter ed; so that by day it
wore
its unoccupied air, and no inside lights were visible at night. Becaus
e of the
danger attachi ng to smoke, to be seen in dayligh t and smelled at
night, no
fires were ever lighted. Meals were eaten at neighbouring farmers
' houses.
Sometimes, a few of the local girls brough t food, already cooked,
to the big
empty house.
H was almost midnig ht when, in the top garret, a disturb ance broke
out.
The small bed was occupied by two men; and a third man,
covered
by a couple of car-rugs, slept on the floor in his clothing.
From his dreams, Ned Crowe was roused by the commotion. Groping
for a momen t on the borderl and between sleeping and waking, his senses
swam
in the confusion of strange noises. With a jerk, he sat up on 'the
floor .
•• Hould him ! He'll go! "
That corner of the room was alive. Ned heard subdue d cries,
curses,
sounds of exertion, and the creaking of a bedstead .
.. 'au-a-ech !" Somebody was choking .
.. Don't let him go !" Thump ! .. Shoot the divil! " The voice
was
anxious and determined.
Ned found his electric torch, and sprang up.
He flashed the light
towards the corner, and, not knowing what to expect, threw the safety-c
atch
off his automa tic.
.. God's truth I " he exclaimed.
He laughed, and rushed to the struggling figures. Jack Collins
held
:Maurice Toohig by the throat, and they were tumblin g about
the bed.
Toohig was writhing like an eel; Collins was making wild blows
at him,
and shouting,
.. He'll go I

Shoot the divill "
.. Hi I what's up? " shouted Crowe, throwing the light in their face."
.
He stiffened with astonishment. Toohig's nose was bleeding, and,
half
choked, he was struggling to break Collins's grip on his throat. Collins
was
striking blindly at Toohig's face, and imploring somebody to ..
Shoot the
divil." Toohig was awake ; Collins was asleep. The beam of
flash-light
a:tIected Collins. He paused in his attack, and slackened his grip on
the throat
of his bedfellow. Grasping at the respite, Toohig wrenched himself
free
and struck Collins viciously in the eye. Awakened by the shock,
it was
Collins's tum to "be astonished.
.. Hell I what's wrong? " he spluttered.
.. Blast you I what was wrong wit' yourself, a minit ago, you gazebo
I"
shouted Toobic.
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They punched, clinched, wrestled, rolled over and over, and, finally,
tumbled to the floor. Ned Crowe tried to separate them: he might as well
have tried to stop a fight between a Bull Terrier and a Kerry Blue. Collins
measured six feet, and weighed fifteen stone. Toohig was a small fellow,
and the combination of wrestling and fighting quickly began to go against him.
" That'll do, Jack! Give it up I " begged Crowe. " 'Tis all a mistake! "
Jack Collins shook himself free, and stood up. One of his eyes was
beginning to swell, and his mouth was bleeding.
"Th'iday of it I " he panted. "To attack a fella in his sleep I The
sporth I" He spat out a mouthful of blood.
" Blast you, what a' you sayin'? Wasn't it you started it, you big tank! "
Toohig got up on one knee, and appeared to be about to spring at Collins.
Ned Crowe stepped between them.
"Now, there's enough of it! " he said, pointing his lamp into Toohig's
bloodstained face. "'Tis time to be getting ready. I hear 'em stirrin' below."
He lighted a candle. Silently watching each other out of the corners
of their eyes, Collins and Toohig put on their boots and leggings. They had
slept in their shirts and breeches, as was the practice before an ambush.
"You don't know it," said Crowe, turning to Collins, "but you stuck
in Maurice, in your sleep. . . . You thought you had a Tan I "
"The hell!" exclaimed Collins.
"Why did 'nt ye t ell me?"
He
gathered up his equipment in a bundle, and caught his rifle.
" A lot 0' good 'twas tellin' you anything I " said Crowe.
Without a word, Collins marched from the room, and blundered down the
stairs. They could hear him growling, as he went.
"A good job he didn't lay his hand on a gun I" said Crowe to Toohig.
"His wife must love him!" said Toohig.
When Jack Collins arrived downstairs he found the kitchen full of men.
Some were seated on the mattresses, lacing their boots or putting on their
leggings: others were cleaning their rifles by the light of candles. A smell
of gun-oil, almost a perfume, hung in the air; and there was a ripple of lively
conversation. The Column Commander sat on the hob, by the empty hearth,
smoking a cigarette and endeavouring to replace the magazine of his " Peter "
(9 mm. Mauser Automatic Pistol).
" Jerusalem! what's happened you, Jack? " he said, in astonishment,
When his eye fell on Collins.
Everybody looked, and a howl of derisive laughter brought a crooked
scowl to Collins's good eyebrow .
.. Drunk again, me lord I" interposed Con Rohan, adding " Where
did you get it, Jack? "
" Go to blazes I " snapped Collins. . . . "Would there be e'er a dhrop
of iodine around, Meechaul ? " he said, shamefacedly, turning to the Column
Commander.
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"Here you are!" said Rohan, whose haversack lay opened on
the
window-sill. "Wher e's your own?
Someone brough t a mug of cold water, and Rohan bathed the swollen
eye and the cut lip. The boys did not spare Collins. Whene ver
a chance
presented itself, their barbed chaff was only too ready to strike.
" Begor! :;he must be a cross wan, to give you a bite like that, now!
"
" Haith! 1'd advance from the rare next time, Jack, if I was
you:
Then she could only kick ! "
"Muzz le her, Jack, achuishle! "
All manner of advice reached him, and he grinned, in spite of himself
.
He though t of the vicious blows he had given and received in the
fight with
Toohig, and he felt sorry; but he would say nothing to Toohig, or
to anyone,
about the fight. The spirit of the Column would wipe out the memor
y of it,
very quickly.
Half an hour later, the Column formed up "in line," in the yard,
and,
at a low order from Meechaul Neylon, the men turned to the right
and set
off across the country . Ten of the Volunteers who had been engage
d on
Protection Duty became the Advance Guard. Flanke rs were not
considered
necessary, and the rear was covered by two Column men who moved
100 yards
behind the main body. The men walked in pairs, separat ed by distanc
es of
about ten paces. The Column Commander and Dan McGrath took
the lead,
and, 200 yards in front of them, five local Volunteer scouts acted as
combined
Advance Guard and Point. The Scout Leader of the local Company
controlled
the Point, and Maurice Toohig, the Scouting Officer of the Column, accomp
anied
him. Toohig's craft as a scout was phenomenal. His swollen nose
did not,
on this occasion, preven t him from taking up his custom ary position
with the
Advance Guard, Apart from the desirability of having him in front,
on account
of his uncann y scent for danger, it was his duty on the march to
exercise
Column supervision over local scouts and Scout Leaders, and, amongs
t other
things, to ensure that the "taking -over process by the Scoutin
g Section
of each Company would be done in a manner that would not delay the
forward
movement of the Column. About 50 yards ahead of the Point, two
unarmed
Volunteers acted as "feeler s." Should these blunde r into the enemy,
the
Point would be bound to hear something in the nature of a challen
ge or a
conversation, or, mayhap , a shot. The Volunteers who acted as
"feeler s"
for the Column were under no illusion as to the risks they ran. They
knew
that it was expected of them to sacrifice their lives, if need be,
and with
empty hands, that the fighting unit might be saved from surprise.
They were
never ordered to shoulder the duty: they always volunteered for
it. They
regarded that lonely forward poc;ition as one of the few places of honour
for the
ordinary Volunteer.
Between the Point and the head of the Column, five Volunteer
scouts
were strung out, singly, as connecting links. The route was always well-kn
own
to them, and they seldom had any difficulty in mainta ining cohesio
n.
On the previous evening, the Officer in comma nd of every Compa
ny
JJ
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District, through which ran the plotted route of the Column, had received
instructions from his Battalion Commandant to scout and protect that portion
of the route lying in his district, and to have in readiness an Advance Guard
of ten men who would " take over" at a stated point from the Advance Guard
of the next preceding Company. The.approximate time at which the Column
might be expected had been made known to all Company Officers concerned,
and their system of Scouting and Protection was so good and conscientious
that the Column was simply handed on from one Company to the next, with
machine-like precision, and under a high margin of safety. The automatic
changing of the Advance Guard, in each Company District, enabled local
Volunteers to return to their homes after a few hours' strenuous duty, and a
fortnight might elapse before the Column would again t rouble them.
The Column men were armed each with a rifle and a revolver: revolvers
only were carried by the Volunteer scouts. Possession of a rifle meant
membership of the Column. Revolvers were not scarce, but rifles were;
and, if by any means an ordinary Volunteer happened to secure a rifle, the
unwritten law was that he would join the Column or hold himself at its
disposal. If he were unable to comply with one of these requirements, or if
he proved unsatisfactory, the Column Commander ordered the transfer of the
rifle to a suitable man. Farm-work had to be performed, and, although not
whole-time members of the Column, many farmers' sons and labourers, apart
from ' scouting work, went into action whenever required, and returned to
their farming duties afterwards. A rough distinction may be attempted by
saying that there were three classes of Volunteers in the Brigade Area.
Firstly, the thirty or forty men who, voluntarily or otherwise (mainly
the latter), had" gone on the run " and had grown into a devoted brotherhood
of daredevils under the command of Meechaul Neylon. Almost to a man,
they had been Volunteer officers before coming to the Column. The Column
Commander had been the Brigade Commandant, and 32 of the men who
marched with him that night ranged through the gamut of ranks down to 2nd
Lieutenant.
Two had been Volunteer privates, but membership of the
Column had subtly raised them to a status higher than that of the ordinary
Volunteer. Titles of rank were rarely heard in the Column- it was Tommy
and Maurice and Meechaul-but, when on duty, a tacit acceptance of seniority,
based on original Volunteer rank, governed their relationships. Off duty,
every man was equal; or, to put it better, they were in a real sense
"brothers in arms." Often the Column Commander found that he could be,
sometimes had to be, a personage very much less than the " Big Brother."
With all this, the Flying Column was a perfect little fighting machine, as far
as weapons permitted.
The Volunteer Organisation, when it was launched in 1913, had not
~nvisaged Flying Columns. These were born very slowly : they almost stole
mto existence} so little was anybody conscious of the gradual mo~ement to~ards
them. Need called for them about the middle of 1920; and blind fate, if you
like, had been already moulding their beginnings. At no time in Ireland had
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their composition or technique been planned or developed.
Somebody,
somewhere in a newspaper or a book, may have delivered himself
of the
generalisation that small bodies of men could indulge in guerilla
warfare
against the British. That could have been said one year, or one
hundre d
years, before the birth of the Flying Column s: it would have been
a nebulous
stateme nt, and no more, far removed from the necessity of putting
it into
action. Further , the fighting method s developed by the Column
s proved
altogether distinctive, and bore no resemblance to the hithert
o accepted
forms of guerilla fighting. Volunteer Headqu arters did not recomm
end the
forming of Flying Columns until embryo Columns had been in existen
ce for
some months in 1920, and had demon strated their capabilities.
How, then, did this Flying Column come to be ? There is one
answer
only. It grew from a nucleus composed of less than half-a-dozen
Volunteers,
who found themselves "on the run" because of their determ ined
refusal
to accept the existing position of racial subordi nation to Englan d,
and who,
either by instinct , or as the result of clear though t, had decided
to advance
their protest a step beyond the passive stage of being arrested
and locked
in jail. Gradually, other men followed their example, and found
themselves
also " on the run." Before a shot was ever fired in the Brigade Area,
all the
Volunt eers" on the run" could have surrend ered to the British
authorities,
and have secured safe quarter s in prison. Instead , the little body
of eight or
ten outlawed Volunteers, of themselves, burned their boats and staked
their
all in a merciless attack on the Royal Irish Constabulary. The
members
of the RLC. were earnest upholders of British domina tion; perhap
s more
ruthless and earnest than the British themselves. The membe
rs of the
RLC. were the sons of the people, familiar with the ways of the
people,
with their modes of though t, and with their method s of action. Therein
lay
a great power. The members of the RLC. were devoted to their
duty, they
were super-active on behalf of their employers, and they knew
no fear.
They were the eyes and ears of the British machin e: withou t their
diligent
aid it was blind, and almost impote nt. They were, one might say,
the key
element in the link that coupled Ireland to the skirts of Englan
d.
Was
it genius, or accident, or God's guidance that led this little band of
Volunteers
to regard the destruc tion of the RLC. as the first task? Even
they
themselves could hardly have given an answer to that question.
In the beginning they attacke d small police patrols : in time,
the
Column struck higher and harder. It attacke d police barrack
s, and
ambushed lorries of enemy troops and Auxiliaries, as well as lorries
of R.I.C.
The Column had no illusion about its strengt h, and it was not "out
to die
for Ireland ," The Commander and his men used their wits as wits
had seldom
been used in Ireland . Their technique was of their own
inventi on:
" Infantr y Training, 1914," and all the British Army Manuals
beloved of
the early days went by the board. The Column men never though
t of getting
a banner and marching to meet the " Saxon foe," in the manner
laid down
in the text books. Necessity showed them the glimmerings of
another way
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that might lead them to their goal; and, bitterly and fiercely, they took
it, although they had never heard of it, and had never read anything about it.
Hunted like dogs; and, when captured, maltreated and executed or, perhaps,
tortured to slow death, they got no quarter; and, asking for none, gave none.
They walked a grim road, and they blew no trumpets. They never forgot
how to laugh, and they never thought they were heroes.
They declined to attack enemy forces superior in strength to their own ;
but, on occasion, they could out-manoeuvre an enemy demonstration ten
times stronger than themselves. They chose their ground, their objective.
and their time. When they struck, it was as sudden as a rifle-shot: they
melted into the country in twos and threes when they had finished. Their
rifles seldom exceeded forty: at times they lost a few, and, again, they
gained a few. Had they been able to secure 100 rifles there would have been
no difficulty in finding men to use them; but the supply of rifles depended
on captures from the enemy, and in any case a large Column might not have
been a great blessing.
In this little Column, as has been already said, there was no discipline
of the Army kind. Something different held the men together, and ensured
their obedience to orders. They were devoted to their task, devoted to their
leader and his aides, and devoted to one another; and, subconsciously, they
knew that their lives were no longer their own.
The second class of Volunteers were those who handled rifles in the
planned operations of the Column, and, on account of being unsuspected by
the R.LC., were able, after each operation, to return to their homes and
attend to their farm-work.
These men lived in continual danger of being
discovered; and discovery might have meant short shrift at the hands of
the enemy, who treated all active Volunteers as " rebels," and denied them
the rights of combatants.
Thirdly, there were the ordinary Volunteers, whose duties consisted
of protecting the Column from surprise, by day and night, whether it was
operating, moving or resting in their districts. In addition, they blocked roads,
carried despatches, collected and disseminated intelligence, drilled, and
performed many other duties. In a quiet way they engaged in numerous
dangerous tasks, and were accustomed to receive more kicks than honours.
They had rarely to go beyond their own parishes, except at night; and
that was one of the reasons why they remained inconspicuous and, therefore,
invaluable. The neighbours knew a great deal about them, and t~e
neighbours were never done talking amongst themselves about the explOIts
0{ the Column men and the Volunteers.
Yet, in spite of this loose talk, at
no period in Irish history did the enemy secure so little information.
The Column was m~ching to-night for the purpose of reaching Glenvoir
before dawn. To ensure that no unfriendly eye would mark its movements,
the Column always moved into an ambush position before day broke. The
discomfort of having to wait quietly under cover for h~~, and the nervous
strain involved, were ordinary things in the Column man s life. Knocknaskeha
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House was fifteen miles from G1envoir, and by 3 a.m. the Column
had covered
six miles, mostly across country . The scouts of "B " Compa
ny, 3rd
Battalio n had gone home to bed, and the Column was marchi ng
under the
,protect ion of
A" Company, 2nd Battali on.
Besides the scouts who
preceded the Column, each Compa ny Comma nder had, early in
the night,
detailed a few men to reconno itre those portion s of the route
that, from
experience and craft, he judged to be places of potenti al danger.
As the
gapped line of the Column went past, these scouts often fell in
beside the
Column men for a chat. At sight of one of them, Con Rohan
broke into
'subdue d song.
"Will you carry me bag for Ireland , lad?
I declare that me heart is broke!
I'm wake! . . . You're as fresh as ,a daisy, lad!
Here! carry this bloody yoke ! "
And, before the scout realised it, he found Con's haversa ck swingin
g
from his neck.
" Don't lose sight of me for God nor man! " said Con to him.
And
mind you don't drop it I The bumbs might busht! "
Occasionally, Con Rohan affected a dialect of his own, as an antidot
e,
he said, to Jack Mara's precise speech. The haversa ck was a small
edition
of a postma n's bag, and Con carried it only when he could not
persuad e
somebo dy to act as bearer. Packed into its capacious maw were the
following:
1 shirt.
2 pairs socks.
1 shaving outfit (Con was particu lar).
2 pairs thongs.
1 collar and tie (he seldom wore them).
1 First Aid outfit.
1 tin Itch Ointme nt.
1 soft hat (worn only in the rain).
1 pair leggings (worn only in rain or mud).
2 packets cigarett es.
1 dilapid ated copy of Hogan' s " Lays and Legend s of Thomo
nd."
10 rounds extra revolve r ammun ition.
20 rounds extra rifle ammun ition.
1 revolve r cleaning outfit.
.. You w- -'s ghosht, didn't I tell you to mind yourself I" Con
spoke
in pretend ed anxiety , when the scout stumbl ed in crossing a fence.
" The
pins are loose in them bumbs I "
" That's no way to have 'em, then! " said the scout, in a tone
t.hat
nettled Con, because of the difficulty of knowing whethe r it he1dre
al' or
pretend ed indifference.
About 3.30 a.m. they stepped out on a narrow mounta itl road, and
followed
it toward s the south-w est. The hedges gave them welcome shelter
from the
tf
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sting of the wind. At every house on the road a dog barked as the Column
passed. The Column Commander grumbled.
"These mongrels should be shot! .. he said, fervently, "or poisoned!
You can't stir with 'em!"
"A pity Cripple can't spare time; or he'd quiten 'em I" said
Dan McGrath, with a laugh.
Cripple was a Bull Terrier. He knew every man in the Column, and he
liked them all with the exception of Joe Henchy, who had once given him
a kick. He was a great fighter, and, since joining the Column, he had never
been heard to bark. Whether he had ever barked was not known: the boys
had come on him one morning as he stood forlornly under a bush, miserable and
apparently homeless. They had petted him, and Con Rohan had given him
a well-picked bone. One of his ears was tom, and he limped a little, probably
as the result of a fight, so they had christened him " Cripple." His previous
record remained shrouded in mystery; but he was, undoubtedly, a vagabond
like any of themselves. Hail, rain, snow or bullets could not separate
him from them after the first meeting. To-night he trotted a few paces ahead
of the Column Commander, well back from the scouts, with whom he was
not on the best of terms. In fact, he hated them; because, sometimes, a chain
was snapped on his collar, and the chain was tied to a bush or a tree, and a
scout was left standing near him, while the Column marched away and did
not come back for hours. At such times, if the scout came close to him, he
snarled; and, if the scout threw him a lump of bread or an apple, he was
blind. Cripple ate apples. He thought them fine, but difficult. One had
to get a front paw on each side of an apple, and had to manoeuvre the fiat
of the jaw against the slippery edge of the thing; and, then, 'twas a great
hand for slithering off, just when one thought one had it.
At 2.30 a.m., the Column had halted for ten minutes on the top of Feen
Hill, where a thick plantation gave partial shelter from the bitter wind.
Approaching Lenagh Cross, the Column Commander sent a message to the
Point that he would stop at the Cross for fifteen minutes. By the time
Scouting Officer Toohig received the message, a cyclist from Lenagh Cross
had informed him that all roads were reported safe. On arriving at the Cross
Toohig found the Officers and scouts of " A .. Company, 4th Battalion, waiting
to "take over" the Column. The cross-roads was already covered; but,
as an additional safeguard, he directed the scouts who were ~b~ut t~ . be
relieved to spread out on a radius of 200 yards, and to remam m posltIon
until the Column had left the Cross.
" Oh 'n 'hell! .. said Dan McGrath, "and that's where I often twisted
the bello's for a cup 0' tay I ..
Three gaunt chimneys showed against the stars. .The song of. the bellows
was a memory: there was silence, except for the skirl of the wmd through
the walls. The place was lonely.
" Bedamned !" said Meechaul Neylon, .. but they made a good job
of it I ..
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For the first time, he saw the burnt-o ut skeleton of his home. He
looked
at it with curiosit y, perhap s trying to build a mental picture of the
burning.
Behind him somebody began to caper, and then to hum, airily,
" Ours is a nice house, ours is !
No roof's on the top of that pretty little shack:
The front's in the front, and the back's in the back! Ours is a nice house: ours WAS! "
.
With an empha tic" WAS," the irrepressible Joe Henchy cut
a caper
similar to the concluding flourish of a hornpip e dancer, and struck
the road
with the whole sole of his right boot.
" Aren't you very funny, now! " said Tommy Hall, who took
life as
seriously as certain of his boisterous companions would allow.
" Oh! Lenagh ! isn't it grand you look!
I bid you the top 0' the mornin ' ! " proclaimed Henchy , with upraise
d
rifle. Turnin g on Hall, he said, in a withering tone,
" Did Grandm other lose her Knittin '? "
"Hurri ts, Hall!" said Arthur Hogan, sensing the makings of
a row.
Hall turned away, disdainfully. Henchy and himself were often
at
loggerheads. As he walked off, he was heard to mutter ,
"God help us! 'twas a terrible thing to do to the poor woman
!"
He snuffied, and looked at the house out of the corner of his eye.
The Column left Lenagh Cross at 5 a.m., and turned along the mounta
in
road to Glenvoir. They climbed gradua lly in the teeth of the searchi
ng wind.
Talking little, and then in low tones, they passed quietly between
the hedges,
occasionally disappearing in the eerie tunnels formed by small woods.
When
the dog barked at Nunan' s, old John Nunan woke, and said to
himself,
"Bad scran to that dog I "
But, on hearing anothe r bark, and still anothe r farther along the
road,
he listened intently , wondering whether police and militar y were
raiding, or
whethe r" the boys " were passing. To satisfy himself he got
out of bed,
opened the door, and crossed the kitchen in the dark. With an
ear to the
latch-hole of his son's door, he listened for the breathi ng of a man
asleep.
Not hearing it, he returne d to his room, and said to his wife, slowly,
.. The Column is round to-night. Tom is out."
" The rother 0 ' God protect 'em I " she said .
.. 'Tis a wandhe r, now, he wouldn 't lock up that dog I" mutter ed
the
old man.
At the end of three mil brisk marching, a scout fell back and informe
d
the Column Commander that a message had been received to say
that the
Column could safely pass through the village of Kill, and so avoid
a detour
through the bog-holes of Killbeg .
.. That'll save us getting drowned to the knees," said Meechaul Neylon
.
.. And the lads can get a drink."
.. Good news for the druths I "said kGrath .
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A distance of approximately 500 yards stretched between the leading
scout and the last file of the Column, and the two men who protected the
rear were a further 200 yards behind. Intervals on roads were always
greater than when moving across country. Though the men appeared to
march as a disorganised string of twos, they were, in fact, sectionalised under
officers, and, .at the first signal of danger, the apparent chaos would resolve
itself into order. Sometimes the men were inclined to close up a little, and
they straggled too far apart at other times; but they were not expected to
march in rigid formation. Their underlying motif was elasticity; and,
despite their ineradicable tendency to open and close their intervals, the
ability to act cohesively never failed them, even under violent surprise. At
the worst, a majority of them were capable of directing their own actions
under fire in a manner that would not conflict with the interests of the whole
Column.
On reaching Kill the Column Commander turned aside and seated himself
on the parapet of the bridge spanning the Avon Dhoun, a blustering stream
from the mountains.
" Knock up Bredin's," he said to McGrath.
A local scout guided Dan to Bredin's publichouse. He knocked carefully,
and waited. Maurice Toohig and the local Company Commander approached
from the opposite end of the single street.
"They're slow about gettin' up!" said McGrath.
He knocked again, louder. Next door, an upstairs window opened, and
a middleaged man looked out. Scattered patches of stars threw a dead light
on the street.
" Get back! " ordered Toohig, gruffly. The head withdrew without a
word, and the window was closed.
" Dammit !" snapped McGrath, "we can't stay all night. What's
wrong with the people?"
He jerked his rifle, impatiently, as if he would bang it on the door.
Instead, he knocked vigorously with his fist, The house remained dead as
the grave.
" Is there anywan at all in it ? " said Toohig to the Company Commander,
in an impatient tone.
" Try the window," was the answer.
.
It was a ground-floor window. The top was slightly open, and Toohig
slammed it down.
"Anywan in there? " he called, none too courteously.
Receiving no answer, he turned a flashlamp on the r~m. On a bed,
by the wall, the blankets bulged upwards, as if a volwrunous body rested
beneath; but he could see nothing.
" Hi I " he shouted "we want a drink ! "
Silence met him. iIe shouted louder, and shook the window. Still no
response. Something told him that a person was feigning sleep under the

blankets.
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"Dan, " said he, softly, to McGrath, .. give us that bomb I "
" Oh, Jesus! I'm dead I" A massive woman, electrified, sat up in
the
bed. She clutched at the neck of her shift, as Toohig played the light
on her.
" Come on, you ould thing! " he chortled, "or I'll gine to you! "
She was a middle-aged spinster, big, bony and blasphemous; but
she
said nothing. When he saw that she meant to get up, Toohig turned
from the
window and whistled.
As the Column men had arrived on the bridge they had halted casually
,
and faced Meechaul Neylon, who had directed the leaders to stand
still.
They took up position roughly "in line," but did not come to attentio
n or
dress. When he heard Toohig's whistle, the Column Commander
counted off
ten men and sent them forward with the injunction,
"Ten minutes, lads, and a drink apiece."
Obedience to his orders had become with them a matter of honour.
The
trust he placed in them was seldom abused, and then only by
the few
incorrigibles. He directed the remainder of the Column to fall out for
a smoke
while they awaited their turn to get a drink and a scrap to eat. Smokin
g was
permitt ed at night whenever the Column Commander considered the
position
safe enough to warran t it. Every man took biscuits or bread and
one drink
at Bredin's. Some drank stout or beer, othel"s milk or lemonade.
Spirits
were barred. Dan McGrath kept tally, and the Column Commander
paid the
bill.
"Who were they? " snorted the proprietress, next day, when she
had
recounted the incidents of the visit to her friend John D. Muldoo
ney, and
he had said,
"I wonder who they were, now? "
" A pack 0' bla'guards I" she said. "And the fella that paid I"
She
looked to heaven, and gasped. "He drank a bottle 0' lemonade as
shtiff as
if 'twas a pint 0' whishkey I "
"Had he any straps on him? " asked John D.
"Had he anney what? .. she gulped. "Was he like Kate Cloon's
ould
jackass, when they strappe d him up for the Vit I ..
"Betth er say nothin' about it I" whispered John D., over the counter
.
" What I .. she exploded. "Is it me to open my mouth I" She bridled
.
It How daar you I ..
Poor John D. received an unexpected swipe of her dishcloth.
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IRELAND AND INTERNATIONAL
JUMPING
By

THE RON.

MR.

JUSTICE WYLIE.

Ireland may justly claim to be the birthplace of Jumping Competitions.
I have before me as I write a catalogue of the Royal Dublin Society
Show held on Leinster Lawn, Kildare Street, in 1875, and on each day of
the Show prizes are offered for" leaping." On the first day is .. the Stone
Wall leap " over a wall 5 feet high. On the second day .. the wide leap "
over a hurdle trimmed with gorse 2, feet high with 12 feet of water. On
the third day " the high leap " over a hurdle
feet high.
.
The Judging rules were simple:" The decision of the Judges will be based on the superiority of
form and style of fencing which the competitors -exhibit."
These leaping competitions were continued at Kildare Street until the
venue of th~ Royal Dublin Society Shows was changed to Ballsbridge in
1881 when a full course was erected which was meant as far . as possible to
be ~ replica of the Irish hunting field.
Prior to this time I can find no trace of jumping competitions being
held separately or in connection with Shows, in England or elsewhere.
To-day jumping forms a feature of every show in England, the Continent
and America, indeed many shows consist solely of jumping competitions.
In considering foreign competitions one marked difference from Irish
at once presents itself, viz., the character and amazing variety of the
obstacles. This difference unquestionably has arisen owing to the different
method of development of the competitions. In Ireland jumping came 8S
an ancillary to shows. These shows were also fairs. The exhibits were for
sale and it was thought well to provide a method of proving to intending
purchasers that the exhibit was what he was claimed to be, a hunter.
Hence the fences were built as hunting obstacles, the pace was a hunting
pace, the marks were awarded on the proper hunting method of negotiating
the obstacle. We have often heard it said: .. That is the horse I would
put first, because he is the one I would like to go to battle on myself."
The whole essence of an Irish competition was to display good hunterS,
and until very recent years no one kept jumpers as jumpers from season
to season but simply jumped their hunters.
On the Continent, on the other hand, jumping competitions suddenly
arose as jumping competitions.
The military riding schools were their
sponsors. The fences were designed to test the skill of the horse and the
rider. Hunting as we know it barely existed, and any form of obstacle
~hich a horse might conceivably jump, even though it might never be seen
~ a natural country, was allowable in the arens. The .mor~ novel the
Jump the more it interested the spectator and the more It displayed the
ingenuity of the horse and rider. Pace instead of being frowned on wa
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encouraged. The Chronometer was introduced and if the time limit was
exceeded disqualification followed. Recently, indeed, marks are awarded
in some shows for the fastest performance.
Nothing illustrates so well the essential difference between the
continental and Irish competitions as the method of judging banks. On
the Continent, so long as the horse and rider or horse or rider do not fall
no faults are deducted no matter how the bank is climbed or scrambled
over. If our single bank were judged by continental methods a horse could
get into the ditch on the take-off side, climb up the fence of the bank,
stumble to his knees on top, slide off on to his tail and yet get full marks.
The reason this horrifies us is, that we at once think what would happen to
us if our mount adopted such methods in the hunting field. In other words,
the root reason why our ideas differ from our continental friends is the
historical one that our competitions are merely part of our hunter shows.
Some people say that we should move with the times and either abandon
banks or alter our methods of adjudication. I will never subscribe to either
alternative. We are the originators of jumping competitions, we jump our
national fence, and we judge that fence as it ought to be jumped.
An Association-the Federation Equestre Internationale-has now been
formed on the Continent with headquarters in Paris. Its objects are to
bring into line all military jumping competitions and for that reason it
desires affiliation with all bodies which promote military jumping competitions. Its judging rules, while simple in the extreme to read , are
difficult if not impossible in application to a course such as Ballsbridge.
Shortly they are these :If any portion of the fence is displaced with the fore OT
hind leg
4 faults.
If any foot goes into the water
4 faults.
The fall of a rider without the horse falling is penalised
more heavily than the fall of a horse and rider.
Only two refusals on one course (not at one fence) are
allowed, otherwise disqualification.
If one thinks of how these rules would apply to our first fence, single
bank, wall, double bank, and water, it will be realised the wide divergence
of ideas there is between the continental school and ours.
I believe that this body, the Federation Equestre International, can do
much good for equestrian sport, if it i wisely led and doe not become
autocratic. There i 81 0 in it, however , the eed of a complete cleavage
between our show and the continental on s. B efore the e lines are printed
we shall probably know whether a via m edia has been devi ed. I trust
that the difficulties will be overcome. International jumping competitions,
in common with all international sport, do much more than provide a
spectacle or give an opportunity for observing different methods of
equestriani m . They promote a good feeling between the competitors and
Who amongst us does not feel that we know
between the countries.
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Switzerland, Sweden, France and Belgium better because they are frequent
visitors to our Horse Show. When you meet on terms of friendly rivalry,
or see competing foreign countries which were previously not much more
than a name, that name becomes a personality, a very charming personality,
with whom it is so difficult to quarrel. I trust, therefore, that our national
Show may still retain its national characteristics while being affiliated to the
International body .•
International horse-jumping has another aspect which is of vital importance to this country. We have justly acquired a reputation for breeding
the best types of horses, thoroughbred and half-bred. Until recently we
had no serious competitors; and prospective purchasers naturally turned
their eyes to Ireland if they wanted the best racehorses, hunters and jumperS.
Nowadays, however, other countries are breeding not only for their own
requirements but for export. There is a danger that Ireland may lose her
horse trade, and nothing should be left undone which can avert that danger.
Sending a well-mounted team abroad is a magnificent advertisement for the
Irish horse. When in Canada last year I heard on all sides praise of our
Irish horses. Indeed the Canadians admitted that they could raise no
such horses and were enthusiastic over the visit of our military representatives. As I listened to the applause which greeted our team's repeated
successes I wished that their reception could be broadcast into every Irish
home and, dare I say it, into a few government offices. May I also in this
connection say that I hope the time is not far distant when the Government
will take more interest in hunter-breeding. Much has been, and is being,
done for cattle, sheep and pigs. The horse is neglected. If our military
team spreads the fame of the Irish horse abroad and as a result purchasers
arrive in Ireland we must have the horses to show them. There is a great
danger that in a few years we will not have the horses. This, however, is
a digression from the subject of international jumpin~.
I do not intend to refer to or compare the horsemanship displayed by
the various international teams. I have heard many criticisms of the officers
of each country and many vehement statements as to which style was the
best. Hard work and incessant practise are as necessary for perfection in
the sport of horse-riding as in any other game. Some men have a definite
aptitude for riding as others have for football and tennis, but to none can
complete success come without training. Our team has made immense
progress since 1926 but do not let us begin to think that we know it all,
that would be the beginning of failure.
. In conclusion may I express the hope that for many yea~. to come the
Irish Army will be represented in international competltlOns on the
?ontinent, in England and America, and that our foreign friends will be
Jumping at Ballsbridge and delighting us with their society during Horse
Show week.
["I am glad to say that as a result of a conference with the F.E.I. in P~ria n
f:!tJement has been reached. The Irish fences will be judged as before, the tlDlber
ces on the continental method.}
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(Contin ued. ),

y ~ 709 the moraje of the French nation had ~e'ached a very low
level
and' the reserve s of the State, for the carrY10g on of the war,
were
. almost exhaus ted. A remark able tribute to the persona lity of
the
reigning sovereign was the manne r in which he succeed ed in
rallying, ~o
his suppor t the still availab le resources of his 'countr y. ' He succeed
ed 10
putting an army in the field in the spring; and, this army, though
ragged
and badly fed, was imbued 'with Ii. fine patrioti c fighting spirit which,
later,
stood it in good stead 'at Malpla quet. Villars was appoint ed in
comma nd
of this army and Malpla quet was the battle of the year.
,

MALPLA QuET.

The' campai gn ope~ed with a decision on the part of the Allies
to
capture Mons and Tourna i prior' to an invasion of France . ,
Villars, on
ascerta ining the objectives" advanc ed with his forces to interfer
e with the
sieges. En route to Mons his progress was impede d by a broad
belt of
wooded country , through which the only feasible passage was
by the gap
of Malpla quet. On arrival at the gap on Septem ber 8th his presenc
e was
discovered by Allied cavalry patrols, with whom were Marlbo
rough Bnd
Eugene .
The ,Alliea.: had been taken comple tely unawar es and the
left of
Marlbo rough's army was the only force immed iately available
to dispute
the passage. If Villars had pushed on, he would probably have
been able
to destroy the Allies piecem eal' and secure an import ant victory
. How·
ever, he decided to defend th~ gap. The principal reason given
for this
decision was that, owing't o the broken nature of the ground ,and
the trees,
observation was poor, and he was thus uninfor med as to the Allies'
strengt h
and dispositions, and was afraid· that the enemy main force might
be at
the other side of the gap. To stake all on one throw would
not be in
accordance with his instruc tions received from Louis, and a defeat
would
leave the road to Paris open to the Allies. So far as French
armies were
concerned, his force was, at this stage, the final reserve, and,
if it was
severely defeate d, France would be quickly at the mercy of the
conquerors.
Moreover, his troops were in poor condition.
DISPOSI TIONS.

The gap of Malpla quet was about one and one· half miles wide.
VillarR
took up a concave line as shown in the sketch. His flanks were
advanced
and rested on the edges of the woods to the right and left
of the gap.
Earthw orks and protect ive obstacl es were constru cted in front
of almost
the entire line. The Infantr y and Artillery were distribu ted
along thi~
concave line, and the Cavalry was placed in rear. It was certain
ly not
a position that lent itself to a penetra tion. On the flanks, howeve
r, the
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woods, though dense, were not impenetrable and could be used to screen
troops making an envelopment or turning movement. The wood Tiry was
not occupied and it could be used to cover movements against the French
It would be difficult to employ the French Cavalry until the
centre.
defensive lines had been pierced, when probably it would be too late.
However, in spite of these considerations, the position would seem a very
strong one and almost impossible of capture. The total French strength

.

~~~
ALLIED PLANS.

Marlborough and Eugene decided to attack but to wait for their whole
force to come up; and, consequently, the attack was not launched until
the morning of the 11th. The plan was to begin with vigorous attacks on
both French flanks and, as soon as both or either of these was successful,
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a third was to be launched against the centre. Later the attack against
the French right was modified to a feint and the main effort was directed
against the north flank.
On the north, Withers, with nineteen battalions and sixty-five
squadrons, was directed to advance through the woods cle'a r of the enemy
position, and to execute a turning movement against the hostile left flank.
Schullenberg and Lottum, with forty battalions and twenty-two battalions
respectively, were to attack the French positions on the north and south
faces of Taisniere's wood, and to drive the enemy back. Eugene was
assigned control of operations on the north flank.
The troops for the
attack against the centre, fifteen battalions and thirty squadrons, were
held i~ readiness at Blaregnies for the propitious moment. The Duke of
Orange dnd General Tilly made the attack or feint on the southern flank
with thi~y-one battalions.
PROGRESS 01' BATTLE.

After a severe struggle and much losses, Lottum's attack against the
south portion of the Taisniere's wood was successful.
This made the
position of the extreme left of the French line very unsafe, and the French
withdrew into the woods. The Allied forces made slow 'but steady progress
through the woods and Wither's column began to emerge on the west edge
of the woods. Villars, realising he was outnumbered, sent to Bonfflers on
the right flank for reinforcements. There the Duke of Orange had carried
out a number of real attacks instead of a feint and had finally been badly
repulsed. If Bonfflers had carried out a counter-attl\.ck at this stage things
might have gone badly for the whole of the Allied forces, and it would
have been the best help Villars could have got. As it was, Bonfflers
estimated the situation to be very serious from Villar's message and did
not either counter-attack or send the reinforcements.
On the north flank, the Allies gradually arrived at the west edge of
the woods but Were too exhausted to emerge. Villars ha.d now drawn his
forces on to tbe plateau opposing their emergence. He was just ~eading a
charge of fifty battalions when he fell mortally wounded. There was then
no leader for the charge and it fell through. 1' his, naturally, was a severe
blow, coming as it did, when a resolutely lead charge might have driven
baok the Allies in confusion.
Finally, Marlborough gavc the order for the launching of the attack
against th centre and the advance there commenced . After a severe
and ptolonged struggle, the French were forced to retire to the plateau in
rear and give up their organised defensive positions. Bonfflers was now
in command of the French forces.
\Then the last of the defences were
capfured and bis troops were retiring to the plateau in rear, he gave an
order for a general retreat. This was carried out in good order. The victors
were 80 eUausted by the strenuous rlghting and their losses of the day
that pursuit was out of the question.
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CRITICISM.

It was a costly and doubtful victory for the Allies. Their total los86s
were 22\000 whilst the French casualties amounted to but 11,000.
Marlborough and Eugene had failed in their objective-the annihilation of
the French army and the clearing of the road to Paris-and the reDult was
indecisive for the Allies. This was the first time that Marlborough had
failed to gain a decisive victory and, from that point of view, the Tesult was
sufficient to restore the morale of the French army.
So far as the actual fighting was concerned, Malplaquet can be reckoned
as a victory. The French had selected a strong natural position and spent
two days and two nights fortifying it. In less than six hours, Marlborough,
with an army just equalling theirs, had driven them out of it.
An attack on the part of the Allied commanders against such a strong
position would appear to have been inadvisable at this stage. It had in
it the element of the gambler's throw which was so characteristic of
Churchill. He was probably dominated by the idea that this army of
ninety thousand was now the only obstacle between him and Paris .and
that his last hope of successfully terminating the war was to annihilate
He did not anticipate that the process would be so
the said army.
exhausting as to leave him in the position of being unable to carry on
further. Villars' defensive policy may be said to have justified itself.
DECLINE AN» FALL.

The next couple of years were noted for the military inactivity on both
sides, the efforts of Louis to detach Holland and England from the Alliance,
Marlborough's gradual fall from supreme power and his eventual dismisaal
from office and impeachment on a charge of misappropriation of public
His fall may be ascribed to the growing power of his politioal
funds.
opponents and the increasing capriciousness of his wife, Sarah. She who,
through her ascendancy over Anne, had so long maintained his position
was now primarily responsible for his downfall. She had .gradually
antagonised Anne, oftentimes by nothing more serious than petulant
outbursts of temper. No matter how great the affection, there was bound
to come a breaking point and the favourite had reached this stage with
Anne. England, also, was now growing tired of the war and France w&
undoubtedly weakened. The death of the Emperor of Austria left the
situation such that it was no longer a war to preserve the balance of
POwer and there were not wanting indications from Louis that England
might get out at a profit.
In October, 1711, the preliminaries of peace 8S between Ft <Ie aed
England were almost settled. Austria, of course, could ot M expeoMd to
acquiesce and continued the war independently for a furlher period.
. On trial Marlborough was acquitted and he sub
mtly pent
e
~une in the House of Lords pleading the cause of the Alliace. IHis p1~
lIlgs were of no avail, and, finding laimself ~ out of fa",", m

•
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Englan d, he retired to the Contin ent in 1712. He returne d to
Englan d on
the acession· of George I. and was reinsta ted in his former
positions of
. Captain -Gener al and Master of the Ordnan ce. When George 1.
had been Il
semi-obscure Germa n Prince, Marlbo rough had paid him assiduo
us court
and he now reaped the reward. Age was, however, beginni ng to
tell on the
Great Duke and he spent the remain ing years of his life in retirem
ent-he
died in 1722, the Duches s surviving him by some years.
CONCLU SION.

Marlbo rough's persona l charact er has been assailed mainly
on the
grounds of avarice, treache ry and ingratit ude.
The fact that he died
extrem ely wealthy suggest s ground s for the accusat ion of avarice
. There
is certain ly justific ation for this charge. In several instanc es
he secured
for his services a remune ration from the public purse, out of all
proportion
to the merits of the case. The first manife station of his cupidit y
was in his
relation s with Mrs. Castlem aine, whose paid lover he was. He
received
£5,000 from this lady, probably to compen sate him for the risk
he ran, as
she was at the time the favourite of Charles II. His treatm ent
of James,
and subseq uently of William , is marked by double-dealing and
shows that
he was determ ined to let no questio n of persona l loyalty interfer
e with his
advanc ement.
In all these matters , however, one would find it very
difficult to prove that he was one whit worse than the leading
statesm en
of his day.
The fact that his sister, Arabellil., was mistres s to James. Duke of
York,
probably assisted Marlbo rough's advanc ement in the early stages.
Moreover, his family had claims on the House of Stuart which could
hardly be
overlooked. Withou t his unques tionabl e ability, capacit y for
hard work ,
ana ambition he would never have reached his ultimat e high
positions.
Except for the initial advanc ement, his progress may be ascribed
exclusively
to his own efforts. He did not belong to any of the import ant
governing
families, and had no influence by mere right of birth. Sarah
was also of
an unimpo rtant family, and her influence over Anne was purely
a matter
of persona lity.
As a soldier, statesm an, snd diplom at Marlborough rf-oks high.
As
a courtie r he received excelle nt training in the English Court,
a training
that was of great assistan ce to him in his subseq uent dealing
s with the
various Govern ments of the Alliance. He was noted for his patienc
e and
and evenne s of tempe r-a evidenced by tho fact that during
the war ho
wa on good terms with all the variou membe rs of the Allianc
e, even
though , as in the 00. e of some of the German Prince , he receive
d plenty
of provocation. He was a tirele
worker -imme diately the military
campai gn had finished he was en route to some of the various
court in
order to adjust diplom atic tangles . In fact he may be credited
, to a large
extent, with keeping the bond of the Alliance togethe r during the
latter
years of his comma nd, when France was making every effort
to cause a
!1plit and secure disintegration_
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In judging Marlborough as a soldier, we must remember that during
the war of the Spanish succession he was hampered by the need for
accommodating his plans to those of the Dutch deputies, and that the
obstruction of some of the German Princes rendered his task at times
difficult. Marlborough had not the same free hand as Napoleon or Frederick
the Great.
Napoleon has excluded Marlborough from his list of great
commanders and included Eugene-and yet he caused a life of Marlborough
to be compiled for him. In some quarters Eugene has been credited with
being the motive power behind all Marlborough's victories. There may be
some question as to how far Eugene was .responsible for Blenheim
and Malplaquet but, as far as Ramillies and Oud~marde are concerned, he
can be given no credit. He was not present at Ramillies, and took very
little part in Oudenarde.
"Marlborough's special claim to greatness lies in the fact that he
restored to war the principle of the offensive." He made his plans to
secure positive results and not to avoid defeats.
In his determination
to take the offensive, he found himself in constant opposition to the Dutch
deputies . He had his mind constantly on the ultimate objective-Pariswhile the destruction of the French Army was at all times his aim. We
find all his manreuvres based on the idea of placing his army in a position
suitable for the launching of a victorious attack against the enemy forces.
He endeavoured and almost always succeeded in retaining the initiative.
On the other hand, the instructions received by the French Commanders
from Versailles did not encourage any departures from the then prevalent
ideas of static warfare by mellns of sieges, fortifications and lines. The
circumstances of the case created the need for offensive action on the part
of the Allies. Marlborough employed the element of surprise extensively
and combined with it a concentration of a superior force against a decisive
To this may be ascribed most of his victories.
The
and weak point.
administrative arrangements for the supply of his troops and the special
arrangements for the care of the wounded were excellent for the period
and, in the latter case, unprecedented.
No attempt has been made in this account, except perhaps very
generally, to cover the strategical aspect of Marlborough's campaigns. To
arrive at a satisfactory and complete estimation of Marlborough's worth
as a military commander, it would be necessary to go into this aspect much
more thoroughly than space permits. The books mentioned in the subjoined
bibliography provide generous material for anyone wishing to pursue the
subject. The following extract from Major.General Sir F. Maurice' recent
book, .. British Strategy," is one of interest as showing the op~n of a
present· day British authority of repute: .. Marlborough was unque tlonably
the greatest military genius we have produced, and his genius was especially
shown in creating opportunities for offensive action and using them when
created. Marlborough, pre· eminently among British commanders, howed
by his practice that he realised the truth, which Foch puts into words two
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hundred years later: 'If you want to push the enemy back, beat him,
otherwise nothing is done; and there is only one means of doing this,
namely, fighting.' "
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SOME NOTES ON MILITARY
EXPLOSIVES.
By

o FUNCTION

CAPTAIN JOSEPH FLANAGAN.

00 an explosive, a substance must decompose rapidly
with the formation of gaseous products at a very high temperature.
All military explosives are solids. The evolution of gas, therefore,
causes a great increase in volume, which is further increased by
the high temperature, with the consequent sudden development of intense
pressure. This decomposition or explosion is essentially a combustion
process, which once initiated, increases rapidly to a maximum speed. The
maximum has a specific value for each explosive material under definite
conditions. In some substances it is very high, and is reached almost
instantan eously under a suitable stimulus. An extreme form of explosiondetonation then results. This difference in the speed at which they act,
is a characteristic of the two main groups"':""propellents and high explosives.
A propellent is used to force a projectile from a gun, with a fixed muzzle
velocity. It is essential for accuracy of fire that this velocity should be
maintained constant. It is also essential that, while the maximum propellent effect is obtained, the safe working pressure of the gun should not
be exceeded. A regular rate of burning of the propellent ensures this.
Started by flash the material burns fiercely from layer to layer. The projectile is pushed through the ritling of the bore and during its passage to
the muzzle, t he gas produced1exerts a well sustained pressure on its base.
This relatively slow action of the propellent in a gun chamber is an explosion,
not a deton ation .
Modem propellents consist mainly of nitrocellulose alone or blended
with nitroglycerine. Cellulose occurs in all plant fibre and glycerine j a
bye·product in the manufacture of soap. These materials re-act similarly
with a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids forming a whitish solid.
nitrocellulose, and a pale yellow liquid, nitroglycerine. When all trace
of the nitrating acid has been removed, the former is a relatively stable
material. It is extremely porous, however, and burns irregularly. Treating
with an organic solvent, usually an ether and alcohol mixture, completely
alters the texture. The pores disappear, and a uniform jelly-lik~ sub t~
results, which can be easily worked into any desired shape. It IS then saId
to be gelatinized. In this form it will burn regularly, and is the principal
constituent of the group of propellents known as nitrocellulose powders.
Nitroglycerine too unstable to be used alone, may be safely handled
When mixed with' other materials. It blends readily with nitrocellulose,
fonning a white paste, which when treated with ~eral jelly in th~ pta ce
of a volatile organic solvent gives a uniform gelatinized mass. . This dougby
material is readily pressed through a die, and the non-porus uniform. te~
aersists even after the solvent has been recovered by prolonged dryin~ m "
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hot air current.
Processes now cxi t which dispense with the
use of such a solvent and so speed up manufacture. The mineral jelly acts
as a stabiliser. Its role is to absorb decomposition products, rendering them
innocuous thus increasing the life of the product. The family of propellents
prepared by this process are known as the cordites.
In the search for an ideal propellent, several varieties of cordite were
made. The first blend, Mark I, though giving satisfactory ballistics, proved
too erosive owing to its great heat. Cordite M.D. was then introduced.
This has a lower nitroglycerine content and is a much cooler propellent.
It has the disadvantage, however, that a big percentage of the gases produced are combustible, so that it gives 'lonsiderable flash. The trend ?f
modern research is towards the discovery of a flashless cordite which will
be still cooler.
Cordito is a brownish solid. When in good condition it has no s~ell.
It burns fiercely in the open, but a small amount of confinement is suffiCient
to raise its combustion to explosion rate. It is not hygroscopic, and so
does not absorb moisture from the air. Its stability is, however, very· much
influenced by temperature variations. Above 800F. mineral jelly is exuded.
This material is in itself harmless, but as it acts as a stabiliser, its loss
c~nsiderably accelerates the decomposition rate of the cordite. Below 32~.
mtroglycerine is exuded. This is very dangerous and a serious explOSion
may OCcur.
The ideal storage temperature is about 500F.
It may be
readily manufactured in cords or sticks suitable for all calibres from the
service rifle to the largest howitzer.

A kindred explosive to cordite is ballistite now used for mortar
This is a mixture of about three parts
mtrocellulose, to two of nitroglycerine gelatinized by being passed over and
back between hot rollers. It is a dark brown translucent solid, and
generally used in small square flakes. It is less stable than cordite and
mo~ erosive. Its high rate of burning makes it unsuitable as a general
ervlCe propellent.
Thdi
e scovery of these nitrocellulose powders and cordites defi~
ru .
ou ted gunpoWder.
From the introduction of firearms down to the
end of the In st cen t ury It
. was universally accepted as th e general
purposes military e I .
.
opeUent
.
.
xp OSIVe. Gunpowder proved unSUitable as a pr
11
;) ~~~rn or~unce, however, because (1) Its propellent effect was sma ~
sord urbned. Irregularly, thereby giving irreaular ballistics. (3) It gav
d
I L COm usbon products which caused considerable fouling , erosion, an
moKe. A mixture f
b
.
'1' nited bv
fia hand bu
. 0 car on, sulphur, and nitre, it IS easl y Ig
b;t
•
rns
WIth
explosive
violence.
It
is
very
stable
in
storage,
N
needs conSlderabl
.
fro ti' n
0
teel too
e precautIon to obviate danger from sparks or IC.O ' rr
Is may be used when workina with it It has proved satlsfactoh'
as a burster
f
hI:>'
d ft e
aheU and
?r s rapnel, where its function is to blow off the hea ~ also
used
pr:01e.ct the bUllets without shattering the shell walls. It IS
as an 19mter for rdlt
co
e and a priming for fuzes.

~mbs and grenades.
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Bursters form the great bulk of military high explosives. They. are
used as the main filling for aircraft and mortar bombs, grenades and shells,
where a powerful shattering effect is desired. To do the utmost damage
again personnel or earth works, it is essential that the bursting charge
lends itself to tight packing in the cavity of the projectile. This great
loa!1ing density increases the speed of detonation thereby causing a more
violent burst. With a shell filling it is particularly necessary to avoid
" set back " on discharge, and so incomplete detonation.
In the selection of a suitable bursting charge for high explosive shell,
there are other considerations. The material must be sufficiently insensitive
to stand the shock of discharge, and still sensitive enough to be readily
detonated when the shell lands. These apparently contradictory require·
ments are reconciled by the use of an exploder system, to be explained lat er.
It is also desirable that the filling should be' free from any tendenoy to
sympathetic detonation. This ensures that in case of a direct hit, a whole
dump of shell is hot blown up. From the arti,llery standpoint, the production of smoke on bursting is necessary to make observation possible.
The coal tar derivatives phenol and toluene are the basis from which
modern high explosives are m anufactured. Treating phenol with sulphuric
and nitric acts gives a yellow solid, picric acid or lyddite, one of the first
high explosive fillings introduced. This material was used for yeari! in the
dye industry before its explosive properties were realised. When properly
detonated it is a powerful burster and gives a black smoke which i easily
observable. It is rather prone to sympathetic detonation, and forms sensitive
salts with metals, particularly lead. All component of lyddite filled bell ,
and luting used, must, therefore, be absolutely .. lead free ." It ia very
stable in storage.
From toluene is prepared the well-known high explosive trot I (T . . T.).
When thoroughly purified, this is an extremely stable substance. It i a
white solid which melts readily and can be poured into t he shell cavity.
Great loading density is obtained, by keeping t he t rotyl t irred during th
filling operation, to prevent the formation of crystals. It doe not r .~ct
with metals, and is not liable to sympathetic detonation . Its grea stabiht
renders pure trotyl a very satisfactory peace-time filling.
Attempts to conserve supplies of trotyl during the Grea War r ul d
1
in the introduction of amatol as a burster. It is made b mixing t
Different varieti
of amatol w r mad by
with ammonium nitrate.
altering the amounts of the two constituent. That cOntaining ightv pn
ammonium nitrat e to twenty parts trotyl is t he common
nod i kn wn to
fMJ/ 20 Amatol. This m at erial does not melt readily and
to
reed
into the shell cavity under pressure. It is very tabl in t«
but_ ~~
hygroscopic and has a tendency to attack met als. I t doe .not d D
Sympathetically and is less sensitive even than trot~l. It action on metal
makes amatol unalli~able for use in high explOSIve grenlld
where tbe
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detonator is exposed, In these instances, it has been replaced by a mixture
of barium nitrate and trotyl called baratol. 'fhis material is non-hygroscopio
andl does not re-act;! with the oopper container.
Two other types of high explosive are used in projectiles-initiators and
intermediaries: Initiators are extremely sensitive to flash, shook, and
friction, and readily reach tlieir full detonation velocity. Mercury fulminate
and lead azide are generally used. The former is a sand co~oured solid
which is stable when stored under water, but detonates easily when dry.
Prassed-ibto a copper container for use as a detonator, it always require&-great
care in handling and storage. If over. compressed it is rendered inactive.
It teQds to decompose at a relatively low temperature when dry, and the free
mercury attacks the oopper sheath of the detonator causing splits.
Lead azide when fresbly prepared is white. It cannot be stored under
water, as large crystals form which are liable to detonate spontaneously.
It does not decompose at a low temperature, nor can it be " dead pressed. "
Though more sensitive to friotion than mercury fulminate, it is less sensitive
to shock. Like fulminate, it is used extensively as a detonator filling in
shell fuzes.
\Wlen modem high explosive shell fillings were first used, it was found
that the fuze alone was unable to detonate them satisfaotorily. An intermediary was therefore introduced between the fuze and filling. 'rms is a
high explosive less sensitive than a burster which is packed under the fuze
in a cavity in the bursting charge. It· responds more readily to the stimulus
giY8D by tbe initiator in the fuze, and by the severity of the" kick " which
it give, ensures the detonation of tbe main charge. Picric powder, trotyl
crystals and tetryl (C.B.) are used as intermediaries. The former js used
with lyddite shell and readily picks up a flash. Trotyl in crystalline form
may be used as an intermediary to detonate amatol. Tetryl is itself too
sensitive to he used as a burster, but is safe to use in small columns in tbe
exploder system. It is a yellow solid prepared from aniline and is very
poisonous.
The nction of an exploder system may perhaps be best understood if
we con ider what happens on impact with a typical high explosive shell.
For our purpo e the fuze which i in the nose of the shell, may be taken as
containing a steel hammer head, underneath whioh is a detonator of mercury
ful.wn te and
m gazioe of C.E. In a cavity of the main filling under
the fuze are paoked trotyl or C.R. crystals in small b8glii. The burster is
amatol. D finite afety arrangements in the fuze prevent the hammer stem
from touebing the detonator, while the shell i in the bore. The magazine
i _
OQt off by a shutter. It needs the violent spin of the shell in flight
to .. Il1'ID th& fuze. On impact the hammer is orushed in and the
d~ piaroed. The resultant detonation passes to the fuze magazine,
whiGb ia. tum detonates the trotyl intermediary. The powerful .. kick"
thua Sh'ea. tQ the iD&e0r8jtive nmatol ensure its complete detonation.
OJ
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For general demolition work in the field, guncotton is commonly used.
It is nitrocellulose of high nitrogen content. Incorporation with water
renders it very stable and it then requires a powerful shock to detonate it.
This is furnished by using a fulminate detonator and a dry primer. Guncotton is made in fifteen ounce slnbs ready recessed to receive a one ounce
primer.
From the references, necessarily brief, to the constituents of the
different explosives used for military purposes, the importance of nitric
acid in the explosive industry will be realised. It is absolute~y essential
For years the great bulk of the
for the poduction of munitions of war.
world's supply of nitrates, for the manufacture of this material and for
agricultural use, came from the nitre beds of Chile and Peru. The prospect
of an eventual shortage, and the possibility of being cut off from this
source in time of 'emergency, necessitated attempts at some other method
of manufacture. The first successful process was that of blowing a current
of air through a powerful electric arc, and so forming oxides of nitrogen,
an economic proposition only for those countries where power was cheap.
Since then different methods have been devised. Starting from the raw
materials, coke, water ' and air, ammonia cnn now be produced, by the use
of high pressure apparatus and of suitable catalysts. This is readily
burned to form nitric acid.
The ammonia prepared by this process is used extensively in peace
time to make fertilisers for agricultural purposes. The plant is available in
case of war for the output of munitions. This is but one of the many
industries easily adaptable for the manufacture of war material, the
fostering of which in peace, becomes an essential part of any scheme of
industrial preparedness.
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THE CAPERS OF A KERRY BLUE.
By

CAPTAIN

PATRICK

CROWE.

OHN MALONE drove his spade into the drill, and straightened his back.
Digging potatoes on a hot day was not easy work, and he was glad when
he heard his wife clapping her hands at the stile. It was the signal
that dinner was on the table.
"Dinner, Tut!" he called to a Kerry Blue whose short tail cocked
itself out of a brake of briars.
The owner of the tail was invisible; but snuffies and snorts came from
the depths, and the briars were shaking. Tut yearned to stretch his legs. For
an hour he had been searching the hedge from end to end, and still he hoped
for the best. A rat or a cat would have been worth anything.
With a
backward bound, and a fling of his ears, he turned and raced to John.
Performing something that looked like a " hop, step, and jump," he alighted
almost on his master's breast. His friendly nip at John's nose was warded off
with a slap.
"Down, boy! Behave yourself! " said John, paternally.
Tut was born in Kerry, at the foot of a grey-blue mountain. From it
he surely took his colour. Soldiers on service in France brought back
German helmets as souvenirs for their friends. A Free State soldier on service
in Kerry, during the disturbances of 1922, returned one day with a Kerry
Blue as a present for Mary Lane, his best girl. She married John Malone,
and kept the dog in memory of Pa-Joe.·
The name Tut was, John told an
inquisitive busybody, short for Tutankhamen, an ancient Irish hunter.
" Put that in your pipe, and smoke it ! " said John to himsell. on the
occasion.
The h.itchen table stood by the window, and John and Mary sat one at
either end. Tut dropped his hind quarters on the flags, and kept a vigilant
eye on the food .
.. There's a falling-out over Nell Vaughan's fortune: they say she
hasn't enough for old Dan Crohan." Mrs. Malone was fond of gossip.
"Haith, then I" said John, "he'll never get the makings of a better
wife for his spalpeen of a son." He threw a bone in the air, and admired
the nimble accuracy with which Tut caught it in mid-air .
.. You'll destroy the dog's teeth with your bones ! .. admonished Mary.
"And," continued John, .. I don't rightly know how Nell's fortune
could be lacking. Matt Vaughan made a mint 0' money through the war.
And he milks twenty cows, . . . and a bull."
.. There now! .. said Mary .
.. But you never know whera money goes!" He sighed. .. The spuds
are good in the little haggard, thank God!"

J

• Pa-Joe was the 1st Western Division equivalent for the British Army niclalame .. Tommy."
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He spoke of the crops and the cattle, and Mary listened, now and then
nodding approval. Bred and reared on the land, she knew almost as much
about cattle and tillage as did John himself. Once in a while she coloured
the conversation with a tit-bit of local scandal.
Covertly, John liked
a little of it; but, to Mary, he affected disapproval.
"I'm surprised at you, Mary! " he would say. At such times she
could not but notice how high he was able to lift his eyebrows. She was
twenty-eight, and John was about forty. Her fair, stout appearance
contrasted with John's tanned hardiness.
Outside, the sun shone on the paved yard. Into the middle of it waddled
"Green Poll," the Lord High Drake of John Malone's farmyard. He shook
his tail whimsically, and pecked a swelling breast. He stepped high, and,
as he would have you think, lightly. But he was not lightfooted: had you
listened carefully you would have heard the flop-flop of his webbed feet on
the paving-stones. He halted, facing the kitchen door, and glanced behind,
nodding his beak and saying softly "-uack-uack-uack!" His flock was
under weigh, rolling behind him, cheerful and heavy. He pecked a wing,
shook his tail, and rent broad noonday with a baronial "Qua-a-a-wk!"
The hay-barn roof rolled back an echo, and he quacked again, his throat
held high .
. " Qua-a-a-wk ! ..
"That's a great drake I .. said John, proudly.
"'Tis indeed, God bless him!" answered Mary, peeling a potato.
Tut sprang on the half-door, and leaped. It was the silent leap of a
wolf, and ended in a vicious snarl that stretched the drake on his back.
Tut fled. Two webbed feet kicked vaguely, weakly: then they sank into the
downy breast, and lay still. Quacks of alarm broke from the ducks, and
they scattered clumsily.
John turned in his chair and looked out, to learn the cause of the
commotion.
"'clare to me God!" he ejaculated, "the drake is dead! Mary I
Blast him! ..
He caught a pitchfork and made for the hay-haggard. Mary ran to
the quiet bundle of feathers.
" Oh! 'my 'lovely drake!" Tenderly she took him. "To kill you I
Dear me!"
And, with a deft hand she slit his neck. He was young and plump.
She hung him by the feet ~n a crook that the blood might drain away.
"Times are bad! " she said to herself.
.
Angrily, John chased the dog. .The master's handling of the fork lookea
dangerous; and Tut was wise, if young. He was not certain that he had
done anything wrong in silencing a brawling rival. Nevertheless, he .was
sure that the demeanour of his master signified disapproval. He remamed
at the farther side of the hedge, watching. After a fruitless search, John
returned to dinner.
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" I wouldn't wish it for a lot, to lose the drake. The painted vill'in!
Th' Army did that fella no good, anaway!" John never did like guns and
soldiers.
"He wasn't long in it! " said Mary. She had a graw for the uniform·
They ate in siJence. Tut was an inveterate fighter. He had trounced
every dog around. Many a time, at the risk of being bitten in the melee,
John had to catch him by the stubby tail and, with a stick, try to
break the grip of his rending teeth from the paw or the throat of some
howling victim.
"That's what's got from th' Army!" John would ' say, in a tone of
commiseration.
John was a little brown man with, as Dan Clancy said, "a smig like a
puck." He wore a green saucepan hat, and was fidgety. In Dan's words,
"he was never done hoppin'; like a mouse in a matebox!" But Dan could
hardly be considered impartial. He it was who had hoped to make Mary
his' wife and, as a preliminary, had presented her with Tut, the mascot
of his Battalion.
" There's a bad drop in the vill'in, to kill an innocent drake. When I
lay hands on him!" . . .
John was angry, and his words were spoken to the plate before him.
He blessed himself, and stood up.
" 'Twas a pity, for he was a fine drake! " said Mary.
" As for that," said John, "all drakes are the same. But he ,was a
prize drake! "
John went back to his potato-digging. Mary washed the dinner-things,
and made a cake. While it baked on the hearth, she plucked the drake and
cleaned him.
"He'll be right by Sunday," she thought. "A change 'II be nice for
John. I'll roast him."
She placed the drake on a plate at the corner of the dresser, and covered
him with a cloth. When the cake. was baked she went up the Glen for a bucket
of spring water.
That night at eleven o'clock John lay awake, drowsily thinking about the
three yearlings h meant to try at the next fair. Mary slept musically beside
him. All at once he thought he heard a whimper. He listened, and caught
the sound again.
" Ha I " said he, under his breath, ,. the limb is at the door. The
hunger, I s'pose I "
He stole out of bed, and after an amount of fumbling found his coat and
trousers, and put them on. Awkwardly he tip-toed to the door: he did not
wish to disturb his wife. Warily he moved, balancing himself with raised
elbows, and holding his breath. Near the door he stepped on a tack. and,
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with an involuntary exclamation of "Jaekesht I, " he snatched away the foot
so vehemently that he upset a clothes horse. The clatter was a tumult in
the darkness.
Mary woke, not knowing what had waked her.
.. Oh 1 John 1 Where are you? "
.• Whisht, Mary 1 He'll hear you I" John spoke in a whisper.
Who, John? Come here' Oh!" Mary spoke in a frightened whisper.
.. Dammit, woman, the limb is at the door! You'll hunt him 1"
.. Hunt who, John? Oh!" Her voice was louder.
Exasperated, he said in a strong whisper,
., Whisht, and be damned to you! I'll be back in a minit' "
II

He .stole downstairs, barefooted .
.• I hope he di9n't hear me," he said to himself. .. Now for a stick! "
He found the kitchen flags very cold under his bare soles, as he sidled
along by the dresser, feeling for a stick. He was nervous about his toes:
the thought of mice and keerogues filled him with apprehensive loathing.
At last he touched the handle of a sweeping-brush.
" 'Twill do' " he thought.
John did not credit the Kerry Blue with good hearing, and he must
have forgotten that a dog has a nose. He reached the door, and with
extreme caution slipped back the bolt. Excitement began to grip him .
.. 'Tis well due to him! " he breathed, as his trembling fingers touched
the latch.
He thought it would never be free of its catch. And the slightest sound
would warn the villain on the doorstep I At last! The latch was free' He
steadied himself, and drew in a guarded breath of thankfulness. Horrors I
He tried to stifle it: to strangle the thing! In vain!
He seemed to float on air, for a moment; and then to be dashed against
the ground. He was merely staggered by a violent sneeze .
•• Dia linn! Blast it ! " he stuttered, his head in a whirl.
How near! and, now, so far away! Angrily, he flung open the door.
Twenty yards off, in the moonlight, stood Tut; uncertain, re~dy t.o fly;
ye.t hesitant. His ears lay flat: his shoulders were crouched agamst h!s poll.
HIS back was a timid arch' aild his hind quarters were hunched lD the
supplicating way of a dog. ins stub of a tail, wont to stand upright, drooped
to his trembling heels.
The malediction died on John's lips. He gazed fixedly. at the dog. Tut
sensed the change, and he gave the drooping tail a tentatIve ,wag: humbl ,
apologetic, coaxing. Involuntarily, John gulped a breath. Tut 5 tail came to
the hOrizontal, in a more confident wag; while his ears. flashe~ up, and
drOPped instantly in a flickering way, as if abashed at theU' tement~. John
saw everything. He made a great effort to remain fum. He failed. A
shameless sigh escaped him, as he said,
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" Wisha I Gawd help us I I'll throw the craythur a bite."
He searched the dresser and the cupboard; but in the darkness could
not find even a crust. .
" I must g'up for a match," he decided.
Thankful that nothing worse than a tack had startled his nervous toes
during the excursion, he stepped back into the bedroom, and stretched his
hand along the table for the box of matches.
" 'Ouch! " he shouted, horrified.
His groping fingers had brushed a woolly object, and it had stirred,
making his flesh creep. He did not know that it was Mary's ball of worsted.
Blindly he threw himself at the bed, horror of a scampering mouse lending
zeal to his toes. Mary thought her last hour had come, and a yelp of fright
escaped her.
"Will you whisht; woman! " he gasped. " On me oath, the place is
full of 'em I "
"Full 0' what, John I" She clasped his arm.
" Mice! " said he, with vehemence.
Mary dropped to cover, and pulled the blankets over her head. John
pretended not to hear the muffled sounds of her agitation. He sat on the bed,
feet drawn up, wondering how best to undress himself. Then he remembered
that he ha9. forgotten to close the kitchen door.
" Damme! if I don't have to go down ag'in ! " he thought. "But I'll
slip on the boots."
From under the bed he took his bootc;, and shook each of them before
risking a foot inside. He tramped downstairs boldly, no longer in dread of
mice and keerogues. As he entered the kitchen he struck a match. The
first flame showed him a grey form in the act of leaping off the dresser.
"'khun dyeell" he cried, making a grab at the form, and missing it.
"Mary'll kill me. Vo! Vo!"
He raised the match and stared at the empty plate.
uThere' s th'Army . " " . . . H
e 'Jumped.
The match had burnt him.
" 'nhmnh I " he growled, pressing the pained fingers to his lips.
it may p'is'n you! "

"That
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MEGIDDO.
AN CHEAD CHATH 'SA STAIR GO BHFUIL CUNNTAS CRUINN
AGAINN AIR.
AN t-OLLAMH SE6IRSE MAC TOMAIS,
NS ll.? .bhlia.in ~479 roimh. Criost do ~hluais Tuthmosis Mor, Ri na
h-ElgIpte 1 gClOnn a bhUldheanta cogrudh ar a cMad-charnpam is teach
go Pailistin. Do chuaidh a thuairisc 6-thuaidh roimis agus do rinne
Ri Mitanni c6-cheangal cogaidh Ie Prionnsa Caideis 'na choinnibh.
Ta cunntas an chogaidh Ie fail ar scribhinni 'sa teampall mh6r a thog
an Ri i gCarnac.
Ar an gcuigiu Ill. fichead de Mhi Pharmuthi do thriall Ri Tuthmosis
amach thar te6ra na h-Eigipte agus do thaistil an diseart soir. I gceann
deich Ill. do rainig se go Gaza agus do rinne stad oiche. Ar Ill. ar na
mMireach do sheol se an slua chun b6thair aris agus ni dheamadar S03 na
conui nu go rabhadar ar an dtaobh theas de chathair Megidd6.
Is annsan d'£h6gair an Ri dail chomhairle ar na taoisigh agus ar seisean
leo :-" An n3.rnhaid caillte sin ,Prionnsa Caideis, t3. se tagtha isteach go
Megidd6 agus is ann d6 anois; agus ta se tareis gach taoiseach i ngach tir
dar ceangladh Ie h-Eigipt do bhailiu chuige fein mar aon Ie n-a gcapaill agus
Ie n-a gcarbaid chatha. Innsidh dom, mar sin, cad is rUn libh a dheanamh."
Do bhi 1mb chnuic idir champa na n-Eigipteach agus Cathair Megiddo
agus dha bhothar reidh ag gabMil timpeall an chnuic i dtreo na cathrach,
bothar lastuaidh agus bothar eile Iaisteas. Do tMinig an Mthar thuaidh
amach go 'd ireach as coinne na cathrach agus do bhi buidhean faire ag an
namhaid ar an mbothar theas, mar ni raibh aon chuimhneamh aca na go
dt6gfadh an Ri ceann eigin de'n da bothar san 'na dtrc6. Ach bhi bcalach
cile fOs arm :-casan cumhang ard anacair istcach thar druim an ehnuie,
agus dubhairt an Ri 'sa dail chomhairle gurb e sin alo bealaeh a bhl beartuithe
aige a th6gaint.
Do th3.inig eird-iongantas ar na taoisigh ar a ch10s san d6ibh, do
labhradar os comhair an Ri agus ar siad:-" Cionnus a raehaimis ar aghaidh
ar an gcascin chumang? Beidh an namhaid ann romhainn agus d'fMadfadh
dorn fear e dhunadh ar Ian sluaigh. Na beidh capall i ndiaidh capaili ann
agus fear i ndiaidh fir ! An gcaifidh tus an tsluaigh troid an fhaid a b~ idh
earra an tsluaigh thiar gan neart d6ibh troid ? T3. dM bh6thar Jl . 1
fail- an Mthar theas sin e is fcarra dhuinn a thogaint; nu an b6thar iJ,
feach, se6lfa se amach sinn ar an dtaobh thuaidh de'n ehathair. Tcigh adh
Ri na Buaidh-reime ar a rogha bothar, ach na h-6rduigh dUinn Un aebt ar
an mb6thar anacair."
.
Ach nior gheill an Ri dh6ibh. Do thuig sC an..ebuntUirt, . ach bhi
lontaoibh aige as na fearaibh, agus ar se :-" Do-bh mm rno bhnathar, f
mar t3. gra ag Rei dhom agus fabhar ag Amen liorn, gurb e an ca..<;;in cumhang
a gheobhaidh a Shoillse an Ri, agus, rna's fearr Ie ha nn ag.aibh bOth.u: . da
Dlbalairt, amach leis, ach, rna's fearr Ie h-aenne agaibh a hoillse ~o Ieanwn~,
seo libh!" Agus arsa na taoisigh;-" Go dtugaidh Amen £aid saogb.ai1
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duit I Agus, feach, Ieanaimid do Shoillse pe ait go seolfaidh do Shoillse sinn,
fe mar Ieanann giolla a mMistir."
D' orduigh an Ri do'n slua annsan gabhciiI isteach ar an gcasan
chumhang. " Ac" ar seisean" ni rachaidh aenne ann rornham," agus do
chuaidh fein isteach 'na gcionn agus do thaspam an tsli dhoibh Ie n-a dM
chois fein, capall i ndiaidh capaiII agus fear i ndiaidh fir agus a Shoillse an
Ri i dtms an tsluaigh. Nuair tMinig se fein amach go ceann an b6thair ar an
, dtaobh eile 'chnoc, do stad se agus do Ieig an slua thar a bhraid ag faoileail
amach ar an machaire thios nu go raibh aghaidh gach fir leis an namhaid.
Do bhi an Ia beag-nach caite fe'n am san agus da bhri sin do ghaibh
na h-Eigiptigh longphort ar an maigh as comhair Megiddo. D'fhogair an
Ri ar gach fear a airm do chur i n-ord agus in-eagar Ie h-agaidh na maidne,
do chuaidh na feadhmannaigh trid an slua dha scnidu agus do thanadar
thar n-ais chun an Ri agus dubhradar. "Ta gach ni go maith." Do Ieig
an Ri a seith annsan 'na phubaill agus do bhi na fir faire ag siubhal timpeall
ar feadh na h-oiche agus iad ag ra amach i n-ard a gcinn a's a ngotha:.. Trean-chroidhel Trean-chroidhe. Fair I Fair I Fair ar an bpubaill rioga I "
Ar maidin Ia ar n-a mMireach do gbluais na h-Eigiptigh i n-aghaidh an
naomhad agus iad ag iompo ar a gcliathcin chle. Do bhi an line mile ar fhaid
agus i mbrollach an chatha do bhi an Ri £ein anilide 'na charbad eileachtra
agus e armtha orduithe 'na eidi chatha mar bheadh Horus na mbeimeanna,
Tiarna na gCUmhacht, nu mar bheadh Ment na Teibhe agus a athair Amen
ag neartu a Iamh. Do rug a Shoillse an bua orra i gcionn an tsluaigh agus
mar chonnaiceadar a Shoillse ag buachtaint orra, do theicheadar ceann ar
aghaidh isteach go Megiddo agus d'fhagadar 'na ndiaidh a gcapaill chogaidh
agus a gcarbaid oir agus airgid.
Ma 'sea, do theip ar na h-Eigiptigh Megiddo do ghabMil de'n iarracht
san, mar do dhlin muintir na cathrach na geatai i n-aghaidh a ndaoine fein
Ie h-eagla go reabfadh na h-Eigiptigh isteach ar a dtoir; agus ma bhi an
slua go IucMireach de bMrr an bhuaidh do bhi an Ri fein craite i dtaobh
nar clinig leis an chathair do ghabMil, agus ar se leis na taoisigh :-" Dob
ionann dUinn cathair Megiddo do ghabMil agus mile cathracha do ghabhail
i n-eineacht mar is innte ata gach tiarna de gach tir dar eirigh amach im
aghaidh."
Ni raibh Ie deanamh annsan ach an Chathair do thimpeallu agus do
chimeid 'na Ieigear nu go ngeillfeadh sf dhoibh, agus do gheill 'sa deire,
agus do gabhadh naoi gcead agus c~ire cinn fichead de charbaid, cuid aca
gleasta Ie h-or, dha chead culaithe catha agus moran stuic.
~ campciin deag a thug an Ri TuthmcS.:;is 6-thuaidh, nu go raibh an
Impireacht Eigipteach bunuithe go daingean aige 0 Nil go h-Eofrait, "co
fada Ie timpeall na greine." B'e an Rf ba mh6 cail de rithe na scan-Eigipte
e agus bbi se ar na saigdiUiri dob' fhearr da raibh riamh ann. Nf
miste e chur ar 8.on rian amMin Ie Alastar M6r, I~ I til ceasar agus Ie Napoleon.
Agus an phortraid de ata Ie fill i dteannta na h-aiste seo, is ar eigin ata a
saru Ie fail mar obair dealbh6ireachta. Ba dh6igh leat gurb e an duine
taD a. bhi sa clclidl.
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HE DEFENCE policy of Saorstat Eireann must necessarily be of a
?em~cratic nature, and one that can be implemented most economically.
The Ideal form of defence for a country such as ours is a Citizen Army,
composed mainly of Reserve Forces so established that they can be
immediately utilised to augment and enlarge the small Regular Forces
maintained.
The development of such an ideal takes considerable time.
It is the purpose of this article to deal with the formation of one portion of
or Reserve Forces-The O.T.C.-and its relation to the general organisation
of our Defence Forces.
Towards the close of the year 1929 a further step was made in
developing the Citizen Army ideal by the establishment of "THE RESERVE
(VOLUNTEER CLASS)." Under this heading the O.T.C. was first established
by the formation of a Unit at University College, Dublin, followed by the
fOrming of Units at Dublin University, University College, Cork; University
College, Galway, and the College of Surgeons, Dublin, in the sequence given.
It may be remarked that from the first the success of the innovation was assured,
and, to date, a total of 650 Cadets have been enlisted in the various Corps.
The conditions of service are unique inasmuch as they are totally different
to conditions governing O.T.C:s connected with older established armies.
A comparison of the conditions of service might not be amiss.
Our Cadets are at present" enlisted" for service in the Regular Army,
but, on enlisting, are immediately transferred to the O.T.C. The period of
service is three years. Enlisted Cadets are provided free with all articles
of clothing and equipment, and are required to carry out one weekly drill
during College Terms-usually an evening drill of two hours duration at
the nearest Military Barracks. Voluntary drills are held during College
vacations. They are required to attend not more than 4 week-end Camps
during the training year, and also attend for a period not excee~g 15 days
at Annual Camp. The O.T.C. is liable to be called up for service m the event
of a major national emergency, but, when not on permanent se~c~, Cadets
can obtain a discharge from the O.T.C. by the mere formality o~ glvmg three
months notice in writing. Subject to the carrying out of a cert~l~ percenta~e
of weekly drills, and attendance at Annual Camp, a small trammg grant 15
paid to Cadets mdividually during the Camping peliod. When on week-end
or annual Camp, a consolidated money allowance for rations IS issued for each
Ca~et attending. The age limits are 17-42 years, and Cadets mu t .be
registered students of the University or College whose Corps th..:y WLSh
to join.
An advisory Committee is appointed in each University for the purpose
of ~o-ordinating military education and training with the syllabus lIf the
Uruversity.
In some of the O.T.C. connected with other armies, Cadets are usually
!
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"enrolled," and the Corps are considered more as College societies than as
active units of the Reserve Forces. With the exception of the Canadian
O.T.C., which may be called up in case of a " levee in mass." they are not
called up for service in the event of a general mobilisation. In cases of
grave emergency the Canadian Corps may also be called ont in aid of the
civil power. The training of Cadets is provided for by plactical instruction
and lectures given by personnel of the Regular Army during College hours
in drill halls or annouries provided and maintained by the University
Authorities. Provision is also made for a " Committee of Military Education."
In American O.T.C. the Officer responsible for training and administrating the
Corps is known as "the Professor of Military Science and Tactics." It is
not usual in other Corps for Cadets to receive individual grants on completion
of training, but a capitation grant is paid to each Corps contingent on
certificates of efficiency being obtained. The fund formed by t):1ese capitation
grants, and by other grants from public funds, is administered by the
Committee of Military Education in each University, and is used for O.T.C.
purposes only.
It must not be thought that our O.T.C. was modelled on lines different
to those governing older established Corps, just for the sake of being different.
The model adopted was peculiar to our needs. By placing O.T.C. Cadets in
close contact with the Regular Army, and with army life in general, it was
hoped that the students of our Universities would take an active and
intelligent interest in the problem of national defence. Then, again, owing to
the low average age of the Officer personnel of our newly formed Regular Army,
the strength of our Reserve of Officers is much below requirements. The
only apparent source of supply to make good this deficiency is the O.T.C.
The problem that confronted our authorities, therefore, was the provision of
a considerable number of O.T.C. Cadets suitable for Commissions as 2nd
Lieutenants in the Reserve of Officers. The Syllabus of tr~ining was laid
down with this end in view, and while the first year was largely experimental,
a good measure of success was attained. Cadets underwent a Recruit's
course of training during the weekly drills, and fired miniature range practices.
Practical demonstrations in the use of military weapons were given during
week-end Camp, and, during Annual Camps, the training programme was
continued progressively. Cadets fired the Recruits Table on the open range,
and also found Camp Guards during the Camping period. "Finding Guard"
by O.T.C. Cadets is, perhap , unusual. but such an experience tends to acquaint
potential Officers with some of the hardships of Army life from the point of
vi w of the private soldier. Messing arrangements are undertaken by a Mess
Committee of Cadets.
The Athletic and social side of the O.T.C. is not neglected. During the
training year, dances are organised by the different Corps, and each Corps
is eligible to compete as a Unit, at competitions and sports fixtures held under
the auspices of the Army Athletic Association. This tends to raise the
standard of athletics both in the Army and in the O.T.C.
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While training in technical subjects has not yet been attempted, a
move to form specialist sections within the OT.C. is now being made. The
proposed scheme embodies a four years' period of service--existing contracts
of engagement excepted-the first year's course being a basic course for all
entrants. On completing a basic course, Cadets may enter a specialist section
and complete their periods of service in that section. Promotion to NonCommissioned rank is automatic on passing certain tests at the end of each
year. The fourth year is devoted to qualifying for a Commission in the
Reserve of Officers on completion of service with the O.T.C.
This scheme is very desirable, of course, but it brings to the forefront
a question that has troubled other armies for a considerable time. There
is no obligation on any Cadet of the O.T.C. to enter the Reserve of Officers
on finishing his O.T.C. service. It is calculated that certainly not more than
twenty per cent. take Reserve Commissions, and the other eighty per cent.
is wasted in so far as the application of military training acquired is concerned.
There is no absolute remedy for this state of affairs, but it is interesting to note
the partial remedies adopted or proposed by other Forces.
The British regulations governing O.T.C. contain the following paragraphs :
" A card index is contained at the War Office of every Cadet who qualifies
for certificates' A ' qnd ' B' In the event of a National emergency involving
the mobilisation of the Regular Army, and the embodiment of the Territorial
Army, every person so qualified (unless he has been appointed to a Commission
in the meantime) is requested to report his address to the Under Seeretary of
State, The War Office, with any offer of service he may wish to make."
An officer of the American Army, Major General Johnson Hagood,
writing in the Infantry Journal, advances the following remedy : "From
certain O.T.C.; commission all graduates, Basic as well as Advanced Students,
as Lieutenants and Captains in an Emergency Officers' Corps. These young
officers should be required to take no training, and have no obligation except
in case of war. At the end of five years their commissions should expire,
unless they voluntarily choose to take training and compete for promotion."
In Canada provision is made for the publishing, under a special .heading
of the Militia List of the names of all Cadets who were classified as
"proficient" on l~aving the O.T.C. Cadets whose names are yublish~d ~e
~b1iged to report, in ~ting, yearly to the Headquarters of the Milit~ ~lStrict
In which they are located.
The names of these Cadets are retamed m the
Militia List for a period of five years from the date of completion of O.T.C.
service, after which period, if they fail to report, their names are struck off
the list.
•

This question is a big one, and is one that should exercise the minds of our
authOrities immediately Next year a large number of our Cadets will have
completed their O.T.C. ~rvice, and some scheme should be ~evised to ensure
that eighty per cent. of the military training given them will not be wasted
effort.
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Another aspect of the development of our O.T.C. is the formation of junior
contingents in our secondary schools and colleges. There are many factors
to be considered in this respect, but the material gain would be of great value.
At present a Cadet entering the O.T.C. of his University has no previous military
training whatever, and must be taken through all the tiresome evolution~
of recruit drill. Two years service in a junior contingent would obviate the
necessity for this, and allow of more time for training in absolute essentials.
In Great Britain there are twenty-one senior O.T.C. contingents in existence
at the various UniversIties, and 170 contingents in secondary schools.
Apart from the purely military value of the O.T.C. in time of need, it
plays an important part in the moulding of a student's character. His
training will certainly be of use to him in whatever civil avocation he may
pursue. Military training develops common sense and sound judgment;
it engenders the spirit of true discipline, which is based upon efforts to promote
the common good. Those who would be obeyed must first learn the m'!aning
of the word obedience.
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ENTER THE MILITARY BAND.
By MAY FOGARTY, B.A., R.I.A.M.

R

ECENTLY an Army Band toured the West of Ireland and delighted
large aU.diences with an interesting series of open-air-concerts. Part
of the tIme the weather did everything it possibly could to induce
people to stay indoors; nevertheless, all roads led to Salthill, and
the crowds surrounding the band-stand were a genuine reminder of the fact
that good music will never lose its grip.
It is to the rise of standing armies that we undoubtedly owe our military
music. Although as long ago as The Middle Ages groups of wind instruments were known as town bands, and to-day a fanfare of trumpets in
France, or the beating of drums through the streets in Germany will rouse
the youthful follower to dreams of glory and .. battles Jong ago, "-yet such
stirring effects cannot be termed military music.
Military bands in the seventeenth century were of the simple t
description. The Guards Band of Charles thc Second consisted of twelve
hautboys, while in France Louis the Fourteenth went a little further
and introduced two or three trombones.
Matters improved in the eighteenth century. 'Arrangements' for
different instruments came into vogue. In 1783, the Guards Band, composed of oboes, clarionets, horns and bassoons, received the title of
" Harmonic," and became a great favourite with composers. The advantage of the bassoon in orchestral writing was quickly realized. It made,
however, very heavy demands on the player to supply it with wind, and
entailed consequent fatigue.
(Some years ago experiments were made
with the object of blowing the bassoon and some of the larger bra 8 in tru·
ments by mechanical means. It is a pity that the trial did not prove a
success, as it would have saved a. great deal of energy in mu ical t am
work).
Music had now achieved a charming variety a far as instrument went,
but the imperfect scale of the brass left little room for modulation and tonal
changes. At the beginning of the nineteenth century a complete family of
keyed musical instruments was introduced into military mu ical life. The
were classified according to the shape or bore of the tube, the div.i ions being
generally known as the trumpet family and the bugle fanllly .
om
splendid new colouring was thus provided,-" 'uch -tuft a dream are m d
of," where the composer is concerned ;-fre h band work saw th Jigh of
day, and the British National Anthem burst forth with renewed vigour nd
became considerably enriched.
Experts now brought improvements in many direction.. ax, th
n
of an instrument-maker in Brussels, applied the valve to mstrumen of
~he bugle family, which he called Saxhorn. The same gen leman at
Invented that much-maligned, but pleasurable, instrument, the axophone.
The latter is a lovely solo instrument and , though it ha had a hard battle
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to acquire conventional orchestral status, Wagner uses a full set of SaxQphones in some of his latter works. The Saxhorn was fairly easy to learn
and play. It gave a huge stimulus to band formation and did more to
popularise music among the masses than any preceding invention.
Composers had now a much wider area in which to work out their
artistic conceptions. There were varieties from which to choose and tone
colours to blend into beautiful harmonies. Small wonder Beethoven and
Schubert, splendid architects of sound, thrilled to the new medium, and
tapped the resources at hand to enrich their work. The monumental
symphonies ot the great master became accomplished facts, and " The
Unfinished" is for ever our musical heritage.
The Royal Military School of Music, Kneller Hal1.. is the training centre
for English army bands. This is one of the most important musical
institutions, affording, as it does, a training which includes all branches of
theoretical music, and its pupils are thoroughly equipped to become conductors or instrumentalists of a military band.
But it is not necessary to cross the Channel to appreciate the technique
of military music. Here in our midst has grown up an institution which
is rapidly becoming as famous as the traditional Kneller Hall-the Army
School of Music. To gain an impression of the adequate musical training
imparted to young musicians there, one has mereJy to listen carefully to
an army band performance. Hear our own bands play an overture, or a
Liszt Rhapsody, or an Irish Fantasia.
Note the clear outline, definite
rhythm, delicate nuance and tone values, the perfect blending of parts.
Just a flicker of the hand from the Conductor~a mere economy of gesture
-to a man every unit of the band responds, and a splendid well-balanced
interpretation is the result.
It is said that " music makes the whole world kin." Those who were
present during the recent military jumping competitions at the Horse Show
can testify to that fact . It was a magnificent sight to watch the representatives·of the various countries parade before the Viceregal stand as the
different National Anthems were played by the Army Band.
Listening to an army band in the Park on a summer's afternoon, or
over the wireless at the fireside in winter, how many realize the immense
amount of scientific and artistic thought that has gone to its formation. It
is a great achievement to h ave the world's youngest army band, composed
entirely of Irishmen, develop into a splendid musical combination in an
amazingly short time.

If there is an outstanding possession of which the Free State has reason
to be proud, it is her military music. There is no need to attend an international conference to learn that where her army bands are concerned,
Ireland can take a foremost place among the nations of the world.
.
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THE A RMY BENEVOLENT FUND.
MAJOR T. J. MoKINNEY, HON. SEC.
to the promptings of a natural sense of justice men feel
lmpelled to reward those who have endured on their behalf. Perhaps
this explains the attitude of the average community towards those of
its members who, h aving laid aside the sword, return to the life
peaceful. By legislation the community bestows a token of appreciation
on a number-but even with the best will in the world legislation
could not be stretched to cater for all types of necessitous ex-soldier. I t
has, moreover, .been suggested that if mechanical routine State-assistance
excluded men from the exercise of sympathy and warm-hearted charity
towards their defenders humanity would be richer in pensioners but poorer
in opportunities of well-doing. However, as the right hand of the State,
swathed in red-tape, reaches out pension or gratuity to but a few, and
insists on knowing what the left hand does-the average community cannot
complain of being deprived by the State of opportunities for practising the
virtue of charity.
The Saorstat at the earliest possible moment set itself to legislate for
its wounded soldiers-the result being the Wound Pension Act of 1923.
This was followed up by the Act of 1927 which included other disabilities in
its scope. A large number-suffering from economic wounds and disabilities
-still remained unprovided for, and, in spite of the earnest efforts of most
State Departments and of patriotic employers, many ex-soldiers and their
families felt the sharp pinch of poverty, and drifted towards public relief
and the inadequate resources of charitable organisations. The feeling that
a further effort should be made to assist ex-soldiers who remain unabsorbed
~n return to civil life found concrete expression in the year 1929 when the
idea of an Army Benevolent Fund was developed, and a financial nucleus
created. In January, 1930, in response to invitations by the Minister for
Defence, a meeting representative of many interests was held and an
organisation definitely established.
.
Briefly stated, the terms of reference of this body were to a SISt
ex-N.C,O. 's and men (and their dependents) who w~re unable to fin~ work
or, being incapable of work, were otherwise unproVIded for-the assl.stance
to be of such a nature as seems most desirable in the particular CIrcumstances of the cases-and to raise funds for this purpose.
Short-term
service men (e.g ., "B" reservists) were specificaJly excluded from the
scope of its activities. In actual practice the chief aims of the F und are
to help fathers of families to tide over periods of distress in the home and
to further their efforts to obtain employment by providing them with
presentable clothing-to assist widows and orphans struggling. for exis~e~ce,
and in certain cases to place children in institutions for. vocat~onal trammg.
Our chief concern is with the long-service married soldIer gOlllg on reserve
and confronted with a congested labour market. Only in exce~tiona~ cases
'can We assist single' men or men with les~ thall twelve months servIce.

N
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SOURCES OF INCOME.

Our funds are derived from the following:(a) Interest on Trust Funds originating in Canteen Rebate.
(b) Profit from social function-Dance in Horse Show Week.
(c) Profit from other functions, fluctuating in incidence and date.
(d) Subscriptions.
The Annual Report, dated January, 1931, shows total receipts as
£2,079 9s. 3d. for the first year. Our receipts to date in the year about
to end are £2,371 18s. 10d.
The Council originally assembled by the Minister deputed executive
authority to a Committee consisting of six of its members with powers of
co-option from the parent body. It also created Clothing and Entertainment Sub-Committees-the latter body being responsible for raising funds
from the functions outlined in preceding paragraph. The Council meets
not oftener than once a month to receive interim reports of Executive
Committee and of Sub-Committees, and to advise in cases of special difficulty
referred to it. The Executive holds weekly meetings of an average duration
of two hours, but at times it has met more frequently or in prolonged
session. It has one paid official-Assistant to the Hon. Secretary-a lady
who has had experience of social welfare work and a training in office
routine. The necessity for the latter qualification is apparent when it is
realised that immediate responsibility for disbursement of money, storage
and issue of clothing, filing of documents, typing, and correspondence rests
upon this individual.
.
At its inception the Committee received applications from all over the
country-but the vast majority were from the city of Dublin. In a short
time the files, i.e ., individual applications, totalled almost two thousand.
As no case is considered unless accompanied by an investigation report
this accumulation of applications was sorted out on an area basis-thanks
to the local knowledge of certain officers who kindly placed their services
at our disposal for this purpose-and by degrees the cases of married
applicants were investigated on the spot by the above-mentioned assistant.
For case outside the metropolitan area we relied upon investigation by
Military wherever there was a garrison-by Garda Siochana, Society of St.
Vincent de Paul, or local clergyman where there was no garrison. Even
to-day with four local sub-committees working and covering quite a large
area of the country, the kind offices of these willing co-operators are
frequently availed of. I take this opportunity of publicly expressing
appreciation of the valuable as i tance they have given the Council primarly
re ponsible for the administration of the Fund.
PROOEDURJI.

Applicant i supplied with a special questionnaire which on return i '
registered and card-indexed. His statement as to service (Regular and
Reserve) is verified by reference to the office of the Officer i/c. Personnel
(who is a member of the Executive). Should there be nny referellce to his
Army medical histol'y, e.g., discharge on medical ground, it
referred
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to the office of the D .M.S. , who is also a member of the Executive. The
~pplicant i~ vi~i~ed in his home and the general condition of the family
IS noted ; mqUlrles are made as to work, relief, etc. In certain cases it
may be necessary to refer to our co-operators mentioned above but the
trained visitor can usually decide on the spot whether statement and fact
correspo.nd. The advantage of having domestic investigation conducted by
a lady IS apparent. The visit is recorded in a note-book and a summary
of the case is subsequently entered on a special report sheet for consideration
by the Executive at its weekly meeting. On an average fifty of such cases
come up for consideration at each meeting.
Our friend's case may be
regarded as undeserving of assistance, as not requiring immediate relief,
as deserving of a small weekly grant (say 5/ - for four weeks), or of an
immediate grant of two, three, or more pounds, or of a small loan to enable
him to stock, barrow, cart, or shop with vegetables, coal, etc. In this
connection it may be remarked that though the intention of the beneficiary
may be excellent, the return of a loan is an event in the annals of the fund.
In addition to or in lieu of above a recommendation for clothing for applicant
or family may issue to the Clothing Sub-Committee.
The applicant is
notified of the disposal of his case-cards with appropriate pro-forma forming
part of our stock of stationery, each payment or loan is covered by receipt,
correspondence with individuals interested in the disposal of the case is
completed, and when all the documents associated with a beneficiary are
assembled, a file of respectable bulk ensues.
In the intervals between Executive meetings the Secretary exercises
discretionary powers in dealing with cases of hardship requiring immediate
relief.
Our terms of reference do not preclude activities directed towards
securing suitable employment for applicants-but our efforts in this direction
are of necessity limited to the placing of specially qualified individuals.
We keep a register of tradesmen, e.g., gardener, chauffeur, groom, waiter,
painter, etc., for whom we are prepared to vouch to intending privat
employers. It must be admitted that the number whom we have succeeded
in placing in this way is extremely small. As regards ~he placing of UDskille_d
labour, there is an arrangement by which a proportIOn of ex-army men I
employed on any schemes carried out by local bodies or State departm~n.t .
In consequence the securing of employment cannot figure as a very po Itlve
it-em in our programme.
It has been suggested that Officers' Me s Committ~e ~ght, through
their contact with the business community, co-operate 10 thi re pcct.
The Clothing Sub-Committee (ladies) when first s t up .made a er '
determined effort to obtain adequate supplies of part-worn clothing by appeal.
It was not possible to maintain supplies in this way-many ~o~d-be .don0r:'
being ' committed to certain clients or to charitable orgaDisabons In thi
respect. Subscriptions received in lieu of clothing were augmented by th
proceeds of minor social functions. Still the demands were &0 numerout
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that it was found necessary to draw on our own slender resources and
purchase. At the moment our expenditure on clothing amounts to approximately five pounds per week. The heaviest demands for: clothing arise
in the case of tuberculosis patients.
Consignments of worn army boots
received . during .tlie ·past year have proved a great boon to the unemployed
truqging in ;search of work, and to those engaged on temporary relief works.
The. Entertainments Sub-Committee has investigated the possibility of
holding l\l-rge-scale functions for the purpose of raising funds. As a ballon
d~e.88ai.it staged a band recital and concert early in the summer. The
peric;>d of ~ition of its more ambitious schemes is approaching, and we are
loOkmg . forward to a b9xing tournament ~f international status in the
'coming month as the first of a series of major achievements.
'.,

,

f

. During the first year of existence of the Fund it was realised that a
'process of decentralisation must take place. The organisation had grown too
unwieldy ·for central control. ·In response to an invitation by the Minister
a -number of prominent citizens a.n d Ar:my Officers in Cork came together
in January of this year and a local organisation, which is a replica of the
Dublin ·body, resulted. This local Committee undertook to cater for the
province of Munster. Tn enable the new body to initiate activities Dublin
made a grant, or rather returned with interest a contribution which Cork
had made to the Fund some time previously-the proceeds of a Band recital.
In April, 1931, the Curragh District, which had hitherto acted as
investigation centre for a relatively dense population of ex-soldiers became,
so to speak, autonomous and another replica of the Dublin body was created
-to deal with applicants resident within an area of five mile radius from
the Camp.
Limerick-catering for the counties of Limerick and Kerry-and
Kilkenny--catering for the City and County-followed suit very recently.
Sufficient funds to start work were allotted in a}l cases, and, judging by
the efforts of the local Committees to supplement their initial grant, one
feels that all these bodies will be self-supporting. The assurance was given to
each ·that the oldest member of the family in this commonwealth would,
ag far as' funds permit, come to the assistance of its brethren in case of
need. Incidentally it was suggested that this assurance implied a vicevel',a and that, in the event of a sudden emergency depleting the Dublin
funds, a local Committee unatlected by the emergency would be asked to
lend a helping hand.
To ensure oo-operation and uniformity of policy representation of local
Committees on the original body is being arranged. In this connection it
might be noted that the then District Commanders were members of the
parent body at its inception.
The total applications made to Dublin from all Ireland amount to
'3 ;778 to date. The files of about two hundred and fifty of these were
marred to Corlt and fifty to the Curragh-at the time of creation of local
bodies in these areas, to iorm the nucleus of their archives.
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The following figures may be of interest:No. of applications investigated in Dublin to date ...
3,560
No. of applicants assisted
1,970
No. of individuals provided with clothing, including
boots
1,162
Receipts to date
£4,451 8 4
Relief and Clothing Grants
£2,926 14 8
Administration Expenses
£407 0 8
A bald statement of expenditure in relief is but a poor substitute for a
description of conditions which necessitate expenditure. We come across
a surprisingly small percentage of want that can be traced to gambling or
drink. The vast majority of the cases are examples of genuine povertyfamilies underfed, with insufficient clothing and firing, through no fault of
their own. The degrees of hardship met with vary considerably. The
worst cases by far are those families on which tuberculosis has a grip-and
in tuberculous cases families are usually large. These tax the resources
of the Clothing Sub-Committee to the utmost; in one instance, for example,
it was necessary to clothe a household of ten.
In dealing with this
particular type of case we have experienced great assistance from the
Public Authorities of the City and from the local Sanatoria. The Mansion
House Coal Fund has dealt very generously with the claims of destitute
families of this class referred to them.
The very fact that men and women of the highest standing in the civil
community foregather week after week and month after month to spend
hours on end in meticulous consideration of the claims of the unfortunate
is in itself the strongest possible testimony to the need for an organisation
such"as the Army Benevolent Fund. The greatest tribute that can be paid
to their efforts is to further them by co-operation. That tribute has been
forthcoming in generous measure from all ranks in the Army-a special
word of praise being due to N.C.O.'s and men for their effiorts to suppleme.n t
the Fund this year. In this connexion attention is direc~~ to the list
overleaf of subscriptions and donations by officers, non-comlDlS 10Ded officers
and men of the Department of Defence and Dublin District during recent
Christmas period. Financial assistance to the local branches of the Fund
has been forthcoming from the military in other centres. Details a.r~ not
available but contributors have been prompted by a generou8 spmt of
appreciation. That is the all-important consideration.

Subscriptions and DOllations by Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers and Men of Department of Defence and Dublin
DIstrict to Army Benevolent Fund-Christmas, 1931.
Officers'

Officers'
N.C.O.'s Mess

Unit or Barracks
Mess
s. d.

£
Department of Defence and
...
McKee Barracks
Portobello Barracks
Collins Barracks

...

...
...

nO 0 0

10 0 0

Subscriptions

Subscriptions,
N.C.O.'s and
Men

0\

~

Dances and
TOTAL
Tournaments

..
£

s. d.

s. d.

£

£

s. d.

82 6 0

-

100 15 0

26 7 6

-

34 3 7

14 15 0

- -.

s. d.

£

-

£
233

28 3 4

s. d.
I

0

88 14 5

~
t"II

-

7 17 0

32 12 0

0,

til

t:*

~,

Medical Services (Dublin
...
District) ...

...

Islandbridge Barracks

...

Baldonnel

...

...

...

University College, Dublin
TOTALS ...

...

15 0 0

£75 0 0

27 4 0
14 12 0
18 9 0

£183 13 6

20 0 0

-

£20 0 0

--

3 12 6
22 7 1
21

1 10

£189 17 0

19 8 6

30 16 6
91

7 7

0 0

110 10 10

5 0 0

5 0 0

£123 11 10

£592 2 4
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THE BALANCE OF TRADE-A FETISH
By

HENRY

o'FRIEL,

B.A., Ohairman of the Tariff Oommission.

ROM TIME TO TIME one sees in the daily Press captions of the
following variety-" Adverse Trade Balance," "Imports exceed
Exports, " .. Unfavourable Balance greater this year than last year,"
and so on. These headings are meant to depress the reader. For
that purpose they are probably regarded as efficient as u mine disaster in
Germany or an earthquake in Japan. Newspapers have a habit of collecting
all the dismal news they can. At the breakfast table on a winter morning,
when the driving sleet without keeps reminding you of the unpleasant walk
through slush which lies before you to the railway station, you will usually
find nothing in the paper to give life a more cheerful hue. When the last
thing you want to hear of is snow, you will :find from the morning paper
tha.t the news editor has spent the previous night revelling in the snowstorms of the world. Even if meteorological conditions have made this just
not possible, you will find he has discovered an econOInic blizzard somewhere
which threatens to sweep across the face of the earth in a devastating
progress. The psychology of all this we must leave to someone else. It
is a delicate inquiry to find out whether this press outlook is in some esoteric
way necessarily implied in the very art of newspaper work, or whether it
is just a shrewd commercial analysis of the public mind and its wants. In
any case, there seems to be always some depression somewhere. It may
be a physical depression in mid-Atlantic or an economic depression in the
United States of America, but no depression escapes the vigilant eye of the
modem Press, and no one can hope to escape the mental depression which
the reading of the morning paper holds in store. There is plenty of sorrow
in everyday life; few people altogether escape sorrow in their own intimate
experiences, and there does not appear to be much necessity for the
synthetic gloom of the newspapers.
The writer proposes in the pre ent
article to do something towards depriving the Press of at least some of its
victims. Of course, the bogey has been laid before now, but it is not easy
to keep it down. The purpose, then, of this article is to save readers of
AN T-OGLACH from the lugubrious feelings which are expected to be
inevitably aroused by periodical reflections on the .. Adverse Trade
Balance. "

F

Let us :first be clear as to what the term " balance of trade" means.
Every importer of goods is obliged by law to deliver a form to the Cu~~ms
Authorities showing the value of the goods imported; and form of 8 similar
kind have to be filled up by exporters showing the value of goods exported.
In this way statistics of the value of imports and qf the value of exports
are compiled and it is, therefore, possible to say at stated intervals whether
the value of the imports of merchandise exceeds that of the ex~ts of
merchandise, or vice versa. The difference between the value of unports
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apd exports of merchandise represents what is known as the .. balance of
trade." When imports exceeci exports in value the balance is said to be
unfavourable to the country and when exports exceed imports the balance
is hailed as favourable. Those who are not accustomed to take an interest
in matters of this kind should note specially that the balance is concerned
with merchandise; that is, tangible goods or commodities of every kind
and description.
The .conception of the balance of trade and the idea that in the one
case i~ is favourable and the other unfavourable date back at least to the
sixteenth century. In the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
there was a school of economic thought which is usually described as
me!;cantilism, or the mercantile or commercial system. In those days,
writers on political economy and statesmen strongly believed that an excess
in value of imports over exports of merchandise inevitably led to a drain
of gold and silver, that is in effect money, from the country and that the
contrary state of affairs led to a flow of gold and silver into the country.
To them gold and silver, or money, represented the most important form
of wealth and all their efforts were directed to discouraging imports by the
imposition of customs duties or by the more drastic method of absolute
prohibition, and to encouraging exports by drawbacks, bounties, commercial
treaties and the founding of colonies abroad to create markets for the produce
of the mother country, so that there might be an accumulation within the
. country of the precious metals. Every enlightened person nowadays who
takes an interest in these matters is aware of the fallacies of the
mercantilists. It is, perhaps, of interest to say here that Adam Smith, in
his .. Wealth of Nations," published in the year 1776, was at great pains
to analyse and uncover the follies of the mercantilists, and after his day
thf) mercantilist ideas gradually fell into desuetude, at least in their crudest
form. Most people in modem times realise that the precious metals themselves are only of real use in so far as they represent purchasing power,
that is the power tQ exchange them for goods and services of all kinds to
meet the desires or needs of the possessor.
Although the mercantile system died so long ago, the conception of
the balance of trade, which may be said to have been the very root of the
system, has survived and the term, if not clearly understood, is at least in
oomrpon use. All civilised countries patiently compile statistics of the value
of imports and exports of merchandise, and the publication of figures
eb6wing an adverse or favourable trade balance is familiar to all who read
the daily newspapers. The idea of the balance of trade is certainly not
compl~. It obviously grew up in the minds of practical merchants who
realised that in their trading accounts the value of their sales had to exceed
the value of their purchases if there were to be any profit in trading. To
the extent to which their sales exceeded their purchases, they found themaebea at the end of a trading period in the possession of hard cash. Hard
cull meant purohaaiDg POW8I' and, therefore, wealth. They argued that,
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if a country s~ld more than it bought, it would acquire gold or silver, and
the accumulatiOn of gold or silver was deemed to be a good end' in itself:
T4at too great an accumulation of the precious metals in a country might.
~rove embarrassing never entered their heads . That it may be embarrassi~
IS clear enough to people of the present generation who have witnessed in
a modern world the phenomenon of the mal-distribution of gold. Of course
in those far-off days, the idea was not so foolish as it now 'appears to us:
Rulers of States found accumulation of gold and silver useful for carrying
on their wars, particularly foreign wars. The argument was that the State
would be strengthened by the accumulation of gold and silver ' within its
political boundaries because that meant there was always a fund which
could be drawn upon for the expenses of foreign wars. Gold and ' silver in
themselves being universally recognised as -valuable things would purchase
goods everywhere and they were relatively easy to transport because a
small quantity represented high purchasing power. This will suffice as an
indication of the origin of the term " balance of trade " and the philosophy
behind it.
We will now proceed to consider whether any definite conclusions ' can
be drawn from the bare fact that the balance of trade, as defined above; is
favourable or unfavourable. We will find that it fails as a sole criterion.
It will, perhaps, help to emphasise the nature of the task if we give at once
a grotesque refutation of the idea that an excess of imports is
necessarily unfavourable.
Imagine a country highly developed,
agriculturally and industrially, producing all its reasonable needs
within its own boundarie~ with the labour of its own population and with
the aid ~f its own accumulated capital. Suppose the popUlation to be well
fed, well clothed, well housed, even supplied with dog-racing tracks and
cinemas, producing the very films themselves; in brief, living in a state of
what is known as autarchy. Now this happy country would have no export
and no imports, and there could be no question of a balance of trade one
way or the other. Suppose the citizens of another country two thou ~d
miles away, in a moment of philanthropy and admiration for this autarchic
State, sent as a free gift many shiploads of food and clothing, . 0 th~t the
population, or at least some of them, were able to live for a period \\1thout
extra effort in a state of higher material comfort. Can it be suppo ' d that
anyone would say the arrival of these presents represented a serio~s 8t~te
of affairs for the people of the first-named country from the econo~o pomt
of view? Yet there would be an unfavourable trade balance, because Import
would represent a substantial value and exports would be·nil. The readl!r
will at once realise the speciousness of the reasoning and will be prepared
for w'hat follows.
.
In modem times much capital accumulated in the older countne , an~
.
.
bome . On the other
I't was not always easy to lDvest
It
WI'th advanteat
ag
.
hand, there have been many new countries in a state of developmen.t .~Jring
capital for the purpose. Railway building in Canada or Brazil m . ~
~eteenth century, for example, was financed very 18l'gely by Bn
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capital. Now this lending of capital by one country to another is an
impOrtant consideration in interpreting the balance of trade. When Brazil
was building railways a loan was, we will suppose, floated in London; the
money was subscribed by British subscribers and lodged in a London Bank.
A large proportion of this money never left Great Britain, but was paid to
the iron industry for the export of iron rails and rolling stock to Brazil.
Consequently, at that period Great Britain would have had exports of
merchandise with no corresponding imports to pay for them. One economist
has indeed well pointed out that the imports may be said to consist of Share
Certificates or Bonds from Brazil, but the point is they are not imports of
merchandise.
On the other hand, Brazil would have had considerable
imports of merchandise for which there were no corresponding exports of
merchandise. There would have been, so to speak, exports of the Share
Certificates or Bonds already mentioned but no exports of merchandise.
Now, provided the railway enterprise in Brazil was necessary, and wisely
planned, and that it proved in due course to be a paying proposition, useful
for the development of the country, for the convenience of its population
and for the facilitation of its trade, Brazil could in due course payout of the
profits of the enterprise the interest on the loan and provide a sinking fund
for its repayment. Is it not clear that in this case Brazil's excess of imports
at the time the railway was being built, although unfavourable in the balance
of trade sense, was far from unfavourable in any real sense of the word?
On the converse side, the exports from Great Britain could scarcely be
said to be extraordinarily advantageous except that they represented a good
investment and helped the iron industry, but it is conceivable that with a
little effort both these ends could have been subserved by internal
investment.
Now, this international ebb and flow of capital is of great importance
if any conclusions are to be drawn from the bare fact that in the case of a
given country at a given time there may be an excess of imports of
merchandise over exports, or of exports over imports. Let us begin by
dividing countries into creditor and debtor countries, that is, countries which
have accumulated capital and lend it to others, and countries in a state of
development which are the borrowers of the capital so lent. Of course,
there is always a certain amount of lending between countries in each
direction, but it will be found that at any given point of time certain
countries can be broadly classified as lenders and certain others as borrowers.
In course of time a country may pass from one category to the other. For
example, prior to the year 1917 the United States of America was a
borrowing country; since then it has been a lending country. It is also of
importance to consider whether a country has been lending or borrowing
capital, as the case may be, for a short time or a long time. We will see
that these considerations are material from the point of view of the excess of
exports of. merchandise over imports or the excess of imports over exports.
Let ua begin with a lending country which has not been lending for
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any long period. The loans will, as we have explained above, really take
the .form of exports of goods of one kind or another. These exports will
not be balanced by imports and, therefore, in general, the exports of ~hat
country will exceed its imports. Great Britain was in that position in the
early part of the last century. But a time comes when the annual dose
or increment of capital investment is actually less than the sum total of the
annual interest on previous loans then payable. When this state of affairs
arises, imports of goods representing payment of interest will exceed exports
of goods representing new capital investment. Great Britain has been in
this position for quite a long time. Accordingly, other things being equal,
the balance of trade of a country (that is, whether it is favourable or
unfavourable) obviously depends on whether the country has been lending
capital over a long or short period.
As regards the borrowing countries, a complementary sta~e of affairs
exists; In the early stages of borrowing, imports will exceed exports
because the loans will be received in the form of goods and nothing or very
little will be going out in the shape of interest, but at a later stage the
amount of interest payable per annum abroad will be greater than the annual
increments of new capital and then the exports will exceed the imports.
For example, such a change took place in the United States of America in
the seventies of the last century. Prior to that time her imports tended
to exceed her exports and thereafter until recent times the contrary was
the case.
Accordingly, other things being equal, it will be clear that an excess
of imports of merchandise over exports might mean that a country had been
lending capital for a long time and was receiving more in interest each year
than it was sending out as fresh loans, or it might mean that the country
Was in the early stages of borrowing and that the annual loans were exceeding
~he annual interest on previous loans. Again, an excess of ex~rts ov~r
Imports might mean that a country was in the early stages of lending 6r ill
the late stages of borrowing. · It should be now clear that the mere fact
that imports of merchandise exceed exports of merchandise, or l1ice l1eT.a,
does not in itself enable any conclusion to be drawn. An exces~ of imports
OVer exports might be consistent with a high state of prospenty, and an
e~cess of exports over imports might likewise be the case; in f~ct.
historically. examples can be found to prove both statements. At the bme
o~ .Great Britain's greatest . prosperity, her visible imports exceeded her
~Islble exports, because she was annually receiving such large surIl;s of
Illte~est in respect of old loans. Again, the United St~tes. ~ had ~mes
of high prosperity with an excess of exports just as an ill~vldual busmes
man with a large proportion of loan capital might be ill a prosperous
c?ndition if his enterprise were sound and capable of remunerating both
him a~d the loan capital. It should also be obvious that an e~cess of exports
Over ~ports might represent payment of interest on prevl~s loans and
that If these loans happened to have been foolishly applied or proved
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unproductive, the payment of interest involving such excess of exports over
imports might represent a low state of prosperity. We forbear from giving
a- specific illustration, because it might be a matter of controversy as to
whether any loans in a given case were foolishly given and foolishly applied.
It will be appreciated that in an article of this description and length,
it is necessary to avoid, as far as possible, the complications of actual life.
We have, therefore, written in what the French would call a 8impli8te
fas~on. For ex~mple, we do not pretend that when- a country gives a loan
to another the loan is always and necessarily made in the form of a direct
export of goods.
A considerable proportion of the capital lent by Great
Britain to Canada for the building of railways was used to buy railway
materials from the United States of America, so that the lending of capital
by Great Britain to Canada created new relations between Great Britain
and the United States of America, but this complication does not affect
the value of the picture drawn above as a first analysis. This can perhaps
be made clearer by an illustration based entirely on merchandise. Consider
three countrieS-A, Band c. Suppose that A exports a. greater value of
goods, measured in gold prices, than B sends to A, that B in tum exports
a greater value of gopds measured likewise in gold prices than c sends B,
and finally, that c exports a greater value of goods measured also in gold
prices than A sends c. It will be obvious on a little consideration that the
threefold relationship may well represent a state of equilibrium. Let us
imagine the three countries represented by the vertices of a triangle.

A

c

B

Decembet!
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The arrow heads along the sides are intended to indicate the direction in
each case in which exports exceed imports. For example, the arrow head
along. AB sh?ws that country A sends a greater value of goods to country B
than It receIves from country B, and so on. In such circumstances it may
well be that B ' S excess of imports from A is paid by c's excess of exports
to A, that c's excess of imports from B is paid by A'S excess of exports to B,
and .that A'S excess of imports from c is paid by B'S excess of exports to c.
Enough has been said to show that the commercial relations of a country
with the other trading countries of the world may represent a very great
complexity of indirect relations. The only thing that can be said is that
if a country is to be solvent, is to meet its annual needs out of its annual
production, or the income of accumulated capital invested abroad, the total
payments inwards and outwards must more or less balance. So far we have
only dealt with movements of capital and interest because they were the
matters most likely to be overlooked by persons who have never bothered to
think about international payments. There are, of course, many other
transactions of a like nature not immediately concerned with merchandise.
Broadly speaking they may be said to be payments for services. The
favourite example is payments for freight to ships of another country
engaged in bringing goods to or from the country under consideration.
There are many other items which need not be described here. What has
been said so far ought to suffice as a general introduction of the subject to
the reader. He ought to be now in a position to appreciate the nature
of the constituents of the problem.
By way of conclusion we will give a brief consideration to the po~iti~
of Saorstat £ireann. The problem may be stated as follows . Statistics
of the value of imports and exports of merchandise and of bullion ~d specie
(i.e ., roughly speaking, the precious metals coined and uncomed) are
published by the Statistics Branch of the Department of Industry. ~d
Commerce. Because they are obvious these items are called ~e Vl lbIe
items. These are only part of the story, if we direct our attention not to
the balance of trade in the old mercantilist sense but to t he balance of
debits and credits generally, to what is somet~es referred. to as the
equation of indebtedness. Trade in merchandise cannot, ~ general ,
balance exactly; debits and credits can and, generally speaking•. m~st,
approximately do so to preserve solvency, or at l~~t to p~vent a realisation
of capital such as would happen if a private indiVidual WIth a fortune were
to live beyond his means, as it is usually expressed.
· report of Parli ament ary Debates for 14th October, 1981,
In the offiCIal
.
We find th t th M" te 6 Industry and Commerce gave the followtng
a
e lOlS r .lor
h
b' t
.
reply to a parliamentary questIon
addreBSed to h'lID on t e I U lec :.. Th f l l '
th ·tems of visible or invisible trade for the
e 0 oWIng are
e l f
these iteml
calendar year 1980, or for the financial year 1980·31, as ar ..
are known ~ have been estimated:-
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lNw ~:itD OR- CREDIT MOVEMENT . (EXPORTS) :
'Merchandise (including· parcel post) .... '.
Bumon aild ' coin . "
Estimated income' f;b~ investments' ab~oad
Estimate of ' emigrants' ' reinittances from U,S.A. and
,
U.S. tourist eXl?enditure (based on U.S. Depart·
. ment of Commerce' estimate for 1929) ...
. ..
Port receipts estimated at
J:>ayments by British Govemment to Saorstat residents,
including Ministry of. Pensions, £1,945,000;
. p~nsions or rese,rve pay paid through the Saorstat
Post Office on behalf of the War Office, Admiralty
and Air Ministry, £256,000; R.I.C. pensions,
£848,000; Civil superannuation, £55,000; Inland
-Revenue pensions, . £4,000; Post Office pensions,
£41,000; Customs and Excise pensions, £34,000;
Judicial pensions, £17,000
Withdrawals from British Post Office Savings Bank and
payment of dividend warrants , ..
Encashment of British Savings Certificates
Diplomatic Consular and other expenditure in SaorstBt
Eireailn by foreign countries '
OUTWARD OR DEBIT ~OVE~ENT (IMPORTS):

Merchandise.. \including parcel post) ...
Bullion and coin
Estimated outgo from extern investments in Saorstat
Eireann
Land Annuities
Annuities paid to the British Govemment :~Damage to
Property, £250,000; Local Loans, £600,000; Land
Acts, £134,000; payment of' interest and repayment
of principal under Telegraph Acts" Post Office Site
(Dublin) Act, Railway!; (Irehmd) Act, nnd Marine
Works (Ireland) Aot, £48,000 ...
Repayment to British Government in re~l>ect of pensions,
including civil pensions, £115,000; It.I.C. pensions,
£1,170,000
Travelling and passage money of overseas emigrants,
estimated at
League of Nations and representatives abroad

£.
45,731,000
179,000
11,300,000

3,000,000
200,000

3,200,000
427,000
99,000
85,000
£,

56,740,000
104,000

5,700,000
2,987,000

1,033,000

1,285,000
700,000
55,000

•• As the values of a number of items of invisible trade are not available..
it is not yet possible to estimate the net balance.of trade with precision." ,
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This table of figures niustbe looked at as a statement of 'credits and
debits, the credits being money received~n:d the debits being money paid.
For example, expo7't8 of merchandis'e are shown as, ,a credit :or inu;urd
movement because, although the goods go ~ut the ' money in payment of
't hem comes in. After the manner of 'Sir Robert Giffen other credits such
'as income from investments abroad, are regarded as in the categ~ry of
exports, invisible exports ,as he 'called " them~ becau'se, like exports; they
represent money inwards. Also on the debit side, import8 are shown ,with
the outward movements, because, from the point of view of money, they
represent money outwards. Various other debit items are shown as invisible
imports. Whilst this is the customary way of showing these things it is
perhaps a straining of language. It looks indeed as if the statement of
credits and debits were forced into the framework of the old balance of
trade. People were accustomed to speak of imports and exports and balance
of trade, and it was perhaps considered an elegance to present the corrected
statement of credits and debits under the guise of exports and imports.
However, these few remarks are not intended by way of criticism. They
are made in anticipation of any difficulties readers may have in understanding the table. The main message of the table is quite clear. It is to
be observed that it does not purport to give all the items which would give
a complete picture. It is probably impossible to do this. Even if all
the items were known and measured the result might not be in accordance
with actualities.
When it is considered, for example, that apart from
dutiable imports" thest'~tisti~~ br~nch is -~~i:~ ~~' i~~~" at
oiTtie
importers and exporters who fill ,up the forms of imports and exports, it will
be appreciated that there may be wide margins of error in the totals of
imports and expOrts, which it may be observed are the main items. Fpr
example, in the case of dutiable articles the value taken for dl)ty p~.
and for statistical purposes, i~ the ne,t ,invoice value after deducti~n o~ tra1e
and cash discounts. What (Juarantee is there that merchants filhng ISP
forms, where there is no question of duty; show the varues correctly in tliis
fashion? In Gide's Oour8 d'Ji)conomie Po/itique the following story is to14 :
In a French 'frontier'"tbWh the "supetifltendllI'g"o"ffi"Cl'il"-o'f 1:ugtoms~" noticed ,
one day, that the export figures had undergone what appeared to be .quite
inexplicable deviations and on investigating the matter he found the Simple
explanation that the employee who was responsible for filling up the forms
had been changed. An example with a vengeance. of the ~er.s~nal equation.
The story exemplifies the difficulties with whIch statlstlclans have to
contend.
The table illustrates, however, how different a m~ern bal~ce of debit
Rnd credits is from the old fashioned balance of trade; It shows ~ a concrete
way how no concIUSlon
' can be drown
'" u~om the 8impliBte presentation of fact ,
which constitutes the balance of trade idea.
It is necessary to draw attention to the fact that, although the im.p?rts
't 'on of a count1'V's posltion,
-..
and export~ of merchandi,se are not t he soI e cn en

'the' inercy'
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they are far and away the most important part of the final statement. Army
Officers, for example, are paid in money and their domestic economy consists
in putting that money to the best advantage in the provision of goods and
services. The national economy is not so simple as that. A nation, as a
whole, must produce goods. The real income of an individual can be judged
well enough by his money income. The real income of a nation depends
on its production and in a broad way a nation pays for its imports by its
exports.
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THE FAL L OF KUT.EL.AMARA.
Kut-el·Amara
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The retreat was a masterly affair carried out in face of appalling
difficulties. The Turks were on his heels, his flanks were continuously
menaced by Arab Irregulars and, most distressing of all, considerable
numbers of his men had fallen victims to dysentery and malaria. Only by
8uplirior tactics was he enabled to reach Rut with his force intact.
And so at the end of the year 1915 we find the British Expeditionary
Force in Mesopotamia cut in two with one half securely locked up, so to
speak, in Rut, while the other half played for time outside, maintaining
itself in such positions as it held. The Turkish Army in between patiently
awaited the outcome of events. It was indeed a disastrous state of afi'a!ts
and as to its causes. Campaigning in the East is always extremely difficult for European
soldiers apart altogether from the ordinary risks of war. In the present
instance the campaign was being conducted in a country that was in reality
a vast inhospitable desert with a few considerable towns and a. sprinkling of
villages. Time had passed by here without stopping and customs and
conditions had not changed in a thousand years.
The inhabitants where not actually hostile were coldly indifferent and
not likely to make any helpful contribution towards the welfare of an
invading army either under duress or when paid to do so. Yet they had
no hesitation in accepting employment or even seeking it. (Probably they
considered that this in common with all else was the will of Allah, in whose
name everything was done, when anything was done at all).
There were no roads even in the towns. Cholera; Maleria; Enteric,
Dysentery; Sandfly Fever; and a. number of other unspeakable diseases
were quite common. Terrific heat must be added to the already-mentioned
discomforts. For nine months of the year it registered 125 degrees and
upwards in the shade.
'1'0 advance into the interior of such a country with troops who had
only been in the East a matter of weeks and months was a grave undertaking, particularly when the war machine proper was decidedly imperfect,
but then military necessity is a devilish taskmaster and all other circumtances become submerged.
The Government of India (charged with responsibility for the campaign)
being alarmed at the turn of events, looked about for reinforcements. None
were forthcoming in the East where garrisons had been reduced to skeleton
t'ltrength. At home thing were not much better. Though at the time
Inrge armie wer being trained in various parts of Britain few troops were
actually available for the various fronts.
For many month there had been n terrible drain on mnn-power. Yet
something had to be done if further disaster was to be avoided in
Mesopotamia.
Eventually it was decided to withdraw the Lahore and Meerut Divisions
from France because of their previous experience in the East, and despatch
them with all speed to the relief of Kut.
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The Divisions embarked at Marseilles in December, 1915, and after an
uneventful voyage arrived in Mesopotamia in the middle of January.
The position now as regards man· power was fairly satisfactory and all
else being equal historians might have recorded the siege of Kut-el-Amara
and not have to deal with its fall. Unfortunately, however, Medical
Services, Supplies and Transport were in a most unsatisfactory condition.
Actually at a most critical period the Medical Service broke down
completely. (A Commission of Inquiry later dealt with the matter), bllt
this was not the fault of the Service itself. Its members worked themselves to the point of utter exhaustion and in a few cases, to death.
Supplies were limited and in some cases not of good quality.
Transport was a big question. The means at disposal were-river,
mule, camel, and in the back areas gharris or Indian common carts, also
man-power. River transport consisted of paddle steamers with lighters
attached. This was a slow and torturous process because of the windings
of the river, and in a sense the speed of the current which permitted the
return journey to be made in less than half the time taken in the upward
journey. At the ultimate point of progress for river·craft the work was
carried on by camel and pack mule to a point where man· power had to
be utilised. To maintain large bodies of troops under modem warfare
conditions a more unsatisfactory system of transport is inconceivable, yet
in the entire absence of any kind of roads no other form was possible.
Ordinarily, man-power for the purpose of maintaining a unit is, from
a certain point fairly satisfactory. Here, however, such was not the ca. e.
Elaborate trench system and sunken roads which enabled troops to advance
for miles under cover were absolutely unknown. Supplies had to be carried
in the open and under fire. In a country flat as the proverbial billiard
table, except for two tiny mounds known as the twin pimple.• thi wn a
serious matter.
At the time of the alTival of the Divisions from France the po"it ion in
Kut was becoming increasingly difficult and might at any moment becom
critical.
There began fl series of battles distinguishable for unbelievable. f at
of heroism and grim determination on both sides. It would be futde to
endeavour to describe them all. The first of the series took place on tbe
21st of January.
Before daylight the troops moved out to the attack: . All du~g th
previous night artillery had pounded the enemy'. po lt10n ~d ~t w.
therefore presumed that the morale of the defenders would. . Imp Ind. 10
consequence. From the assembly point the first wnv~ con J. bng of Indt n
Troops set out to make contact with the enemy. Above tb din of battl
could be heard the occasional Shabash 1 Shabash I! (bravo I brav~ I) of ~
native officers as they encouraged their men. Soon runne amv d with
the intelligence that small parties had made contact b~t tba general
progress was held up. With tbe coming of d3wn the InduUl TIOOPS 11" re
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seen to be falling back. There was no confusion but the movement was
very definite. They were being subjected to a withering fire from rifle and
machine gun. Fresh troops took up the attack and gained a foo~ing in the
enemy's position, only to be driven out again. AU through the memorable
day attack followed attack, always with the same result. A battalion of
the Black Watch distinguished itself greatly. Time and again it rushed
forward and literally hurled itself at the enemy until a mer~ fragment
remained.
As it was evident that no progress could be made the attack was broken
off and preparations made to deal with possible counter attacks. The enemy
repeatedly called for attention to wounded lying just in front of their
position; they pointed out where the most urgent cases lay.
A perfect deluge of rain at this stage added to the general discomfort.
In the evening the bunds protecting the land were burst by the pressure
of the river and portion of the battle-field was flooded as wel~ as the
advanced dressing station where hundreds of wounded were being attended
to. They were nearly submerged.
On the following day a Truce was agreed to for the burial of the dead.
lt served to emphasise the magnitude of the previous day's disaster.
During the succeeding weeks a number of minor successes were gained
but always the main position remained intact-to bar ~he way to Kut where
the situation had long since become critical. Provisions there being com·
pletely exhausted, General Townsend was maintaining his force on a
starvation ration by killing his live stock and using what substitutes he
could find. The Air Force had succeeded in dropping in some supplies,
bl.lt having regard to the type of 'plane at their disposal their efforts were
practically negligible.
The succeeding battles were but a repetition of the 21st January. All
ranks were aware of the issues involved and strained themselves to breaking
point in their efforts for victory. They refused to acknowledge defeat even
when it had claimed and passed them over. Wounded men endeavoured
to conceal the fact and when discovered had in many cases to be ordered
from the battle-line. Men deprived of their arms in conflict, fought with
their fists against hopeless odds. When rations were reduced to a minimum
or failed altogether to arrive they pretended not to notice; such was the
spirit. Volunteers were always forthcoming for the most forlorn of forlorn
hope . Indeed the difficulty in such cases arose because of the numbers
who offered themselves. The following is a typical example :-A battalion
in an advanced position found itself reduced to a couple thousand rounds
of ammunition at a time when the enemy was massing for a night attack.
The orders were that should such a preparation be observed the battalion
would fall back. In the ordinary course of events a company or platoon
would cover the retreat. In this instance a young officer begged to be
allowed the honour of covering the retreat with a party of volunteers to
whom all the ammunition shou!d be given. This was reluctantly agreed
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to and the battalion go~ away in safety. When the officer and his volunteers
were falling back themselves they found that another party had remained
behind to come to their assistance if necessary. This in face of the direst
penalties had they been discovered.
What may be regarded as the final episode in the drama of Kut-el.
Amara was enacted on the 19th of April.
Outnumbered and weakened by the ravages of cholera and dysentery,
yet nothing daunted, the Relief Force fell upon ~he enemy's position. At
first a footing was gained in places and frantic efforts at consolidation were
made but before the efforts could bear fruit the successes had been turned
to defeats. Fortified by the knowledge that their comrades in Kut had
reached the limits of enduran:ce the ~ttackers came on again and again.
The battle became a deadly game of hide and seek, with advantage first to
one side, then to the other, until weight of numbers told and darkness
mercifully descended to put an end to the uneven struggle.
The stillness of death replaced the din of battle. There was nothing
to suggest that two armies watched and waited. The desert appeared to
have returned to its ages old tranquility.
It was the end.
General Townsend notified the Commander-in-Chief that he was about
to destroy his guns and munitions and make his submission to the Turkish
Commander. Terms were arranged and at the appointed hour such of the
garrison as were able to do so marched out of Kut-el-Amara. for the last
time. They were accorded all the honours of war by a. gallant and chivalrous
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BATTALION STANDARDS.
By

CAPTAI N

J. E.

NOLAN.

CUSTUME ON THE BRIDGE OF ATHLONE , JUNE A.D . 1691.
'I'his is the third of the series of articles outlining the incidents to
be depicted on our new Battalion Standards.
The incident chosen for this article is " CU8tume on the B ridge
of Athlone, June A. D . 1691." It is considered advisable to summarise
antecedent history in order that the significanco of the incident may
be appreciated.
N SEPTEMBER 9th, 1690, William having decided to raise the siege
of Limerick, ordered his batteries to be disarmed llnd his forces to
be drawn off gradually and to be retired by slow m arches. Several
unfavourable circumstances, particularly t he advanced season and t he
probable consequences of the heavy rains on the health of t he troops,
determined this course of action. He remained with the Army until it
hlld reached Clonmel, whence he proceeded to Waterford and eventually
to England, leaving his army under the command of Count Solmes and
General Ginkle. Shortly afterwards Count Solmes left Ireland, and the
command rested on the shoulders of General Ginkle alone .
Some time after the siege of Limerick had been raised, Richard Talbot.
Earl of Tyrconnell, King James' Lord Deputy, travelled to France t o . ask
again the assistance of the French King, Louis XIV. By this time that
monarch must surely have realised that there was little or no hope of James
being 'victorious in Ireland; still, as long as William's army was engaged
there, it meant that a considerably smaller number of his troops could be
used in continental wars. This suited the French King, and although he
could not promise any assistance in the way of men, he agreed to send
some experienced officers, with provisions and money.
Tyrconnel returned to Ireland with about 8,000 pounds, which he
di tributed amongst the troops, and in May, 1691, General St. R uth arrived
to take command of the Irish forces.
This was a man with n. great
reputation as a military commander; he brought with him a number of
officers who had seen a considerable amount of service, and who were
regarded as first-class men in the profession. General St. Ruth immediately decided on (\ defen. ive wnr, ordered all towns on the Irish side of the
hannon to be fortified, and with the main army of about 22,000 men, took
up position at Athlone.
ork and Kinsale were still in the hands of the Irish, and the Earl of
Marlborough made repre entations as to the importance of these towns as
like I - landing place for troops from France. He also pointed out that if
the e towns were in Engli h hands it would enlarge the quarters of the
army, cure all the eoports from Dublin to the outh, and favour English
traffic to the West Indies.
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His :proposals for the capture of these places were agreed to. On
September 21st, 1690, he arrived with 5,000 men in the Cork roads
immediately attacked, and landed without any great opposition. Toward~
the end of September, with the assistance of 900 cavalry sent by GinkJe
and 4,00{) foot under the leadership of the Duke of Wurtemburg, be
succeeded in taking Cork. On the following day a party of 500 men were
sent under the command of De Villiers to capture Kinsale. This town was
taken by storm on October 2nd, 1690.
Whilst the fate of Cork and Kinsale remained in the balance, General
Ginkle could not dispose of his troops in winter quarters. He kept them
posted in different parts around the Shannon ready to oppose any attacks;
on receiving word that both towns were in English hands he went into
quarters for the winter months. He had some reason to regret that he
had not secured the passe3 and casU.es along the Shannon, for the Irish
troops, used to the climate and familiar with the topography of the country,
made many successful attacks on bis small parties from time to time.
Early in 1691, Ginkle, at Mullingar, baving been gradually supplied
with money, provisions and other necessaries, decided to advance
towards Athlone. He first attacked and reduced the fort at B&llymore,
which had be~n fortified during the winter. The capture of this fort greatly
facilitated his advance, for it opened a good line of communication between
Athlone, Mullingar and Dublin. He had the breaches repaired and
strengthened, stationed a detachment in the fort, and continued his advance
towards his objective.
On the 18th of June he arrivea within a few miles of the town and,
surveying it from a height, observed that the Irish Army was encamped on
a neck of land between two bogs about two miles from the Shannon.
On the following day he set his army in motion, and tho Irish gradually
retired into the English part of the town. The walls at this place had been
strengthened, and the garrison seemed resolved to defend both sides of the
~'iver; but the English battery of 10 guns soon made a breach, and ~lthou~h
It was defended with great valour, the English troops were. qUlckl~ ill
possession of this section of the town, the Irish retiring to the In h secbon.
Up to this time the English forces had not encountered an gren
difficulties. The capture of the Irish section of the tow~ wa by no metlns
an easy task. The two portions were divided by a brIdge, the arche~ of
which had been broken on the Irish side; here the Irish fired fiere~Jy IDto
the English ranks, inflicting very heavy casualties. Confronted WIth Uw
difficulty of getting across the broken bridge, Ginkle at first though . of
making the passage by a bridge of pontoons at Lanesbol'ougb, but the I~,;h
Commander anticipated his intentions and guarde~ .a~1 the pn S WIth
considerable force. He next considered the ford dlVlding the town , but
this was narrow, and impassable by more than 20 men in ~ rank. There
Was evidently nothing for it but to get acroSs the broken brIdge, IJnd here
under the incessant fire of his batteries and mortars he had plank and
beame placed to make a footway across the chasm. Though the men were
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by no means sheltered from the Irish guns they had practically succeeded
in their work, when from the Irish ranks came eleven volunteers (from
Maxwell's Brigade). Protected only by light body armour, and led by a
Sergeant Custume, they rushed on to the bridge and proceeded to cast the
heavy planks into the river. All were killed, but another eleven dashed
forward and completed their self-imposed task. Of this second party two
survived. Unfortunately, except in the case of Sergeant Custume, there
are no records to show who these gallant men were.
Ginkle now made another effort and carried on his work .with a close
gallery on the broken arch which was soon completed. Now after a stubborn
contest of about nine days he decided to cross the Shannon by three different
ways-the first party to force the bridge, .the second to cross the ford
below it, the third party to make the passage by floats and pontoons about
900 feet away. The Irish, however, became aware of this new plan through
a deserter, and just as the attacking party were moving into position, they
set fire to the facings of the broken bridge. The flames quickly spread,
and soon were blowing into the faces of the attackers with such unsupportable violence that the English commander was forced to withdraw.
Ginkle was now in a serious position; a considerable amount of his
provisions had been consumed, and, confident of victory, he had not taken
the necessary precautions for a successful retreat. He therefore called a
council of war, and after great deliberation, it was decided to attempt the
passage by the ford. This was a very hazardous undertaking, for it me~nt
the passing of the river in the face of the enemy and the town.
The command of the attacking party was given to a General Mackay,
and in order that the Irish might. not be alarmed by any extraordinary
commotion in the camp, it was decided to make the attempt at the usual
hour for relieving guard, when a double garrison might appear without notice
or suspicion.
Two thousand men were detailed and at a signal given by the ringing
of a church bell they they entered the river supported by the fire of their
works and batteries. The Irish troops at this place Were raw and
inexperienced but they fought with great gallantry. . The attackers
steadily advanced, soon reached the opposite bank, mounted the breaches
next the river, and in half an hour were in possession of the Irish portion
of the town.
It is said that General St. Ruth, in anticipation of this mode of attack,
had ordered the Marquis d'Usson to level the ramparts of the Irish section
on .the side fa~ing his camp, so that he (St. Ruth) might be able to render
asSIstance. D Usson for some I'eason did not do this, and as a. result
Athlone, the key to Connaught, was irretrievably lost.
Works consulted:
A BhoTt History of the Irish People. Mary Hayden and G A. Moonan.
The History of lTeland. M. M. McDermott.
.
Hutory of Ireland. Taaffe's
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NATIONAL STATISTICS AND
THE ARMY.
(Continued).
By

CAPTAIN

P.

J.

KELLY.

OU~ LAST I~SUE we dealt with the capabilities ~f native factories in
turmng out uruforms, etc., for an emergency force, should it be found
necessary to raise one. . Let us now consider whether the raw inateriars
for the manufacture of those articles of clothing are available. Obviously
the cotton, and a large quantity of the wool must be imported, but presuming
that adequate supplies of the latter commodities are forthcoming, will the
manufacturers be capaple of dealing with the demands from the tailoring
factories?
In 1929 (last figures available) there were 39 factories engaged in the
Woollen and Worsted industry, and the returns received in<hcate that 22
of these were fully occupied during the whole year, whilst the others were not
engaged full time owing, principally, to sh'tckness of trade. Since 1926, one
important factory has closed down, whilst one new factory waC) opened, and
one factory closed since 1925, was re-opened under new ownership. The
total number of persons employed in this Industry during the week ending
19th October, 1929, was 2,617, the corresponding figure in 1926 being 2,364.
The following table shows quantities produced, and net selling values for 1929,
with comparative figures for 1926.

I

N

Quantity
Kind of Goods Manufactured

sq. yds.
Woollen tissues
Worsted
"
"
Yam, woollen and worsted, lbs.

Net Selling Value

1926

1929

1926

1929

1,282,002
534,909
920,146

1,542,240
844,928
634,853

303,549
174,855
137,122

350,321
251,447
105,861

This table shows' a general increase in the quantities of. t~ose. goods
manufactured in the Saorstat in 1929 as compared with 1926, but It IS of mterest
to note that the import and export figures for each of these !ears show
considerable increases in the imports of certain of the Jtems 1~ 1929 as
compared with 1926. From this table we can see that those factones prod~ce
quite a considerable quantity of the raw materials n~ for the ~
of uniforms, blankets, hosiery, etc., and would be qwte capable of dealing
with any extra demand occasioned by the recruitment of a large defence fo~ce.
In preceding issues we have dealt with the raising, feeding, and clothing
.
.
t ~"'" ncmt'\rt
of an emergency-army. and . now we must consi.d ents eqwpmen. "'-r- ,
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etc. In a recent article Commandant Lillis dealt with the question of
transport during hostilities. He pointed out the methods that can be
employed to ensure the availability of sufficient transport if required. As
there is no factory in this country making motors, the system of empressment
will have to be resorted to for all types of vehicles to be used in the conveyance
of troops and stores. The following table, taken from the Trade Statistics
for December, 1930, shows the number and value of vehicles imported during
1930, with comparative figures for 1929.
Quantity
1929

Motor Cars :Touring ...
... ...
Commercial
... ...
Chessis for Motor Cars ...
Motor parts and accessories
Other vehicles and parts ...

...

...
...
'"

...

1930

7,627
1,088
777

7,560
1,285
712

-

-

Value
1929

1930

£

£

1,174,142
186,102
149,065
355,197
124,592

1,056,852
210,362
142,757
331,474
179,317

Those figures indicate that a large number of vehicles, suited to our
needs, are imported annually, and could be . made available for the rapid
transport of troops and stores. The country is also fairly well equipped with
railways, which, given necessary protection, could be used for movements
of large bodies of troops over long distances. The only objection to the
utilisation of empressed vehicles would be the multiplicity of the types of
spare parts required as many and various makes would be in commission.
A recent announcement in the daily press is very cheering. According to it
Dr. Drumm proposes to proceed with experiments on the utilisation of his
(famous) battery for road transport, on the conclusion of his work on the electric
train. This news is indeed heartening, and, perhaps, in the near future we
may see the present import figures for vehicles changed to thos.e for the export
of battery-operated cars manufactured in this country. In this connection
it hould be noted that during the year 1929 there were 30 concerns engaged
in the coach and body building trade (exclusive of Railway and Tramway
concerns). The net selling value of complete vehicles (mechanically propelled)
produced during tbe year was £1 ,000,000, and of vehicles not mechanically
pro~ed, £7,007. The value of parts of motor bodies produced for sale or
addition to stock amounted to £49,576, as compared with £14,523 in 1926.
Other parts of mechanically propelled vehicles produced during the year
were valued at £522,046, as compared with £432,483 in 1926. It would
appear, therefore, that should the Drumm motor car become an accomplished
fact there will be no necessity to go outside the SaoIstat for the bodies.
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Witho~t giving any figures from the relevant statistics, it is quite clear
to the ordinary observer that taken generally it is safe to assume that
Barracks services, with very few exceptions, can be produced within the
country. Due mainly to tariffs imposed during the last few years Saorstat
manufactures of beds, bedding, furniture, etc., have come into the market
in an effort to capture trade formerly held by importers, and would, no
doubt, be capable of dealing with any urgent demands we might find it
necessary to make upon them .
. Up to the present we have been dealing with types of requirements in
which the figures quoted have shown that they can be produced within our
own shores. There are, however, many and highly important needs for which
we must depend on foreign countries. I refer to such essentials as weapons
of all classes, armoured fighting vehicles, planes, artillery and ammunition.
None of these are made at home, all our demands for such being met from
abroad. ' In any event it is hardly likely that trained workers are available
for their manufacture even were factories established, and it would be
necessary to engage foreign craftsmen for the initial training of Irish workers.
It is only in the case of rifles and ammunition for the Infantry that any steps
could be taken to have our requirements met at home; in the case of the
other supplies enumerated, our annual requirements are comparatively so
small that the establishment of workshops fot' their production would be
undoubtedly uneconomic, as there would be no outlet for production surplus
to national demand. The only other method of being prepared for emergency
is the gradual building-up of reserve supplies by annual provision in the Army
estimates. Something could be done in the case of small arms and ammunition.
A small military factory might be established for their production. The
initial cost would be very heavy, but could be spread over a number of years,
the machinery being installed only gradually, whilst the selected staff was undergoing technical training. Such a factory might eventually be made a profitabJe
investment by the production of sporting guns and cartridges to meet the
home demand. Such a serious matter as this deserves the most careful study,
and only after the pros and cons have been meticulously considered can any
decision be arrived at.
In those articles I have endeavoured to show that statistical reports and
returns, published from time to time by the various public departments,
are worthy of study from the military viewpoint. Facts and figures have been
quoted to prove that vital information can be gleaned from ~ose
pUblications. The reader will readily understand that only th bare f~
of the subject has been touched upon, and that in short articles a comp~erwve
analysis would be impossible. It will be agreed that such an anal
would
be well worth the time spent upon it, and the information gained would be
adequate repayment. It might even be suggested that an arrangement be
made whereby all such statistics as they are published, would be forwarded to
the Department of Defence, wh~re they would be carefully indexed and filed
for ready reference if required.
7
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor AN T-OGLACH.
A Ohara,
As a .. civvy " I hesitate offering suggestions on military matters to
soldier readers but here are the suggestions, nevertheless, for what they
are worth.
1. Why is the National Army obliged to conform so closely to the
British Army, especially in its ceremonial drill? I admit its efficiency,
long used and tested, but would it not be possible to devise , here and there,
modifications that would be equally effective and which would have the
additional quality of being the practice peculiar to our Irish Army?
2. The present form of salute is too stiff and mechanical for Irish
801dier8.
3. Among the semi-military practices also that should be modified is
the method by which officers line up with an arch of swords over a newlymarried fellow-officer and his bride. That kind of automaton . stuff
harmonises with the English temperament, but it gives the average Irishman
who sees it done- and possibly the Irish officers concerned, too-a pain in
the neck.
Now in regard to the modifications or new practices to be introduced,
I would suggest that while considerable weight would be given to modern
ideas of what is fitting and desirable, every effort should be made to
harmonise them where possible, with ancient Irish army traditions. Ancient
Irish designs, pictures, and stories are full of suggestions for the military
reformer, working along those lines.
Might I also suggest that AN T-OGLACH devise some scheme by which
the material of s real history of the LR.A. could be collected, sifted out,
put together in effective form, and issued, at first in instalments snd later
in book form. I would suggest inviting, with this end in view, everyone
who had any data within his or her own experience to send it to AN T-OGLACJl.
If such a man as Piaras Beaslai, with assistants, could be induced to undertake the editing, the Irish public, at home and abroad, could be assured of
a work of outstanding interest and permanent value. Your Journal is the
only one, at. present, that could set the project going with any hope of
success. Is It not worth trying? In a few more years it may be too late.
Is mis~, do cars,
ANDRE W T. WALSH,
Author of " a ,asey of the I.B.A."
. In view of. t~e subject matter of the above letter it was passed to the

D~ctor of TralDlDg, who observes that if the writer has in mind our Infantry

Drill, tha.t has recently undergone a radical change. In fact a new system
has ?e~n lDtroduced, has been in use in Reserve Units for almost 12 mon.ths ,
~nd JS lD proc~ss of adoption by Regular Units. In this new drill, described
lD an artlcle lD our last issue, the features of the old drill objected to by
our correspondent do not app~ar.
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Our drill has been designed to meet the needs of the modem field
battle and to give' full weight to the charact eristics of Irish soldiers of
' it
conseq uently is a comple te break from the British Infantr y Drill
whi~h is
largel~ ~ased. o~ ~volutions and formations of the
past, and on the rigid
mecham cal disClphne of Waterloo and the Crimea .
. .Our m~nner of saluti~g with the hand is slightly different from
the
~rltlsh. . Smce .the salute IS the symbol of the sol.
d ier's readiness
hImself Immed Iately and unreservedly at the dIsposal of his to place
superior,
smartn ess and precision are essential features of it. Movements
of precision
must of their nature be mechan ical. The fascist salute, for exampl
has obvious symbol ic meanin g and is in this respect more live and e, which
real
ours would need in an army to be carried out with great precisio than
n and
smartn ess if it were not to lose its symbolic charact er.
With referen ce to the suggestion conveyed in the last paragra
letter, attentio n is directed to the editorial in our issue of June lastph of the
in which
an invitati on in almost identica l terms was issued to all in a
position to
contrib ute to such a compilation. We welcome the present opportu
nity of
renewin g the invitati on .
Editor8, AN T-OOLACU .
TAILT EANN GAME S , DUBLI N, JIUNE· JULY , 1932.
1 LOWER ORMOND QUAY,
'l 'he Editor, AN T-OOLACH.
DUBLIN C.9.
26th October, 1931.
A Ohara,
The Drama tic Art section has now been made an integral part
of
Aonach Tailtea nn, and an organising Commi ttee has been function
ing for
some time in prepara tion for 1932.
The Commi ttee is composed of J. J. Hayes (Chairman), - .
Denia
Johnsto n, B.L.; Gabriel Fallon, Lionel Cranfield, J. J. Hogan
, M.A.;
W. Mervyn Crofton , M.D.; the Earl of Longford, Muiris
Cathain and
J. P. Colema n, B.A. (Hon. Secreta ry). All of these are closely
identified
with the art of the theatre .
There will be two divisio ns-the Interna tional, in which playa may
be
present ed in English or in Gaelic, and the National, in which
plays may
be given only in the Gaelic language.
. .
The attentio n of Dramat ic Socie.ties in Ireland IS directed to the
rule
governing their admissi on to Tailtea nn participation via pr~limi
n ary ~m
petition s. It is hoped that such competitions will be organ ISed
at v n~u
centres through out the country convenient of aeces to aU
prospective
particip ants.
Copies of the Rules governing both divisions, and yll.sbus
of th
Games, are now availab le in leaflet form, and may be obtalD
d free n
applica tion to me at this address.
Mise, Ie meas,
C. GIPI'ORD WILSON ,

°
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NOTES ON OTHER ARMIES AND
MATTERS OF MILITARY INTEREST
IRISH F REE STATE.
AR~AMENTS TRUCE: DISAltMAMENT CONFERENCE.-'rhe Irish Free State
has, like most States invited to the Disarmament Conference, notified the
League of Nations that it intends adhering to the terms of the Armaments
'l'ruce. The Armaments 'l'ruce provides that all States adhering to it will
not increase their armaments for a period of one year pending the holding
of the Disarmament Conference.
The Irish Free State has furnished the League of Nations with particulars regarding its armaments, in accordance with the request . of the
Council of the League of Nations, to all States invited to the Disarmament
Conferetice.

GREAT BRITAIN.
(From the Journal of the Royal United Service In8titution).
ApPoINTMENT.- Field-Marshal Sir George F. Milne, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
etc., Chief of the imperial General Staff, is to continue in his tenure of
that appointment for the term of one year as from 19th February, 1932,
when it would have expired. (NOTE: This is the second extension of FieldMarshal Milne's appointment).
NEW SEARCHLIGHT.-Press reports indicate a new searchlight has been
produced (by private enterprise) in England which it is expected will be
of much assistance for anti-aircraft defence purposes. Instead of one beam
it consists of a series of beams, and it is expected this searchlight will pick
up an aeroplane very much quicker than the existing searchlight, hold it
much better, and in addition enable the height, speed, and direction of the
aeroplane to be estimated.
PURCHASE OF HORsEs.-In reply to a question in the House of
Commons it was stated the policy was, where possible, to purchase horses
in Great Britain, but at present the supply was not sufficient and horses
were bought in the Free State. The following figures as to purchase weril
given:In Gt. Britain. Irish Free State. FO'l'eign Countries.
16
487
1927
155
127
1928
431
403
13
1929
741
429
6
424
1930
660
1
1931 (to 30/11)
200
724
AMPHIBIOUS TANK.-Vickers-Armstrong have manufactured a CardenLloyd Amphibious Light Tank carrying a crew of two and one machine gun.
The Tank h!l8 8U~ea,fully crossed a river during recent tests. Amphibious
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Tanks would be of considerable value in attackiJ;lg river lines which
can at
present hold up other armoured vehicles. In addition they should
be of
considerable value in opposed landings from the ses.
REGULAR ARMY rRAINING.-(Extract from stateme nt issued by the
War
.Office). ." The economies in expenditure on the Army next
year wi!!
necessi tate reducing to a minimu m the field training of the Regula
r Army."
" No Divisions will be concentrated and the training of all units of
the
Regula r Infantr y Brigades will be carried out generally in the vicinity
of the
place stations . Regular Units of the Royal Artillery, except
the AntiAircraft Artillery, will in future attend Artillery practice camps
biennially
instead of annually, and the Anti-Aircraft Batteri es will continu
e to carry
out firing practice annually but the allotme nt of ammunition for the
pUlPose
will be reduced .
.. Tours of the battlefields in France and Flande rs which have
been
arrange d in connection with army training in recent years
will be
discontinued. "

CANADA.
(Precis from the Canadian Defence Quarterly, October, 1931).
CARDEN-LLOYD TRAINING.-" When it was decided to equip the
three
Perman ent Force Infantr y Battalions with a certain numbe r of
armoured
machin e gun carriers, the first require ment was to train a selected
number
of officers and other ranks in driving, maintaining, and in the
tactical
handlin g of these machines. The Royal Canadian Horse Artillery
Brigade,
at Kingston, being fully mechanised, were given this task" .
.. Having completed preliminary mechanical training, and a certain
amoun t of elemen tary tactical handling, the detachm ent proceed
ed to
Petawa wa (Camp) to undergo further trainin g."
" The object of this training was threefo ld:i. Firing,
ii. Tactical employ ment as a company,
iii. To ensure uniformity of method in future training.
. . . . "Some flying time was given to the officer with a view
ascerta ining the visibility of these machines from the air."
(NOTE: The three Battalio ns mentioned have a total approxi
ma
strengt h of 55 Officers and 666 other ranks. .There are 123 ~oD.Pe
rmanent
Infantr y Battali ons and 16 Units of the Machme Gun Corp In tbe
Can dian
Active Militia).
ENGINE ER TRAJNING.-Deta~hments from 2
Field Troop, 6 Fi Id
Companies, and the H.Q. 2nd Div. Engineers, assisted by 6 Offic
rs. ,,;»d 81
other ranks of the Perman ent Engineers underwent advanced
r:urung at
Petawa wa during August. The training ended with the c:oostrucbon
of an
assault bridge across a river 320 feet wide and the blowmg of large
road
craters . A barrel raft to carry infantry tran.'!port was constructed
and a
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medium trestle and crib pier bridge partially completed. The assault bridge
presented some unusual difficulties and had not been very successful. A
second assault bridge was launched with much better results."
" The . organisation of 1 Field Company R.C.E. was commenced last
spring. When it has been brought up to strength and provided with modern
transport and equipment it should prove to be a valuable instrument for the
training of the Non-Permanent Active Militia Engineer Units."
(NOTE: The Permanent Canadian E ngineers have a strength of 39
Officers and 216 other ranks. The Non-Permanent Engineers consist of 15
Field Companies, 2 Fortress Companies and 7 Field Troops).
AUSTRALIA.
Lieut.-General Sir John Monash, who commanded the f\ustralian Corps
in the last year of the War, died during last October. His career is of
particular interest in so far that he was one of the first non-professional,
and non-regular British Army, soldiers to attain such a respon~ible appointment. An engineer in civil life, General Monash was from an early date
associated with the volunteers, and later with the organised Citizen Force in
Australia. On the outbreak of the War he became Chief Censor 'in 'Australia,
and was later appointed to command a Brigade which he took to the
Dardanelles. He later took a Division to France and during 1917 and 1918
became recognised as an outstanding officer. In 1918 he succeeded General
(now Field-Marshal) Birdwood as commander of the Australian Corps and
again distinguished himself as a leader. General Monash was a J ew and
found his religion something of a handicap, but his exceptional abilities
enabled him to overcome it. After the War he returned to civil life but
was a member of the Australian Defence Council.
FRANCE.
(From the Journal of the Royal United Service InBtitution).
" MILITARY SECTION AT THE MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS FOR THE
, TUDY OF TREATIES.-A decree was issued by the President of the Republic
on 9th May, creating a military ervice section for the study of treaties to
be attached to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. The section will comprise:
One general officer; one colonel or lieut.-colonel; one subaltern officer; two
permanent civil employees. The personnel will be under the War Department for administrative purpo es."
.. AGENTS MILIT IREs.-A Bill wa introduced in June, 1931, suspending
recruiting for the AgentB MilitaireB, an organisation of civilians employed
in mobilisation centres and for routine duties in the army, for the purpose
of freeing conscripts for training purposes. The Bill was introduced for
reasons of economy, since many of the Agents MllitaireB are drawing army
pensions in addition to their civilian pay. It is proposed that their duties
shall be performed by permanent staff non-commissioned officers and men
who will continue in the service until the age of sixty or sixty-five."
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Bill was introduced in June ' 1931 , for the purpose
f " bMOBILIZATION.-A
"
o ena h~g the natIonal def~nces to be manned speedily on the outbreak of
war. It IS proposed to legalise the individual calling up of ce~ain reservists
on government initiative, to supplement the Disponsibles cla~ses (which
correspond ·to our Section "A " of the Reserve), who are considered
inadequate for this purpose. Steps are also proposed to ensure that sufficient
trained specialists are available for this preliminary mobilization."
NOTE: It has already been explained in these notes that when the
French conscript's period of service was reduced that numbers of civilians
(Agents Militaires) were employed in the French Army with a view to
relieving the conscripts of all duties, except those connected with military
training. This was done to enable the conscripts to attain a higher standard
Simultaneously measures were taken to
of training in a shorter period.
increase the number of long-service soldiers in the French Army.
Section" A " of the British Reserve consists of " soldiers (ex-Regulars)
who accept liability to return to the colours during the first and, in certain
cases, the second year of their reserve services in circumstances which do
not render a general mobilization necessary." Their strength is at present
approximately 3,000.

DISARMAMEN.T.
I.-DISARMAMENT OR THE REDUCTION AND LnfITATloN OF ARMAMENTS.
A Disarmament · Conference to which considerable international
importance is attached will assemble in Geneva under the auspices of the
League of Nations' next February.
This Conference will be by far the
largest and possibly the most important conference held since the Paris
Conference at which the Peace Treaties were concluded. Its function,
notwithstanding its title, will be to try and achieve some measure of
reduction and limitation of armaments, not the actual disarmament of the
nations concerned ..
Universal peace has been long a subject of consideration: th~ Great
War was described at times as a war to end war, but the reduction and
control of armaments and related questions probably first became practical
politics when mentioned in President Wilson's .. Fourteen Points," and
more particularly when it became apparent that he would insist that ~e
Peace Settlements and Treaties must make some attempt to deal ~Itb
these problems, and also definitely deal with a scheme for the e tabh b·
ment of a League of Nations.
n.-PEACE CONFERENCES: VERSAILLES TREATY.
The Treaty of Versailles signed by the Allied Powers and the G rma
in 1919 enforced a very drastic measure of disarmament on Germany. ~h
'Army was limited to 100,000 men, who were to serve for at leas Ii twa ve
.
f
ve' the number of Officers,
years, thereby preventing the creatlOn 0 a reser ' . . '
r ·ted· the
the amount of Artillery, /lpd stocks of arms were ngIdly UIll
,
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conditions,
(a) Article 2 of the Covena nt provides, amongs t other
as may
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regulat
such
accept
that ever), membe r of the League " shall
force
air
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naval
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military
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t
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(5) The Membe rs of the League agree that the manufa cture by
en~erp.ri e of munitio ns and implem ents of war is open to grave
ob)ectlOns. The Council shall advise how the evil effects
at~dant upoll such manufa cture can be preven ted, due regard
bemg had to the necessities of those Membe rs of the League which
are DOt able to manufa cture the munitio ns and implem ents of wnr
necessary for their safety.
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The Me~bers o~ the League undertake to interchange full and
frank mformatlon as to the scale of their armaments their
military , naval, and air programmes, and the condition of ~uch of
their industries as are adaptable to warlike purposes."
to
Article 9 states: "A Perman ent Commission shall be constituted
8
and
1
Articles
of
ns
Provisio
the
of
on
advise the Council on the executi
ly."
general
s
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of
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Article 9 ' has been given
provides for the creation of a
application and enforcement.
has always had a section whose
related questions.
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effect to and the "Draft Convention"
Permanent Commission to deal with its
The Permanent Secretariat of the League
duties were to deal with Disarmament and

IV.-DISARMAMENT OUTSIDE THE LEAGUll.

Since the War any important measure of disarmament achieved as a
result of international negotiation has been in the Naval sphere and not
under the auspices of the League of Nations.
(a) Wa8hington Conference, 1922.-A Disarmament Conference was
held in Washington in 1921-22 at which the following Powers were represented :-British Empire, United States, France, Italy and Japan. The
Powers represented disagreed on some of the questions discussed but
eventually a Treaty was signed which achieved a fair measure of limitation
of capital ships and aircraft carriers and put a stop to a dangerous cClmpetition in building programmes which was developing. The British Empire
and United States scrapped many ships building or completed and a very
large saving in expenditure on naval programmes resulted. The British
Empire, for the first time, agreed to another navy having parity with it in
capital ships. The following proportions were fixed for the five powers:
United States, 5; British Empire, 5 ; Japan, 3; France, 1.66; Italy, 1.66.
Future capital ships were limited to a maximum tonnage of 35,000 (a
competition in the building of ships far in excess of this figure had started)
and their guns were not to exceed 16 inches calibre. Other ships were not
to exceed 10,000 tons or have guns of a greater calibre than 8 inches.
(b) London Conference, 1930.-Several unsuccessful attempts to effect
further limitations of navies were made between 1922 and 1930 when a
further Conference was held in London at which the Powers who signed
the Wasbington Treaty were again represented. After discussion a Treaty
was signed which provided for the continuation of the existing limitation
and a further limitation to the capital ships of the British, United Status,
and Japanese Navies. It was agreed to discontinue the building of very
large submarines. The British Empire, United States, and Japan agreed
to limit the gross tonnage of their cruisers, destroyers, and submarines.
France and Italy could not agree as to the amount of tonnage of these craft
to be allocated them and the main provisions of the London Treaty do not
apply to them. Unless new agreements are negotiated in the meantime
the principal provisions of both the Waabington and London Treaties will
cease to have effect in 1936.
V.-GBNERAL.

(a) All the Powers, great and small, contend that they have made considerable reductions in their armaments since the War. Several British
Ministers have declared that the armaments of Great Britain hav~ already
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been reduced below the level of safety when Britain's commitments are
considered, and that unless other Powers agree to a considerable reduction
at the Conference that Britain will have to possibly increase and not reduce
her armaments. France, in association with certain other Powers, is
considered by many to hold the military hegemony of Europe. The :French'
Government, however, declare that unless they get guarantees of security
from other Powers they cannot add to the considerable reduction
which they insist they have already made in their armaments. Germany
maintains that unless the other powers make far-reaching reductions they
cannot insist any longer in limiting her armaments under the Versailles
Treaty. Most of the other Powers, particularly those with extensively
developed military systems, regard some one or other of their neighbours
with suspicion, and the general political atmosphere is not such as to
encourage a hope that a large reduction in armaments is at present probable
in Europe.
The United States, Russsi, and a number of small Powers who are not
members of the League of Nations have taken part in the preparations for
the Conference and will be represented at it. Without the co-operation of
the two Powers mentioned no general reduction in armaments of any
importance would be possible.
Article 8 of the Treaty between Great Britain and Ireland states:•• With a view to securing the observance of the principle of international
limitation of armaments, if the Government of the Irish Free Stat-e
establishes and maintains a military defence force, the establishment
thereof shall not exceed in size such proportion of the Military establishments maintained in Great Britain as that which the population of IT land
bears to the population of Great Britain."

THE QOYAL HOSPITAL, KILMAINHAM.
It is not generally understood that the Royal Ho pital, Kilmainham,
was founded at much the same period a the similar Royal Hospital at
Chelsea, London, and the Invalides in Paris.
All the e building or
institutions were founded for the same purpose. Architecturally Chel Il
and the Invalides are amongst the well-known building of London and
Paris, and under more favourable circumstances the Royal Hospital hould
be as well known in Dublin. Persons familiar with military tradition
invariably associate the three.
Chelsea is still an "old man's home," but it also contain man. milit l'
antiquities, flags, colours, etc., and i one of the principal d positari of
the tangible and material factors that are a sociated with !lnd go to th
making of tradition and esprit-de-COTps in the Briti h A~y. It governorship is one of the most 80uaht after and honoured appollltment open to
retired British general office~s. Other officers .are em?loyed_ ~n it . . ta~
and it is definitely one of the in'ltitutions assocIated With Bnb h mlht I')
tradition and glory.
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The Invalides in Paris in addition to housing the offices of the Military
Governor of Paris and some other military offices is devoted to a military
museum and the tomb of Napoleon. It is definitely the Temple of French
military glory and tradition.
The Royal Hospital's traditions may not be entirely Irish but it and
its surroundings have tradition, and they are associated with the national
history for centuries. The plain adjoining served as a camping ground for
the army of Brian Boru before Clontarf and later saw the armies of Bruce
and Art MacMurrough Kavanagh. Kilmainham itseli was the site of an
ancient monastery and was later the principal priory in Ireland of the
martial religious order of the Knights Templars. On their suppression it
came into the possession of the Knights Hospitallers, or Knights of St.
John of Jerusalem. Both the Knights Templars and Knights Hospitallers
played a prominent part in contemporary Irish military and political history.
The Hospital Cemetery includes the famous Bully's Acre, and popular
tradition held that Brian Boru was buried in the grounds, although historical
writers state that he was buried in Armagh. A pattern was held at a well
in the grounds for centuries.
The Hospital, as an old soldiers' home, was founded by the 2nd Duke
of Ormonde, in 1860. His family played a large if not a creditable,
part in Irish History. In latter years the place has been associated with
the British Army in Ireland. It has a historical importance and tradition,
although not of a definitely national type, but it must be remembered that
all military tradition has something in common.
Morale is essential to a military force: tradition has much to do with
morale. Tradition has to be made and maintained by tangible factors,
ceremony, museums, flags, stressing of historical circumstances, etc. The
museums and flags must be located in a suitable building which should it,self
have character, tradition and history. It should also be a suitable location
for special ceremonies.
These factors merit attention in the Defence Forces, and it is suggested
that Kilmainham might with advantage be developed into a centre for the
location of the tangible factors of Irish Military tradition.

The StlW'Jl 0/ the Boval Hospital, Kilmainham, was compiled by Major E. S. E.
Childen and Robert Stewart in 1892 and ·amplified and republished in 1921.
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REVIEWS.
AT G.H.Q. By Brigadier-General John Charteris, C.M.G., D.S.O. Cassell
and Co., London. ]lrice 12s. 6d. 365 pages.
ENERAL CHARTERIS (then a Major) was serving on the I:;taff of Sir
Douglas Haig, G.O.C., Aldershot Commond, in 11H4. He went
with Sir Douglas to France, and organised his Corps IntelJiaence
Servioe. When Sir Douglas was promoted to command an ~my,
and luter the whole British Expeditionary Force, in France, General
Charteris accompanied him, still in charge of the Intelligence Service,
and continued to act as Chief Intelligence Officer to the Expeditionary
]!'orce until December, 1917. He is in a particularly strong position to
write of events at G.H.Q., and in France, because he was not only for a
vcry long period one of the principal staff officers at G.H.Q., but also because
ho was a friend and oonfidant of Sir Douglas Haig, with whose views on the
conduct of the war he entirely agreed, and of whose " official " biography
he is the author.
The book consists of notes kept, and letters written at the period, and
slightly amplified since, but according to the author "in the main the book
is in the words written at the time." Judging by its contents one can well
believe this, its comments on persons (some now dead, and famous) are frank,
free, and often qui~ blunt. The book is not a connected narrative, contains
no maps, and many of the references will be unintelligible to persons who have
not already a general idea of the sequence of events in France during the
War. It does not purport to give a connected account of the procedure or
routine of G.H.Q., and with one exception, comparatively little is said of General
Charteris' own particular work-Intelligence. The exception is the related
questions of Press, Publicity, and Distinguished Visitors. General Charteris
shows very plainly the enormous importance those questions attained in
France, and the trouble they gave Army Commanders. In fact an Army
Commander might plan and conduct a military operation badly, but he dare
not make a bad impression on a London Press fagnate, or a person of possible
political importance.
The real importance of the book lies in the account it gives of the disputes
and differences between G.H.Q. in France and the Cabinet and between the
soldiers themselves. The first entry (16th August, 1914) indicates that Haig,
then commanding one of the two Corps of which the Expeditionary Force
then consisted, had no confidence in French or the members of th G.H.Q.
Staff (principally Sir Henry Wilson-who is continually and drastically
criticised) on whom French was likely to rely. This state of a.ffajrs continued
until Haig replaced French, and also existed when Wilson was Chief of the
Imperial General Staff, and in a sense HaiB's superior. With regard to
G.H.Q. and the Cabinet the position can be described by stating that if
Haig kept his two eyes on the great enemy-Germany-be also found it
desirable at all times to car~y watc9 the activities of Lloyd George and his
a51Ciciates. IJoyd George, of course, reciprocated. General Charteris a)sq
indicates that the situation between lloyd George and the Cabinet, and their
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THE COMING WAR. By General Ludendorff. Faber and Faber, London. 6s.
In this book, as stated on the wrapper, Ludendorff forecasts the
events of a second world war, which, he tells us, is impending. In
chapter V., as also in some earlier articles, he has fixed the date of the outbreak
of war for May 1st, 1932. Therein he at once awakes our scepticism, and
adds to it by reasons adduced in support of his contention. He states that
" the inner Jewish Circle, Freemasons, and Jesuits are all of them Cabbalists
in varying degrees, and that the 1st May, 1932, happens, according to
cabbalistic superstition, to be a specially auspicious, not to say holy day,
upon which to begin war."
There is further developed the theory that the world is ruled by three
supernational forces: the Church of Rome, the Soviets, and the Grand
Orient Lodge of France. Leaving aside this theory, the early chapters are
of interest in that they give a broad outline of European politics, and the
alliances between States. If war were to break out in the morning, one
cannot question the alignment of nations as set down by Ludendorff. Such
a forecast is always a reasonable undertaking to a student of international
affairs who is reliably informed. There may be one or two doubtful nations
that will give trouble, e.g., Greece in the last European War, but in the main,
the Powers can always be answered for, provided, of course, the conclusions
are based on authotitative and correct data, and not on the sometimes wild
suppositions of national prejudices.
When he comes to forecast the progress of this next war, we again
question Ludendorff's thesis. If the progress of previous wars, especially
wars on a large scale, has proved anything, it has proved the inability of either
statesmen or soldiers to forecast, with any degree of exactitude, their
detailed progress, or even their general progress. Ludendorff's forecast is
fortune-telling, backed by a first class military knowledge. The war is
pictured as being fought initially on German soil north of the Alps. On one
side is France, the leader of the Grand Orient, backed by Poland, CzechoSlovakia, Yugo-Slavia, and Rumania. On the opposing side, the main fight
is made by the Italian troops, supported by such German, Austrian and
Hungarian troops as are available, and further reinforced by England.
Ireland is represented as sending an Army Corps with the English forces at the
request of the Pope-one of the most reasonable suppositions in the book,
judging by the recent political pronouncements of the leading parties in the
Free State. Ludendorff has not apparently overlooked all the Irish troops
sent to the last European War on the "save little Belgium" bait. The
Germans, Austrians, etc., are considered as dupes or agents of the Italian
Fascist Government, which, in turn, is dominated by the Pope. Soviet
Russia also adheres to the Anti-Masonic alliance, hoping to snatch the
advantage from Rome when the fighting is over. The French are successful
in the initial stages, overrun Central Europe, and the forecast terminates
with a state of trench warfare prevailing along a line running across Central
Europe from the Baltic near Danzig through Poland, Cuche-Slovakia,
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4. The Platoon and Section in the Attack.
5. The Platoon and Section in the Occupation.
6. Of a Defensive Position.
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7. The Platoon and Section in Withdrawal.
8. The Platoon and Section on Outpost.
9. Fighting in Close Country--Attack.
10. The Horizontal Clock Code.
Each Exercise contains Object, Introduction, Narrative, Problems and
Notes for Solutions.
The Appendix contains twenty questions with answers suitable for
asking at Examinations on Section Leading Courses, and at N.C.O.-'s
Promotion ExamiI:.ations.
This is a most interesting and useful book and is a worthy addition to
any officer's library.
It is published by Messrs. Gale & Polden, price 2/6 nett. (Post 2/9).
J. E. N.

EOGIIAN BUADH O'NEILL.

(Seosam Mac Grianna do scriobh).
This may be described as a fine historical novel in Irish. The scene opens in
the Low Countries, but is soon transferred to Ireland where we are rapidly
carried into the maelstrom of intrigue and conflict of interests associated
with the Confederation of Kilkenny. There is an excellent description of the
preliminary disposition of forces for the Battle of Benburb, and of the battle
itself. A map in illustration of this event would not be out of place in the
book.
Whilst one may not feel disposed to accept the author's appreciation of the
motives of the various parties to the Confederation, or his analysis of character
in all cases--the work has the outstanding merit of being written in vigorous
Irish. For that reason alone it deserves wide circulation. It totals 212 pages.
The book may be had from the Government Publications Sale Office, 5 Nassau
Street, Dublin. Price 2s., by post 2s. 3d.
T. MAcC.
GUESTS OF THE NATION. By Frank O'Connor. Macmillan & Co.,
Ltd. 7/6 net.
Treating principally of the Irregular campaign of 1922, this collection
of Short Stories is Mr. O'Connor's first appearance in book form. A number
of the stories have already been published in difIerent periodicals. There is
a note to the effect that the characters and incidents are wholly imaginary.
The author, thus, invites us to suppose that his actors are creatures of his
imagination; and, although we might be tempted to wish that he had held
the balance more evenly between the blacks and the whites, we cannot but
admire the art with which he has delineated the people of his choice.
The stories are well told; but there is a super-abundance of Anglo-Irish
idiom together with a fondness for the macabre. The author belongs to the
school of writers who would place the human soul on the operating-table, in
the hope of unravelling its mysteries and presenting us lazy people with a
suggestion of its workings. How far Mr. O'Connor has succeeded .in th!s
book must be judged for himself by each reader. Probably the stories Will
8
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appeal more to the rank psychologist than to the man who wants a balanced
picture of the Irish mind as it s.truggled through a particular phase in our
history.
But it is easy to criticise. While the stories, so far as they deal with
the Itregular campaign, appear to be a mirror of its underworld, Mr.
O'Connor must be .congratulated on the undoubted art with which he has
drawn his selected characters.

N. S.

DARK 1I0UNTAIN AND OTHER STORIES. By David Hogan.

Talbot
Press. 5s, net.
These Stories deal with the" Black-and-Tan " period in Ireland. The
colours of that period are fast merging into the background of the years.
The dry bones of historical facts are generally safe for future generations.
Not so with atmosphere. There is always a danger that it will be completely
forgotten, or recorded only imperfectly. And, without it, facts are lifeless
things. The recent ~glo-Irish struggle culminated in a decisive change in
the national position. It constitutes, therefore, an important chapter in our
history, and it is desirable that a true picture of its characters, incidents,
atmosphere and setting should be preserved.
This book is an attempt on the part of the author to make the " Blackand-Tan" times live again. Place-names and personal names, reminiscent
of events of 1920-1, occur throughout the book; and there is evidence that the
author has been enabled to draw on inside information. But anybody who
has taken part in the movement cannot help feeling that, while the Stories
may be based on fact, the treatment has invested them with an air of
unreality. One senses that Mr. Hogan has not been an active participant
in the drama that he would recreate in prose.
Readers of Buffalo Bill will, perhaps, recognise the woodcraft of Mr.
Hogan's Boy Scout, who runs a British spy to earth by the Wild West
method of laboriously following a trail of broken twigs and grasses.
Volunteers who helped to catch spies will pity the author's childishness.
And, when they read of the Commandant who takes pains
to ensure that the safety-catch of his revolver is in the " off" position, they
will be convinced that some facetious person has been amusing himself at
Mr. Hogan's expense. After all, revolvers are revolvers, and safety-catches
are peculiar to somewhat different weapons.
In one of Mr. Hogan's ambushes, a Commandant disposes his Volunteers
behind opposite fences of the same section of road; or so it would appear from
the text. That indication of tactical acumen will appeal to surviving
Column Commanders; but the appeal will be to their risibility. Again, the
apparent ease with which, in this book, British posts and parties are captured,
will be a revelation to the Column men who, to their cost, found that enemy
troops and police did not lack courage and doggedness.
To come to fundamentals, Mr. Hogan's weakness for sentimentalism
appears to warrant the assumption that his contact with the period which
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he aims to portray has ~en superficial. The particular kind of plaintive
patriotism that characterises the whole' book was entirely foreign to the
Volunteers of 1920-1. In those days there was a sprinkling of Commandants
and Volunteers of the types drawn by the author; but, at the 'approach of
real danger, they usually scurried home, where, no doubt, they enjoyed their
emotional hallucinations in comfort. On the conclusion of hostilities they
re-appeared, and came to be known as .. Trucileers." Do we see their ghosts
risen, under the conjuring pen of Mr. Hogan? Are we mistaken when we
think that it is their spectres who strut across the neurotic pages of this book,
steeping their souls in the seductions of blossoms and bogs, of tarns and
trees, and, in the process, almost forgetting the existence of Kathleen Ni
Houlihan?
The fighting Volunteers understood and loved Nature differently; and
they understood and managed ambushes in a way that Mr. Hogan can hardly
have known. The Volunteers dealt in hard facts, and serious situations.
They did not so much dream and posture, as plan and fight. The people who
aided them were plain people. Justice can be done to both, and to their
exploits, only by somebody whose knowledge of their troubles and their
triumphs is derived from first-hand physical and true spiritual contact.
The school of Celtic Twilight, of which the apostles were mainly racial
strangers, and Mr. Hogan is a lowly disciple, never understood Irish realities.
The Volunteers were a cogent refutation of the Celtic Soul, as limned by writers
of that school. Another mentality, and a different technique, must interpret
the Volunteers and their times.
This book is Hollywood, poorly staged in Celtic Twilight. To anyone
who participated in the events of 1920-1 it is a caricature, done by a man
who knows something of the jargon.
OLD VOLUNTEER.

MAGAZINES.
OAlfADIAII.
OclobeY, 1931.
In this issue the account of .. Wireless Telegraphy in the Canadian
Corps in France" is concluded, and the second last instalment of the
.. Canadians in Dunsterforce " appears. A new serial, by Lieutenant General
Sir A. MacDonnell, describing the activities of the Canadians in the advance
n France, in the Autumn of 1918, is started. The first of a series of articles
by Flight Lieutenant Walker, on the Mongol Campaigns also appears. It
is believed that a study of these campaigns will be of particular value now
when so much attention is being paid to the problem of mobility in war.
There is an interesting article on the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and an
equally interesting one on .. Canada's Position in the Mineral Situation of the
British Empire." .. Machine Guns in Attack" are discussed in an article
entitled so, and Machine Guns, Automatic Arms, and the Future of Infantry,
CANADIAN DEFENCE QUARTERLY,
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in an article-CI A Ray in the Outer Darkness." There are other articles,
and persons in this country who wish to really understand what the '
"
.. Volunteer spirit" means, should read, " Necessity is the Mother of..
(1\ Western Battery goes to Camp)."
The Editorial, Notes, and other features are of the usual interest. The
Quarterly, as a whole, is of particular interest to Saorstat Officers.

D. B.
AMERICAN.

(U.S.)-September-October.
The R.O.T.C.~Keyto National Dejence. Major-General Johnson Hagood, U.S.
This article deals with the organisation and development of the.
Emergency Officers Corps.
The system of Training the R.O.T.C. Institutions is criticised, and
suggestions are advanced for the better development of the system to fit
the manhood of the Country for National Defence.
The' writer deplores the amount of time which is wasted in teaching
students to do the work of private soldiers, and asserts that the time spent
on instruction in non-essential details could be utilised to greater advantage.
The Tactics oj Bush Warfare. Major W. Peard, U.S. Maline Corps.
A highly interesting article dealing with the operation of regular troops
against the guerilla force in Nicaragua since 1927.
The writer relates the experience of the regular troops, and the
difficulties and hardships which were encountered.
The article contains important lessons in guerilla warfare, and should
be a· source of considerable knowledge to any student of Military SUbjects.
Helpful illustrations and sketches are provided which add to the interest
of the' article. .
Community Interest in NatiOfw vllard. Colonel William H. Waldron, Infantry.
This article deals with the difficulties ind troubles of a National Guard
Company Commander. ,,.
It provides an interesting discussion between the Company Captain
and the Inspecting Colonel.
We are treated to a straight talk on the difficulties, and the best method
of effecting an improvement, and developing the interest of Community
in National Guard.
Also included in this Number;A" Ideal System Fire Cont,ol jor Sea-Coast Arlillery. Colonel J. C. Ohnstad.
Thi,ty Yea,s oj Sea-Coast P,actice. Major J. B. Crawford.
Precision Methods oj ImFovision i" Anli- Ai'C1'ajt Fi,e. Captain Albert
M. Jackson.
AIechanical Solution of Data Comjndation P,oblems. Lt. G. V. Truchel.
Commercial Motor Vehicle Maintenance. Captain P. W. Lewis.
0NrsWw. oj R.O.T.e. F,eshmm. . Colonel P. L. Miles.
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Aherne, F., Newbridge; Co. Kildare
Military Tailor and Outfitter.
Baxendale and Co., Ltd., Capel Street, Dublin
Builders' Providers.
Becker Bros., Ltd., South Great Georges Street Tea Merchants.
Dublin.
Broelec Service, Ltd., Anne's Lane, Dublin
Picnic Sets.
Bullarch Ignition Co., .Ltd., 16 Nassau Place, Auto-Electrical Engineers.
Nassau Street. Dublin.
Canada Life Assurance Co., 11 Grafton Street, Insurance.
Dublin.
Callaghan and Co., Dame Street, Dublin
Military Tailors.
Carroll, P. J . and Co., Dundalk ...
Tobacco and Cigarette Mannfacturers.
C. B. and Drogheda Breweries, Ltd.
Brewers.
City Vulcanising Works, 13a Amiens Street, Dublin Tyre Repairs.
Restaurant.
Clery's Restaurant, O'Connell Street, Dublin
Coady, 39 Dame Street, Dublin ...
Tobacconist and Confectioner.
Cosgrave and Sons, Ltd., Ranelagh
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Crotty's Ltd., 62 Grafton Street, Dublin
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Dublin.
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Dublin.
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Express Garage, Ltd., 19-20 Pearse Street, Dublin Motor Repairs, Requisites, Supplies.
Ferguson, Ltd., Lower Baggot Street, Dublin
. Motor Engineers.
Fishing Trawlers Direct, Ltd., 1 South Great Fish and Poultry Merchants.
Georges Street, Dublin.
Fitzpatrick's, 42 Parkgate Street, Dublin
Victuallers and Contractors.
Garnett and SOn, 12 Crampton Court, Dublin .. . Angling and Sports Requisites.
General Electric Co., Magnet House, Trinity Street, Electrical Contractors, Stores and
Dublin.
Ironmongers.
Grand Central Cinema, O'Connell Street, Dublin Cinema.
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Hiltonia Spring Pillows.
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Thomas Street, Dublin.
Irish National Assurance Co., Ltd., College Green, Insurance.
Dublin.
Jameson and Co., O'Connell Street, and Henry Jewellers.
Street, Dublin.
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Joyce and Brady, Ltd., Lemon Street, and Duke Motor Spares and Accessories.
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Keating, J. J., 32/33 Lower Abbey Street, Dublin Motor Engineers.
Keegan, L., 3 Inn's Quay, Dublin
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.. . Gun Maker and Ammunition Manufacturer.
Kelly Bros., 9 Eustace Street, Dublin...
.. . Civil, Military, and Clerical Tailors.
Ke1Jy, Joseph and Son, Ltd., 66-68 Thomas Street, Saw Mills and Joinery Works.
Dublin.
Kennedy, Peter, Parnell Street, Patrick Street, Baker and Confectioner.
and South King Street, Dublin.
Knowles, 27 Grafton Street, Dublin
Fruiterer.
Maison Pierre et vie, 4 Lower Abbey Street, Dublin Hairdressers.
Marconi (I.), Ltd., 20 Duke Street, Dublin
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Meredith and Co., 48 Cuffe Street, Dublin
Jewellers and Plate Dealers.
Metropole Restalrant, O'Connell Street, Dublin Restaurant.
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Dublin.
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Inchicore, Dublin.
O'Beirne and O'Neill, 66 Middle Abbey St., Dublin Civil and Military Tailors.
O'Connor, Frank, 141 Parkgate Street, Dublin Turf Accountant.
O'Connor. William and Sons, 18 St. Andrew St. Civil and Military Tailors.
O'Sullivan, John J., 20 Clare Lane, Clare Street Sheet Metal Works.
Phillips, T. G., 4 Dame Street, Dublin ...
Military and Merchant Tailor.
Phoenix Book Co., Ltd., 3 and 6 King Street, Bookseller and Publisher.
Covent Gardens, London, W.C.2.
Pigott and Co., I~td., Grafton Street, Dublin
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Pirelli, Ltd., Parliament Row, Fleet Street
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Watchmaker, Jeweller and Optician.
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Ford Dealers.
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facturer.
Summerfield, F. M., Ltd., 138 Lower Baggot Renault Cars.
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